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Abstract

Introduction of scientific and cultural aspects of Computer Science (CS) (called “Computational
Thinking” - CT) in K-12 education is fundamental. We focus on three crucial areas.

• Historical, philosophical, and pedagogical aspects. What are the big ideas of
CS we must teach? What are the historical and pedagogical contexts in which CT
emerged, and why are relevant? What is the relationship between learning theories
(e.g., constructivism) and teaching approaches (e.g., plugged and unplugged)?

• Cognitive aspects. What is the sentiment of generalist teachers not trained to teach
CS? What misconceptions do they hold about concepts like CT and “coding”?

• Affective and motivational aspects. What is the impact of personal beliefs about
intelligence (mindset) and about CS ability? What the role of teaching approaches?

This research has been conducted both through historical and philosophical argumentation,
and through quantitative and qualitative studies (both on nationwide samples and small
significant ones), in particular through the lens of (often exaggerated) claims about transfer
from CS to other skills.

Four important claims are substantiated.

X CS should be introduced in K-12 as a tool to understand and act in our digital world,
and to use the power of computation for meaningful learning. CT is the conceptual
sediment of that learning. We designed a curriculum proposal in this direction.

X Expressions “computational thinking” (useful to distantiate from digital literacy) and
“coding” can cause misconceptions among teachers, who focus mainly on transfer to
general thinking skills. Both disciplinary and pedagogical teacher training is hence
needed.

X Some plugged and unplugged teaching tools have intrinsic constructivist characteristics
that can facilitate CS learning, as shown with proposed activities.

X Growth mindset is not automatically fostered by CS, while not studying CS can foster
fixed beliefs. Growth mindset can be fostered by creative computing, leveraging on its
constructivist aspects.

vii
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Terminology

Specific terminology and relative abbreviations are always defined in the text (with appropriate
bibliographic reference, when needed).

We report here the most important ones, as a handy cheat-sheet.

Computer Science / Informatics / Computing (CS) The terms are used as synonyms
to refer to the science studying the algorithmic description and transformation of
information. See the first section of Introduction for an in-depth discussion.

Computer Science (Informatics / Computing) Education (CSEd) The field studying the
teaching and learning of CS. See Introduction.

Computer Science (Informatics / Computing) Education Research (CER) Research in
CSEd field. See Introduction.

Computational Thinking (CT) The approach used to understand the world and solve
problems through CS (inside the discipline itself, and in many other disciplines). Var-
ious interpretations and possible meanings are extensively discussed in Introduction,
Chapter 2, Chapter 6 and Chapter 11.

K-12 education Roughly indicating pre-university education, from Kindergarten to Grade
12, i.e., the end of high school.

Pedagogical Content Knowledge (PCK) Teachers’ interpretations and transformations
of subject-matter knowledge in the context of facilitating student learning. See section
Motivation in Introduction.

Content Knowledge (CK) Teachers’ knowledge of representations of subject matter. Part
of PCK. See section Motivation in Introduction.

Pedagogical Knowledge (CK) Teachers’ general pedagogical knowledge or teaching strate-
gies. Part of PCK. See section Motivation in Introduction.

Learning theory Philosophical, psychological or educational theory that describes how people
learn. See Chapter 3.

Learning paradigms (educational paradigms / paradigms of education) Classifications
of learning theories into schools based upon their most dominant traits. See Chapter 3.

xiii
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Behaviourism Learning paradigm focused on shaping desired observable behavior and on
the transmission of knowledge from teachers to students. See Chapter 3.

Cognitivism Learning paradigm shifting the focus from the behavior of students to their
mental processes, and on the reorganization of information according to cognitive
studies to foster learning. See Chapter 3.

Constructivism Learning paradigm focused on the idea that knowledge is built personally
(cognitive constructivism) or socially (social constructivism) by learners rather than
being transmitted to them. See Chapter 3.

Instructivism Term often used to generally indicate non-constructivist, traditional, transmis-
sive paradigms and theories. See Chapter 3.

Constructionism Learning theory inside the paradigm of constructivism, focusing on the
potential of computers and programming as tools to provide the (cognitive and affective)
building materials useful to facilitate the construction of knowledge, even abstract one
like the mathematical one. See Chapter 3.

Instructionism Used as the opposite of constructionism, i.e., using technology to improve
teaching in a passive and transmissive (instructivist) way. See Chapter 3.

Mindset (implicit theories / self-theories / lay theories / naive theories) In this con-
text, refers to personal ideas people hold about their intellectual abilities. See Chapter 5.

Fixed Mindset (entity theory of intelligence) Idea that own intelligence is a fixed trait
one is born with (like eye color or height when adult), and one cannot do much to
change it. See Chapter 5.

Growth Mindset (incremental theory of intelligence) (GM) Idea that own intelligence
is a malleable trait that can be developed with study and deliberate effort (like muscles
can be trained). See Chapter 5.

CS Mindset (CSM) Mindset with respect to Computer Science. See Section 5.2.

Transfer The effect of what you learned priorly in a new situation of learning or performance.
See Chapter 4.

Higher-order thinking skills (HOTS) Include general skills like problem solving, critical
thinking, creative thinking, and decision making. See Chapter 4.

Unplugged activities Activities without a computer, like physical games, used to teach CS
and programming concepts.

Plugged activities The opposite of unplugged ones: activities that use computers (and
programming) to teach CS concepts.

Programma il Futuro (PiF) project The italian localization of Code.org, with support
materials. See Section 1.4.5, Chapter 10 and Chapter 11.



Introduction

Computer Science, Computing, Informatics, and Computational
Thinking

Nowadays, digital technology pervades all aspects of human life and is based on an independent
and recognized scientific discipline. This discipline is worldwide known as computer science,
computing or informatics.

The term informatics is used, especially in Europe, as a synonym of computer science
(and computing, common in the UK), rather than assuming a different nuance of meaning,
as it sometimes happens nowadays in North America, for example. An interesting historical
reconstruction by Bauer [2007] ascribes this different use of terminology to the fact that the
name Informatics belongs to his company, and they denied to use it freely.

The name Informatics has some historical significance. In 1973, my colleagues and I spent some time
deciding on a name for our new company. We were attracted to the suffix “-atics,” the Greek ending
which suggests “the science of.” [. . . ] “Informatics” was our next thought, suggesting the “science
of information handling.” [. . . ] Phillipe Dreyfus, a French system/software pioneer [. . . ] invented the
French version of the Informatics name: Informatique. In France, the name took on the meaning,
generically, of “the modern science of electronic information processing.” [. . . ] The word Informatique
was adopted and adapted in Europe in various forms: Informatik, Informatica, and soon. In the US
[. . . ] [t]he word belonged to Informatics legally [. . . ] and through the years [. . . ] we stopped many
organizations from using the name. At one point, the Association for Computing Machinery asked us
for permission to use the name. [. . . ] I met Dreyfus [. . . ] [and] we were amazed to learn that we had
each developed the name in the same month and year, March 1962. [Bauer, 2007, p. 86]

Note, however, that the german Informatik appeared as early as 1957 in Karl Steinbuch’s
Informatik: Automatische Informationsverarbeitung (Informatics: Automatic Information
Processing).

In the context of this dissertation, we assume the following definition.

Definition (Denning et al. [1989]). The discipline of computing is the systematic study of
algorithmic processes that describe and transform information: their theory, analysis, design,
efficiency, implementation, and application. The fundamental question underlying all of
computing is, “What can be (efficiently) automated?”

Note that in the above definition, “computing” was used as a shorthand for “computer
science and engineering”: “We immediately extended our task to encompass both computer
science and computer engineering, because we concluded that no fundamental difference
exists between the two fields in the core material.” [Denning et al., 1989, p. 10]. Nowadays

1
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“computing” tend to be used as an umbrella term for a family of disciplines [Shackelford
et al., 2006] (Computer Science, Computer Engineering, Information Systems, Information
Technology, Software Engineering) or fields that deal with computation [Denning, 2013]:
(computer science, computational science, information science, computer engineering, software
engineering).

Despite the fact we are fully aware of the different nuances of meaning, in this dissertation
we will use interchangeably the terms computer science, computing and informatics (and
the handy abbreviation CS) to refer to the science studying the algorithmic description and
transformation of information. We will tend to use the term informatics in particular when
talking about the Italian context and curriculum, since it resembles the Italian informatica,
and is most common in Europe.

In the same way, since this dissertation is mainly about teaching and learning, we will use
interchangeably the expressions Computer Science Education (CSEd), Computing Education,
Informatics education. When talking about Computing Education Research, we will also use
the acronym CER.

The approach used to understand the world and solve problems through CS (inside the
discipline itself, and in many other disciplines) is nowadays often referred to as computational
thinking (CT) [Wing, 2006]: for the moment, it can be informally defined as thinking like a
computer scientist to solve problems. We will discuss in much depth the term, its origins,
and its many possible definitions in Chapters 2 and 6.

Motivation

We live in a digital society, where computing devices are ubiquitous, and where all aspects
of our lives - from work, to socialization, to entertainment - are extensively influenced by
artifacts (both hardware and software) built thanks to the results of Computer Science.

It is no surprise that the introduction of scientific and cultural aspects of Computer
Science (CS) in K-12 education is currently of great interest for stakeholders, policymakers,
educators, and, of course, CS Education researchers.

Some governments are therefore taking actions, by introducing CS aspects (sometimes
calling them CT or using the buzzword “coding”) in K-12 curricula and teaching guidelines.
At the same time, volunteers and private associations and companies, are making an effort to
spread out basic CS principles (often framed as the teaching of practical programming skills).

The interest of this author grew in these two contexts: from one side becoming (only
for one year) a CS High School teacher, and from the other by volunteering in CoderDojo
Bologna.

As governments quickly found out [see, e.g., The Royal Society, 2017], one of the most
important (and too often least considered) aspects of putting in place a stable system of CS
in K-12 is focusing on teachers.

It is clear to researchers that, when a new discipline is introduced in the curriculum,
training (for pre-service teachers) and professional development (PD) (for in-service teachers)
are crucial aspects. In particular, according to the model presented by Bender et al. [2015],
relevant areas for training and PD are:
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• Pedagogical content knowledge

• Teachers’ beliefs

• Motivational orientations

Even though this thesis is not focused only on teachers, this framing is very useful
to understand what areas are worth researching to foster the introduction of CS in K-12
education.

Pedagogical content knowledge. Pedagogical content knowledge (PCK) was defined
by Shulman [1987] as teachers’ interpretations and transformations of subject-matter knowl-
edge in the context of facilitating student learning. He proposed several key elements of
pedagogical content knowledge:

• knowledge of representations of subject matter (CK, content knowledge);

• understanding of students’ conceptions of the subject and the learning and teaching
implications that were associated with the specific subject matter;

• general pedagogical knowledge (PK) or teaching strategies;

• curriculum knowledge;

• knowledge of educational contexts;

• knowledge of the purposes of education.

As most of the teachers are not specifically trained to teach CS, and probably had not
received any formal instruction in computer science (as opposed to other subjects, like Math,
that has been studied from primary school by all teachers), training initiatives should consider
the necessity to teach elements of computer science (CK), along with specific strategies to
teach those concepts. This is even harder because there is no long tradition in teaching CS,
and so there is an ongoing debate and research to determine what concepts and competencies
should be taught in K-12 education, and at what levels should each concept be introduced.

Pedagogical knowledge (PK), however, must not be forgotten: as we will review, there
is much debate between pedagogical paradigms, for example, the classic battle between
traditional instructivist approaches, focused on how to transmit knowledge, and more active
and constructivist approaches, focused on fostering students constructing knowledge by
themselves.

Teachers’ beliefs. Teachers’ conceptions about a discipline are fundamental elements for
its teaching. In our society there are many misconceptions on what computer science is (e.g.,
confusing it with the use of digital technologies), and nowadays the spread of new terms like
“computational thinking” and “coding” can lead to misconceptions among instructors (e.g.,
considering “computational thinking” as a separate discipline from CS, or “coding” as more
general and didactic than “programming”).
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Apart from erroneous ideas about what CS is, other misconceptions are spreading,
regarding transversal competences (like general problem solving, logical reasoning, creativity,
collaboration, perseverance) the study of CS can foster. There is a long history in claims
about what skills can be developed by teaching programming, dating back in the 80s, and
focusing on the educational language LOGO [Papert, 1980]. Research in education, however,
tells us transfer is difficult and unlikely to happen automatically, especially between knowledge
domains far from one another [Ambrose et al., 2010].

Motivational orientations. Personal ideas (among present and future teachers, but also
among students) about the ability of someone to learn computer science are fundamental for
an effective introduction of CS as a discipline in the school system.

To non computer scientists, learning to program may appear as a too challenging goal,
achievable only from those having the so-called “geek gene” [Ahadi and Lister, 2013; Patitsas
et al., 2016]. Moreover, stereotypes lead some people to identify computer scientists with
singularly focused, asocial, competitive, male figures [Lewis et al., 2016].

Students and teachers have different personal ideas (“implicit theories”) about their
intellectual abilities [Dweck, 2017b]. Some believe that their intelligence is a fixed trait (like
eye color or height when adult), and they cannot do much to change it: they have fixed
mindset. Some others believe instead that intelligence can be developed with study and effort
(like muscles can be trained): they have a growth mindset.

A growth mindset can be fundamental to face the challenges of learning to program, and
this is particularly true for primary school teachers, mostly female (and so, subject to gender
stereotypes) and not trained in CS and its teaching. It is known one can have a different
mindset for different areas: so it is important to measure and address a specific “CS mindset.”

Research presented in this thesis covers aspects of each of these areas.

Part I is mainly dedicated to providing the reader a brief but precise review of the main
concepts (both from computer science and from psychological and educational literature) in-
volved in this dissertation, to make it sufficiently self-contained. The reviews will be descriptive
rather than critical. However, we will provide the first contribution: a classification of some
important elements of CT that, we argue, is helpful in shedding light on misinterpretations of
the concept.

After that, the three main parts of this document will cover the aspects researched in the
aforementioned areas.

Part II covers historical, epistemological, and pedagogical aspects of the nature of
Computer Science as a discipline, and its introduction in K-12 education.

Part III covers teacher’s sentiment about a nationwide project to introduce CT, and
conceptions and misconception new expressions (“computational thinking,” “coding”) used
in the educational context.

Part IV investigates the relationship between implicit theories of intelligence (mindset)
and teaching and learning CS.

Finally, Part V contains concluding remarks, appendixes, and bibliography.
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Research Goals

This research was guided by an important meta research question.

MRQ What are the positive and negative effects of historical, epistemological, pedagogical,
cognitive, and affective aspects of CT on the introduction of CS in K-12 education?

More specifically, we were guided by some fundamental questions, focusing on three crucial
areas.

Historical, philosophical, and pedagogical aspects. What are the core epistemological
aspects of CS worth being included in a K-12 CS curriculum? What are the historical and
pedagogical contexts in which the idea of CT emerged, and what can we learn today from
them? What is the relationship between learning theories (e.g., constructivism) and teaching
approaches (e.g., educational programming languages, unplugged activities)?

Cognitive aspects. The introduction of a new discipline can come with a lot of stereotypes
and misconceptions, especially among generalist teachers not trained to teach the discipline.
What is the sentiment of those teachers? What conceptions and misconceptions do they hold
about concepts and terms like CT and “coding,” intensively used by media, trainers, and
ministerial documents?

Affective and motivational aspects. What is the impact of personal beliefs about intelli-
gence and about own CS ability in teaching and learning CS? What is the role of teaching
approaches (e.g., constructionism)?

Investigations on these questions have been conducted both through historical and
philosophical argumentation, and through quantitative and qualitative research on collected
data (on large nationwide samples and on small significant samples).

Moreover, many of these questions have been looked through the lens of the (often
exaggerated and too optimistic) claims about the (automatic) transfer of competences (e.g.,
from studying CS to learning general problem-solving skills, or from learning CS to applying
perseverance in all areas of life).

Contributions

It should be clear that it is not possible to give definitive answers to such big questions,
especially in the narrow scope of a Ph.D. thesis.

However, the results of our work can provide support for valuable claims regarding the
introduction of K-12 in CS education, and bring contributions to CSEd research.

The claims are briefly stated here, and will be extensively analyzed in the Conclusions at
the end of this document (Chapter 14).
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• CS should be introduced in K-12 education as a tool to understand and act in our
digital world, and to use the power of computation as a tool for thinking and meaningful
learning. CT is the (important) conceptual sediment of that learning. We designed a
curriculum proposal in this direction.

• The use of expressions like “computational thinking” (which is useful to make clear
that we are not talking about digital literacy) and “coding” can cause misconceptions
and partial understandings between non-specialist teachers, often focusing on unverified
claims about transfer to general thinking skills, hence in need of specific training, both
on pedagogical aspects and, first of all, on CS disciplinary content.

• Programming practices, teaching tools like visual programming environments, and
unplugged activities have some intrinsic constructivist and constructionist characteristics
(e.g., visualization, sharing and remixing, creative construction of interactives, concept
reconstructions, personalization, use of the body) that can be used to facilitate CS
learning, as shown with activities examples we designed.

• Like other general skills, growth mindset is not automatically fostered by learning CS.
Worse, not studying CS can foster fixed beliefs about CS ability. A growth mindset could,
however, be fostered by creative computing activities, leveraging on the constructivist
aspects of CS.

Thesis Overview

In the next subsections, which can be safely skipped if reading the entire material, we will
present in more detail each chapter. Beware of spoilers!

Context (Part I)

In the first part of this work, the context is depicted.

We will start, in Chapter 1, from a description of the social and cultural context in
which the introduction of Computer Science in K-12 is gaining importance. We will describe
initiatives from governments that are introducing CS concepts in curricula (e.g., US, UK,
France) and non-profit organizations (e.g., Code.org, CoderDojo), aiming to widespread basic
CS skills (often through a playful introduction to programming concepts).

We will then focus on the Italian situation, describing - especially for the unfamiliar reader
- the Italian school system, with particular focus on curricula and recent ministerial documents
related to CS and ITC, and on the pre-service primary teacher training. Finally, we describe
the project “Programma il Futuro,” the Italian localization of Code.org.

In Chapter 2, we will explore the expressions “computational thinking” and “coding,”
hot keywords massively used when talking about CS in K-12. We will focus on the current
meanings of the expression CT1, and discuss the many definitions that have been proposed

1leaving historical research of its origins for Chapter 6
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in recent years. In particular, we summarised the common aspects found in the definitions,
distinguishing four areas [Corradini, Lodi, and Nardelli, 2017b]:

• Mental processes: mental strategies useful to solve problems (Algorithmic thinking;
Logical thinking; Problem Decomposition; Abstraction; Pattern recognition; Generaliza-
tion).

• Methods: operational approaches widely used by computer scientists (Automation;
Data Collection, Analysis and Representation; Parallelization; Simulation; Evaluation;
Programming).

• Practices: typical practices used in the implementation of computing machinery based
solutions (Experimenting, iterating, tinkering; Test and debug).

• Transversal skills: general ways of seeing and operating in the world; useful life skills
that could be useful for / enhanced by thinking like a computer scientist (Create;
Communicate and collaborate; Reflect, learn, meta-reflect; Be tolerant for ambiguity;
Be persistent when dealing with complex problems).

This classification is important because some of the aspects tend to be overemphasized
(e.g., general problem solving mental processes and transversal skills) and other underem-
phasized (e.g., CS specific methods and practices), as will appear in different parts of this
dissertation.

Finally, we will discuss different views on the current meaning of the term “coding”: from
one phase of software development to a synonym of programming, up to “playful programming
for beginners.”

In Chapter 3, we will set some pedagogical background needed to understand this research:
after a brief introduction about learning paradigms, we will describe more deeply those relevant
for our work. We will start from the classical behaviourism, main theory behind traditional
transmissive (instructivist) approaches to teaching; we will then discuss cognitivism, dismissing
the behaviorist assumption that cognitive processes cannot be studied; we will then move to
constructivism, a set of psychological and learning theories sharing the idea that knowledge is
actively constructed or reconstructed by learners (or groups) rather than being transmitted to
them.

After these classical paradigms, we will focus deeply on constructionism, a constructivist
theory that is tightly bonded with CT and learning to program: it adds that learning is
especially effective when the learner is involved in the active construction of objects - both
cognitively and affectively meaningful to her. To construct these objects, she needs building
materials (concrete or abstract): computers and programming languages are formidable tools
to provide these materials.

We will finally present a learning model, creative learning, developed in the context of
constructionism, that inspires the widespread educational blocks-based programming language
Scratch.

Chapter 4 is dedicated to a review on a single crucial concept in Education (and one of
the threads of this dissertation): transfer of learning. Informally, it can be described as the
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effect of what you learned priorly in a new situation of learning or performance. There is a
long tradition of claims that the so-called higher order thinking skills (HOTS), like general
problem solving, logical thinking, problem decomposition, can be taught through disciplines
like Math, Latin or Greek and then they automatically transfer to other disciplines or even to
every aspect of human life.

In these years, we see a similar trend in our field: mostly unverified claims state that
studying CS can automatically improve students’ results in other disciplines, or teach them
domain-general problem-solving skills (e.g., abstraction, pattern recognition, problem decom-
position, logical reasoning) or influence cognitive and affective aspects (e.g., motivation,
self-efficacy, resilience, creativity, mindset).

These claims are not new to computer science education research: debates dates back
to as early as the 1980s, in the context of the educational language LOGO, developed by
Seymour Papert. Some research and reviews were conducted in the early 90s, leading to
negative or only slightly positive conclusions.

More encouraging results were, however, obtained when the interventions were explicitly
designed to transfer specific competencies. In fact, educational research warns against
automatic transfer and agrees transfer is difficult, especially between far domains and especially
if activities are not explicitly designed for it.

Transfer is likely to happen more easily between near domains and applications. Less
likely is that transfer will automatically happen between CS and HOTS, whose teachability is
highly debated, or, even worse, to broader aspects like growth mindset.

Moreover, different teaching approaches and tools can influence transfer. From one side, a
more abstract and top-down instruction seems to foster transfer, since it teaches connections
and applicability of the same knowledge in different situations, but, on the other side, a more
hands-on bottom-up approach (e.g., a constructivist approach) seems to help creating a more
profound and more retainable knowledge.

Finally, successful examples of using CS (and in particular programming) mainly as a
tool to foster the learning of other subjects are available: however, the amount of computer
science learned by students is confined to what they strictly need to use in the main subject
that they are learning.

In Chapter 5, we will focus on mindset theory, concerning the effects of personal ideas
that people hold about their own intellectual abilities. Having a growth mindset (believing
that intelligence can be trained, like muscles) is far more desirable than having a fixed mindset
(believing intelligence is an immutable trait like eye color). Students and teachers with a
growth mindset get better results, cope better with difficulties, are less subject to stereotypes.
Growth Mindset can be taught by specific interventions.

This cognitive theory has recently gained much attention among educators around the
world. For what regards CS, the (unproven) idea that studying CS can foster a growth
mindset emerged.

We will review significant findings related to the theory and its implementation in schools,
also acknowledging doubts and critics that some researchers raised about it, and discuss
possible explanations of the current research status.

For what concerns CS, only a bunch of studies have been conducted, leading to mixed
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and inconclusive results. Moreover, it is accepted that one can have different mindsets with
respect to different disciplines, so we considered in particular CS mindset, the mindset with
respect to computer science. Research in other disciplines seems to indicate that constructivist
approaches can be beneficial for fostering a growth mindset, and this is confirmed by our
preliminary study.

History, Epistemology and Pedagogy (Part II)

Chapter 6 proposes a historical and philosophical analysis [Lodi, 2018c; Lodi and Martini,
[n.d.]] of the original context in which the expression “computational thinking” firstly
appeared: Seymour Papert’s attempts to use programming language LOGO as a tool to
constructively learn math, geometry, physics and potentially any other subject.

After a brief historical account on the idea of computational thinking, present in the
discipline from its beginning at the end of the fifties, we will analyze all the occurrences
of the expression “computational thinking” in Papert’s writings. This will give us a better
understanding of constructionism, his educational theory.

This analysis shows that one of the main points in what we informally call Papert’s
CT is that computers and programming languages are formidable meta-tools for building
computational objects in an environment rich of computational principles and meaningful
(both cognitively and affectively) for the learner and the community. In this context, CT is
seen as the privileged way to learn all the other subjects by creating significative artifacts
through programming.

However, history showed this has been oversimplified and misunderstood by thinking (and
sometimes successfully rebutting) that Papert’s claim was about “programming automatically
enhancing general problem solving and thinking skill.” As we already said, this idea has a
long and persistent history.

We then analyze differences with what can be called Wing’s CT : originally informally
defined by Jeannette Wing as “thinking like a computer scientist” and then as “the thought
processes involved in formulating problems and their solutions so that the solutions are
represented in a form that can be effectively carried out by an information-processing agent.”
However, we argue [Lodi, Martini, and Nardelli, 2017] that the reason CT must become
common knowledge is that it helps to understand and actively participate in our digital society,
more than - as was initially put by Wing - it helps to apply CS problem solving to everyday
aspects of human life (e.g., to better arrange your backpack).

We propose to focus instead on the dual nature of CS, also emerged from Papert’s and
Wing’s views: from one side, CS is an independent scientific discipline with his own core
scientific concepts, that is fundamental to learn - as we do for other subjects - to understand
the world we currently live in; from the other side, CS can be a powerful interdisciplinary and
transversal tool, with its unique ability to automate abstractions, to simulate worlds and to
allow everyone to express their creativity as constructors of digital artifacts.

These ideas form the basis for a proposal of a curriculum, detailed in Chapter 7 (and fully
reported in Appendix B) for CS in Italian compulsory education: primary (grades 1 to 5),
lower secondary (grades 6 to 8) and first years of upper secondary (grades 9 and 10).
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The proposal has been inspired by the English curriculum, but has been written to match
the structure and the style that the current Italian guidelines adopt for the other subjects. It is
articulated in five areas: Algorithms, Programming, Data and Information, Digital Creativity
and Digital Awareness, clearly putting the focus on scientific aspects of CS, without forgetting
its power as a creative tool [Nardelli, Forlizzi, Lodi, Lonati, Mirolo, Monga, Montresor, and
Morpurgo, 2017; Forlizzi, Lodi, Lonati, Mirolo, Monga, Montresor, Morpurgo, and Nardelli,
2018].

In Chapter 8, we will review some relevant literature related to learning CS and, more
specifically, programming in a constructivist and constructionist light. First of all, we
present some cognitive aspects, for example, the ideas of notional machine and its role
in understanding, misunderstanding, and difficulties in learning to program. We will then
review programming languages for learning to program, with particular focus on educational
characteristics of block-based languages. We will also explore similarities (e.g., iterative
software development and constructive, bottom-up, building of knowledge) and differences
(e.g., well defined abstract machine executing code vs. rebuttal of the existence of objective
reality) between some aspects of CS and of constructivist theories [Monga, Lodi, Malchiodi,
Morpurgo, and Spieler, 2018; Lodi, Malchiodi, Monga, Morpurgo, and Spieler, 2019].

We will then present the widespread but debated pedagogical approach of “unplugged
activities” [Bell and Lodi, 2019a]: activities without a computer, like physical games, used to
teach CS and programming concepts. We will discuss the advantages and limitations of this
kind of activity.

We will focus in particular to the most famous set of activities: CS Unplugged [Bell and
Lodi, 2019a;b]. It was developed many decades ago in New Zealand as outreach material,
but in recent years is being more and more used in schools. The similarities (e.g., kinesthetic
activities) and differences (e.g., structured vs. creative activities) between Unplugged and
constructivist/constructionist activities are highlighted.

Also in this context, the transfer problem is fundamental: do the concepts (e.g., algo-
rithms) learned through CS unplugged automatically transfer to “plugged” contexts (e.g., an
implementation in a programming language)? Research is consistent in showing that these
activities are helpful, and can lead to equal or better learning, only if integrated with “plug
it in” activities, where the concepts are explicitly linked to the ones learned in unplugged
activities.

In Chapter 9, we sum up the proposals of “unplugged+plugged” activities by describ-
ing teaching materials and lesson plans that we produced and implemented in a primary
school [Lodi, Davoli, Montanari, and Martini, 2020].

The unplugged activities are structured as an incremental discovery, scaffolded by the
instructors, of the fundamental concepts of structured programming (e.g., sequence, condition-
als, loops, variables) but also complexity in terms of computational steps and generalization
of algorithms, through playing cards and moving characters on a grid.

The plugged activities follow the creative learning approach, using Scratch as the main
tool, both for free creative expression and for learning other disciplines (e.g., drawing regular
polygons). Moreover, awareness of the rules of a digital community is addressed.

All the activities are explicitly linked to the competence and knowledge goals presented in
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our curriculum proposal (Chapter 7).

Teachers’ Conceptions (Part III)

In this part, we switch from a philosophical, epistemological, and pedagogical discussion to a
more narrow empirical research on large scale samples involving primary teachers enrolled in
the national project Programma il Futuro.

In chapter 10, we analyzed [Corradini, Lodi, and Nardelli, 2017a] primary school teachers’
(N ≈ 1300) sentiment after the first two years of the project. Responses were largely positive.

It is worth noticing that some of the most positive aspects of the project reported by
teachers were mainly related to the transversal skills (rather than to CS core concepts) they
feel these activities can improve in their students, for example: promotion of awareness and
comprehension of problem solving, logical thinking, creativity, attention, planning ability,
motivation for learning, students interest, cooperation.

Interestingly, we found that teachers perceived that the interest in their students with
respect to gender is equally distributed in primary school, but tend to increase for boys
and decrease for girls from secondary school. This reinforces the idea that it is essential to
introduce CS from primary school, when gender stereotypes are not yet present.

Teachers giving negative answers, even if they were a minority, raised questions about the
lack of creativity in the activities proposed by Code.org (that are, in fact, more oriented to
computational problem solving than on the creation of artifacts) and, above all, asked for
more professional development.

In chapter 11 we investigated teachers’ (N ≈ 1000) conceptions and misconceptions on
the two widespread expressions “computational thinking” and “coding”.

First of all [Corradini, Lodi, and Nardelli, 2017b], we asked teachers what is computational
thinking, what is the relationship between CS and the use of technology and finally how much
they felt prepared to teach CS basics.

The study showed only 1% of teachers gave a “good” definition, and 10% of them gave
an acceptable one. The others gave partial definitions, recognizing some important aspects
(like “problem solving” or “transversal competence”), but without referring to algorithms,
programs or executor, and so stepping away from a “CS specific” characterization of the
concept, reinforcing the worries about the spread of misinterpretations about CT.

On the other hand, it is encouraging the fact that 80% of them are aware of the distinction
between “computational thinking” and “being able to use technology.”

Not surprisingly, 2 out of 3 teachers felt not prepared or scarcely prepared to teach CT,
and ask for professional development as the first element to improve their preparation.

In the same study, we also investigated [Corradini, Lodi, and Nardelli, 2018a;b] the
perception of the difference between the term coding (widely used in media, ministerial acts
and by some teachers and instructors) and the term programming.

When asked about their idea of “what coding is,” only 40% of the answers related
coding and programming, but another 19% used terms linked to the automatic elaboration
of information to describe what coding is. The remaining part of the sample did not provide
explicit or implicit links between coding and programming.
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Worrying are the misconceptions we found in those who think coding is different from
programming: some think coding is just “toy programming,” while others state it is “more
abstract and general” than programming, linking it again to the development of transversal
problem solving skills rather than to CS core concepts.

This investigation shows that untrained teachers hold misconceptions regarding CS and
its related terms. Given the general public and media attention on CT and “coding” in
schools, currently taught by existing teachers - mostly not appropriately trained, professional
development actions focusing on CS scientific principles and methods are, therefore, a top
priority for the effectiveness of CS education in schools.

Implicit Theories (Part IV)

In this part, we will focus on the relationship between growth mindset (GM) and CS education.
In fact, as already stated, untested claims about CT fostering transversal skills like resilience
and GM are emerging.

However, educational research shows that transfer of competences is hard. Very little
research has been conducted on the relationship between GM and CS learning, with conflicting
results.

To investigate this connection, in Chapter 12 we report on an experiment [Lodi, 2019]
where we measured some indicators (e.g., mindset, computer science mindset - that we
defined here as the mindset with respect to CS) at the beginning and the end of a high
school year in five different classes (N = 66): three CS oriented, one Chemistry oriented, and
one Transportation&Logistics oriented. In one of the CS oriented classes, we did a very brief
GM intervention.

At the end of the school year, none of the classes showed a statistically significant change
in their mindset, reinforcing the idea that a transversal skill like mindset is hard to transfer
automatically.

Interestingly, non-CS oriented classes showed a significant decrease in their computer
science growth mindset. This is not desirable: if we think CS has a universal social value,
reinforcing stereotypes about a “geek gene” will be harmful and lead to problems similar to
those that many students are experiencing in Math, as international tests reveal. This adds
to the evidence on the importance of introducing CS principles for all K-12 students.

In the intervention class, students suggested - to stimulate a GM - the need for activities
that are more creative, engaging, and related to the real world and their interests, which is in
line with research on GM in other fields and shows in the constructivist/constructionist/creative
approach a way to pursue to enhance CS education.

The importance of a creative approach seems to be confirmed, as is described in Chapter 13,
by a preliminary study (N = 43) we conducted in female pre-service primary teachers (master
students) before and after a “creative computing with Scratch” course. We found a statistically
significant, even though little, increase in their growth mindset [Lodi, 2017; 2018a].

The course content and methodologies are described and discussed, in the light of fostering
a growth mindset in pre-service teachers, for example, by leveraging on the creative and
iterative nature of CS.
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Conclusions (Part V)

In Chapter 14 we review our results - acknowledging their limitations, and propose further
direction this research opens, for example: the design and evaluation of constructivist activities
keeping together the two natures of CT; the design of teacher training/PD focusing also on
CK; research on transfer in modern contexts; new methodologies to evaluate CS mindset.

In Appendixes, we present additional material: other classifications of CT concepts (A),
our curriculum proposal (B) and the instruments used in our mindset experiments (C and D).
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Chapter 1

CS in K-12 Education1

In this chapter, we argue for the importance of studying CS in K-12 schools because of the
ubiquitous role it has in our society.

We discuss how many countries are introducing it in school curricula and how private
initiatives support the cause as well.

Then, we focus on the Italian system, curricular documents, and the situation of teacher
training. We finally present the “Programma il Futuro” project, Italian localization of Code.org,
that is the background of some studies we conducted.

1.1 The Importance of CS in Society and in Schools

Computer Science is no longer a subject area cultivated only by professionals, but is relevant
to every citizen. CS is having, and will continue to have, a growing impact on the development
of production, economy, health, science, culture, entertainment, communication, and society
in general.

During its evolution, computer science developed its own big ideas. For example, fol-
lowing Bell et al. [2018]: “information is represented in digital form,” “programs express
algorithms and data in a form that can be implemented on a computer,” “digital systems cre-
ate virtual representations of natural and artificial phenomena,” “digital systems communicate
with each other using protocols,” and so on.

Every science has its particular point of view on the world, its “conceptual paradigm,”
according to which it describes and explains the phenomena. So - to give some examples -
quantity and their relationships are essential concepts for a mathematician, forces and masses
for a physicist, organism, metabolism, and reproduction for a biologist, molecules and their
reactions for a chemist, and so on. Each of these paradigms can be used to describe the
same reality, and - depending on the cases and contexts - one (or the combination of some)
of them may be the most useful for understanding and explaining the observed phenomena.

1Minor parts of this chapter were already published in introductory sections of Lodi, Martini, and Nardelli
[2017], Corradini, Lodi, and Nardelli [2017a; 2018b], Forlizzi, Lodi, Lonati, Mirolo, Monga, Montresor,
Morpurgo, and Nardelli [2018], Lodi [2019].

17
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Concepts such as algorithm, language, automaton are part of the conceptual paradigm of
CS and can be successfully used to provide descriptions complementary to those provided by
other sciences. Denning and Rosenbloom [2009] have coined the expression “the fourth great
domain”, putting computing on par with physical, life, and social sciences as a way to grasp
reality [Denning, 2009].

This different perspective that CS has on the world has also enormous practical conse-
quences: to pick one of the many possible examples, studying computational complexity
allowed the development of cryptography, giving us the opportunity for secure credit card
transactions.

Knowing the fundamental concepts of the science at the base of these marvels of digital
technology allows us - again, just to make examples - to discuss with greater awareness of the
advantages and threatens of electronic voting and in general of online data security, to better
understand the effects of (real or fake) news dissemination on social networks, understanding
the effects of algorithms governing every aspect of our lives - from dating suggestions to the
automated stock exchange, to artificial intelligence applications like self-driving cars, and so
on. Furthermore, considering that in the current digital society the presence of IT devices
is ubiquitous, it is necessary for any citizen who wants to be at ease in the society itself to
understand the scientific principles underlying their operation.

In this, computer science has not only a descriptive and a hermeneutic role, but it also
allows one to act on reality. Whether it is couriers that use algorithms to manage better the
logistics of constantly growing deliveries, or historians who use natural language processing
techniques to make new hypotheses on symbols that have not yet been deciphered, CS is
a necessary tool for transforming the world according to our own purposes, in every work
activity and every scientific discipline and humanities.

In order to cope with the ubiquity of information technology, all citizens must acquire
the conceptual tools necessary to understand the science underlying the digital world in
which they are immersed and on which the quality of their life will depend. Although we
are experiencing a rapid evolution of digital devices and of their applications, CS scientific
foundations are firm and rest on a homogeneous range of concepts, methodologies, and skills.

In the last decade, the awareness that these principles are valuable for every human being
has increased, and the introduction of CS as a standard school subject is more and more
discussed and advocated [see, e.g., Hromkovič, 2006; 2016]. At school, one learns Physics,
Biology, History, Literature not (necessarily) to become a scientist, a writer, and so on, but
to understand the world one lives in. As said, finding out what is behind technologies allows
students to become informed citizens, and to better debate and decide on crucial issues
like genetics, privacy, e-vote, and so on. Moreover, a lot of the so-called “digital jobs” are
unfilled because of the lack of a prepared workforce. To cover this vacancy, a broad education
in computing is mandatory. Less general but still very relevant, to increase the number
of students (and in particular underrepresented categories such as women) who choose to
graduate in Computing disciplines, an early exposition during K-12 to the basis of CS is
required so as they can fully understand and - if the case - appreciate it.

Regardless of the approach or tools proposed to teach CS in K-12, which are highly
debated, “there is a convergence towards computational thinking as a core idea of the K-12
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curricula” and “programming in one form or another, seems to be absolutely necessary for a
future oriented” CS education [Hubwieser et al., 2014]. As far as the learning of programming
is concerned, we should also note that its scope is now broader than it used to be. Indeed,
researchers argued that practicing programming can be seen not only a technical skill, but
also as a means of self-expression and social participation [Kafai and Burke, 2013; Schulte,
2013], as a component of a new form of literacy [Burke, 2012; Vee, 2013], as a way to widen
experience and experiment with personal ideas [Boyatt et al., 2014], and maybe also as an
instrument to foster children’s metacognition [Resnick et al., 2009].

1.2 CS in School Curricula

CS at school is often misrepresented as mere use of digital technologies, but this is, of course, a
distorted view. As seen, its real educational value, both as an independent scientific discipline
and as a cross-disciplinary field, lies on the fact that it offers new and meaningful ways to
interpret the world around us and to approach problems. The terms computational thinking
(CT) and coding (that we will deeply discuss in Chapter 2) are often used nowadays from
governments, stakeholders and educators. However, as we will extensively argue throughout
this thesis, we think students need an adequate CS education actually to acquire CT and
fully participate in the digital society.

The role of computing in school curricula is currently a topical issue of education policies
all over the world. CS has recently been introduced - or is on the verge of being introduced -
in the official curricula for compulsory education of several countries.

In the US, for instance, the Computer Science Teachers Association (CSTA), in cooperation
with the ACM, has proposed comprehensive standards [CSTA, 2017] and frameworks (with
the further collaboration of CIC, NMSI and Code.org [K-12 CS Framework, 2016]) for K-12
education. The legislative act “Every Student Succeeds Act” (ESSA), approved by the
Congress in 2015 with bipartisan support, introduced information technology among the “well
rounded educational subjects” that must be taught in school. In January 2016, the then
President Obama launched the initiative “Computer Science For All”2 whose goal is “to put
all American students, from kindergarten to high school, in a position to learn computer
science”.

In the UK, following the exhortations from the The Royal Society [2012] Report “Shut
Down or Restart” (denouncing the failure of the previous curriculum, based on the use of
ICT), Computing is a mandatory subject for all instruction levels starting from s.y. 2014-15 -
see in particular England’s “Computing at School” curriculum [Computing at School, 2012].

In France, the report by the Committee on Science Education [2013] advocated the
introduction of computer science at school. In 2015, the France government did reform the
curriculum of compulsory school introducing programming in cycle 3, and programming &
algorithmics in cycle 43.

Similar debates and changes in curriculum are underway or have taken place in several
other countries all around the world (just to mention some of them: most of the EU countries,

2www.csforall.org
3https://www.education.gouv.fr/pid285/bulletin_officiel.html?pid_bo=33400

www.csforall.org
https://www.education.gouv.fr/pid285/bulletin_officiel.html?pid_bo=33400
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Israel, South Korea, Japan, Australia, New Zealand), although there is not yet full consensus
as to what should be taught in K-12.

The associations Informatics Europe and ACM Europe have jointly put forth to the
European Commission the “Informatics for All” proposal [Caspersen et al., 2018], whose
aim is to establish Informatics as an essential discipline for students in Europe at all levels
throughout the educational system. The proposal adopts a two-tier strategy. A first-tier
takes the form of informatics as a specialization, i.e., a fundamental and independent school
subject. The second tier would be the integration of informatics with other school subjects.

A broad picture of the state of CS education worldwide can be found, for example,
in Hubwieser et al. [2011], McCartney and Tenenberg [2014], Barendsen et al. [2015], whilst
the situation is constantly changing.

1.3 Other Initiatives

In recent years, no-profit organizations, volunteer movements, and also private initiatives
aiming at spreading CS to young people flourished. Most of them are of high quality and
have helped to gain institutions and media attention on the topic. We believe, however, that
- in the long run - they cannot afford to provide CS education to all: K-12 public education
system has to take in charge of this ambitious target.

Some of these organizations provide after school programs or clubs to teach programming
and creative computing (e.g., CoderDojo4,5, CodeClubs6), sometimes with specific targets
(e.g., Girls who code7, Black Girls Code8).

Other are communities of teachers or educators (e.g., the British CAS - Computing at
Schools9, or the ScratchEd10 community from Harvard).

There are also initiatives in the form of challenges proposing problem-solving activ-
ities related to CT and informatics: for example, the Bebras11 challenge [Dagienė and
Sentance, 2016], born in Lithuania and now held in more than 60 countries around the
world [Dagienė, 2018], or the Problem Solving Olympics12, supported by the Italian Ministry
of Education [Borchia et al., 2018].

Finally, there are political initiatives to raise awareness and encourage students, teachers,
educators, and parents on the importance of learning CS/programming (e.g., the “Hour of
Code”13 from Code.org - see next section, or the “EU Code Week”14).

4https://coderdojo.com/
5The author of this thesis is a proud member of CoderDojo Bologna, to which he wishes he could dedicate

more time.
6https://codeclub.org/
7https://girlswhocode.com/
8http://www.blackgirlscode.com/
9https://www.computingatschool.org.uk/

10https://scratched.gse.harvard.edu/
11https://www.bebras.org/
12https://www.olimpiadiproblemsolving.it/
13https://hourofcode.com/
14https://codeweek.eu/

https://coderdojo.com/
https://codeclub.org/
https://girlswhocode.com/
http://www.blackgirlscode.com/
https://www.computingatschool.org.uk/
https://scratched.gse.harvard.edu/
https://www.bebras.org/
https://www.olimpiadiproblemsolving.it/
https://hourofcode.com/
https://codeweek.eu/
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1.3.1 Code.org

Until 2013, very few USA states had computer science in school curricula, despite being
probably the most advanced country in IT technology. To counter this situation, the no-profit
organization Code.org15 launched in the same year the “Hour of Code” project, with the
initial goal of having each student in the world doing at least one hour of programming and,
in perspective, the final goal of having for each student a proper education in computer
science.

Code.org developed teaching material made up of online interactive web programming
tutorials (see 8.3.6.2), featuring famous video games and cartoon characters, highly attractive
for students. Web tutorial are interspersed with unplugged activities (see 8.4) that teach or
reinforce important informatics concepts. Printable material and detailed lesson plans are
provided. Teaching materials and curriculum progression have been defined keeping in mind
the K-12 CS Framework [2016].

Code.org had, in its first school-year alone, more than 40 million students doing their first
hour of coding all around the world, and each year the participation dramatically increased.

1.4 The Situation in Italy

1.4.1 The Italian School System

Starting from 2007, the Italian school system has undergone a broad reform process, aimed
at renewing both the educational approach and the curricular organization. Compulsory
education spans now over ten years, usually corresponding to the age range 6–16, and is
subdivided into three main stages: primary school (grades 1–5), lower secondary school
(grades 6–8) and early upper secondary school (grades 9–10).

1.4.1.1 Primary and Lower Secondary

In 2012 the Italian Ministry of Education, University and Research (MIUR) issued the curricular
recommendations for the primary and lower secondary levels, that are common to all schools.
As opposed to the previous instructional programs, where the content of each subject area was
mainly arranged in temporal sequence, the new framework aligns with the recent European
trends in pre-tertiary education, focusing on skills and competencies to be acquired in broad
areas16.

1.4.1.2 Upper Secondary

The upper secondary level, on the other hand, is characterized by a variety of strands, whose
curricula are substantially differentiated from the outset, as appears from the list of specific
documents.

15https://code.org/
16In particular, the Italian Ministry has adopted the “Recommendation of the European Parliament and of

the Council” of 18 December 2006 on key competences for lifelong learning (2006/962/EC).

https://code.org/
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Upper secondary school lasts five years (usually students start when they are 14 y.o. and
finish when they are 19 y.o.), but only the first two years are compulsory. Students can
choose between lyceums, which give a theoretical basis in classical, scientific or artistic areas
and naturally lead to university studies; technical institutes, which give both theoretical
basis and a high qualified specialization in a specific area (divided in: economic institutes,
preparing for economics, management, and business-oriented computer programming, and
technological institutes, preparing for areas such as mechanics, electronics, computer science,
chemistry), leading to a job or to university studies; or professional institutes, preparing
students with practical skills to enter the job market immediately.

After choosing the kind of school, students select a specific track offered by the school
(e.g., “IT and telecommunications,” “fashion”), whose curriculum is decided at a national
level. Almost every curriculum includes Italian, English, History, Maths, Natural Sciences,
Sports, and the subjects of the chosen track.

See Bellettini et al. [2014] for a more comprehensive summary of the secondary school
system in Italy.

1.4.2 CS in the Curriculum

According to the current national curricular recommendations, computing-related topics and
digital technologies should pertain to two rather broad areas:

• A cross-disciplinary key citizenship digital competence area:17 proficiency and critical
attitude in the use of ICTs for work, life, communication; use of computers to retrieve,
assess, retain, produce, present, share information as well as to cooperate through the
Internet.

• A general technology subject area (grades 1–8) or a specific informatics/IT-related
subject (grades 9–10 for some types of schools, to be taught by qualified teachers),
which partly overlaps with the above area, but may also include some computer and/or
robot programming.

Moreover, with regard to the basic competences at the end of primary and lower secondary
education for the scientific-technological area, the national recommendations refer to some
general awareness of the implications of using ICTs (for society, environment, health, and
so on) and just add that “whenever possible, students can be introduced to simple and
flexible programming languages in order to develop a taste for the creation and for the
accomplishment of projects [...] and in order to understand the relationships between source
code and resulting behavior.”18

However, the actual implementation of the curricular recommendations is, to a large
extent, responsibility of each school, in accordance with the degree of autonomy introduced
by the reform - an autonomy that may occasionally be exploited by self-motivated teachers
to propose valuable initiatives also in informatics education. By contrast, what is improperly

17Digital competence is one of the seven broad areas listed in 2006/962/EC.
18http://www.indicazioninazionali.it/ (in Italian)

http://www.indicazioninazionali.it/
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called “Informatics” was (and often still is) mostly taught as learning how to use ICT tools
(e.g., using drawing programs or word processors).

1.4.3 Teacher Training

In Italy, lower and upper secondary teachers must hold a degree in the subject (or in a near
subject, e.g., Math degree to teach CS) they aim to teach, and - only since recent years -
some form of teaching qualification (e.g., a specific one year master).

By contrast, to become a pre-school and/or a primary school teacher in Italy, one
currently has to get a 5-year (Combined Bachelor and Master) Degree in Primary Teacher
Education. The course prepares students to become generalist teachers, by giving theoretical,
methodological, and practical training to teach all subjects included in primary school (Italian,
Math, History, Geography, English, Science, Technology, Sports, Music, to name the most
important ones). Most of the teachers teach more than one subject in a class, sometimes
both literary subjects and scientific/technical ones.

Because of the lack of Informatics in the national curriculum, its contents and teaching
methods are not part of the Primary Teacher Education degree.

Much worse, that degree is mandatory to teach in primary schools in Italy only since 2002.
Before that year, one could become a primary school teacher just with a High School Diploma
specializing in Primary Teaching (again, preparing students to teach all the subjects), without
even the need for a university degree. All teachers that got the Diploma before 2002 (more
or less all teachers older than 40) are primary school teachers without a Primary Teacher
Education degree. Due to low turnover, the vast majority of them belong to this category.

In both cases, apart from isolated professional development courses, most of the primary
teachers and non-specialist secondary teachers did not receive any formal training neither in
CS nor in CS teaching methods.

1.4.4 Recent Developments

In Italy, a recent school system reform [Italian Parliament, 2015] explicitly states that it
is mandatory to develop student’s digital skills, with particular care to the development of
computational thinking. In a subsequent policy by the Italian Ministry of Education, University
and Research [2016], the so-called Italian National Plan for Digital Education, a three-year
plan of concrete actions for setting up a comprehensive innovation strategy across Italy’s
school system and bringing it into the digital age, was set up with the objective of bringing
computational thinking to all Primary Schools.

Moreover, a recent addendum to the Italian National Recommendations for K-8 [Italian
Ministry of Education, University and Research, 2018] adds computational thinking as a skill
in which students must become fluent. The term Informatics (or synonyms) does not appear
in the document.

The Ministry of University, Education, and Research (MIUR) and the National Interuniver-
sity Consortium for Informatics (CINI – a consortium made up of all Italian research universities
active in Informatics) agreed, in March 2014, to launch the project “Programma il Futuro”
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(“Program the Future”) [Corradini, Lodi, and Nardelli, 2017a] to introduce informatics
elements and activities in Italian schools, presented in the next section (1.4.5).

In 2017, a working group from CINI, in which the author of this dissertation is per-
sonally involved, authored a Proposal for a national Informatics curriculum in the Italian
school [Nardelli et al., 2017; Forlizzi et al., 2018]. The proposal is described in Chapter 7
and fully reported in Appendix B.

1.4.5 The “Programma il Futuro” Project

The “Programma il Futuro” (PiF, from now on) project started from the school year 2014-15.
The initiative has been framed and presented in term of learning computational thinking

as a key competence for modern education, to stress the importance of the cultural value of
informatics more than its technical and technological aspects.

PiF project is based on the teaching material developed by Code.org. All Italian teachers
are invited at the beginning of each school-year to use it in their classes, at least for one
hour. Participation is optional, and any teacher is encouraged to engage in, whichever is her
own teaching subject. This approach was chosen due to its scalability characteristics. By
leveraging on-site teachers and well suited online teaching material, it is possible to faster
bring to action a much larger number of students. In perspective, the project aims to facilitate
the establishment of adequate informatics education in all school levels in Italy.

While targeting primarily teachers and students, the initiative has also addressed the adult
population, according to the principle that education in fundamental concepts in informatics
has both an intrinsic intellectual value and a practical role in understanding the IT basis of
today’s societal mechanisms. The project material is also used in adults’ training centers,
out-of-school education initiatives, and for self-learning, even by the elderlies.

PiF translated the textual material of all the tutorials (both online exercises and unplugged
activities), paying particular attention to scientific precision and consistency.

PiF implemented a support website19 to allow teachers building an Italian community
of users. Following a carefully designed communication plan and an iterated development
approach, the site provides a comprehensive guide for teachers.

In particular, in the Percorsi (“Paths”) section offers, for each course and lesson of the
courses proposed by Code.org, a detailed web page (in Italian) that explains concepts taught
in that lesson and its general and specific learning objectives. Additionally, for each lesson,
a video tutorial in Italian has been realized20 to provide step-by-step guidance to any user
towards successful completion of the activities.

In the last years, the project also proposed activities for upper secondary school students
(e.g., building apps), paths for digital security and awareness, paths on computer architectures,
creativity contests, and teachers’ professional development courses.

According to May 2019 data, more than 6,400 schools, 31,400 teachers, 128,000 classes,
2,500,000 students participated in the project, doing an average of 15 hours of programming
per student21.

19http://www.programmailfuturo.it/
20The author of this thesis realized many of the concept explanations and video-tutorials.
21https://programmailfuturo.it/progetto/monitoraggio-del-progetto

http://www.programmailfuturo.it/
https://programmailfuturo.it/progetto/monitoraggio-del-progetto
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1.5 Conclusions

Computer Science / Informatics is the scientific discipline that underpins the digital technolo-
gies that pervade our modern society. Understanding its scientific principles is a fundamental
skill for every citizen. That is why many governments are introducing some elements of CS in
the K-12 school curriculum, and, in the meanwhile, a lot of private and non-profit initiatives
have emerged to involve kids in CS-related activities.

In Italy, some elements of CS are sparsely present in the K-12 curriculum, and some
reforms are introducing “computational thinking” and “coding” as mandatory skills to be
acquired. However, a comprehensive curriculum reform, formally bringing CS as a discipline
into it, is still missing. Moreover, the vast majority of K-12 teachers are not trained to teach
CS and, except for those with a specific CS background, they never studied the subject
themselves at school: teacher training is, therefore, one of the most important steps to foster
this introduction.

The Programma il Futuro project is encouraging Italian teachers to introduce elements of
CS in schools, by supporting them - for example - with teaching materials translated from
Code.org and a support website.
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Chapter 2

Computational Thinking and Coding

The term computational thinking seems to have been firstly used in print by Seymour Papert
[1980], and then was brought to the attention of the CS community by Jeannette Wing
[2006].

From 2006, a considerable body of literature has been produced to search for a better
definition of this concept, to provide tools and frameworks, to introduce and assess CT in
K-12 education. For a review, see Grover and Pea [2013].

Even if there is no agreement between authors, a lot of proposed definitions stress the fact
that CT is not only about technical methods and practices, but also about mental processes
and transversal competences1 like creativity, collaboration, tolerance for ambiguity, resilience,
and more.

In this chapter, we review some of the most important definitions proposed in the last
years, and propose a classification of the common elements that can be useful to better
understand the misinterpretations of the concept.

We will then discuss different views about the extensive use of the word “coding” in the
context of CS education.

2.1 Computational Thinking

The mathematician and computer scientist Seymour Papert (one of the creators of LOGO
programming language - see 8.3.1, and the proponent of the constructionist learning theory
- see 3.2) seems to be the first to have used in press the expression “computational think-
ing” [Papert, 1980, p. 182]. However, during his career, he made no attempt to define the
concept precisely. Nevertheless, the original context in which that expression was used is still
relevant today: for this reason, in Chapter 6, we present a historical analysis of that context,
together with the history of the “idea” of CT in computer science.

In 2006 Jeannette Wing brought the expression “Computational Thinking” back to the

1Often referred also as transversal skills, soft skills or key competences, in the context of EU
documents, in particular in the “Personal, social and learning competence,” see for example http:

//data.consilium.europa.eu/doc/document/ST-5464-2018-ADD-2/EN/pdf
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discussion [Wing, 2006], gaining a massive attention2. In that seminal article, Wing did
not give a definition, but related the concept to the computer science discipline, stating
“Computational thinking involves solving problems, designing systems, and understanding
human behavior, by drawing on the concepts fundamental to computer science”. However,
she did not confine the positive effects of learning this “skill” to professionals or scholars:
Wing argued that “thinking like computer scientists” would be a benefit for everyone, in
whatever profession involved.

Despite the vagueness of the proposal, Wing’s position was taken as a trampoline for
several initiatives to bring computer science into all levels of K-12 education, some of which
have been described in Chapter 1.

2.2 Five Definitions of CT3

In these years, many definitions have been proposed. Juškevičienė and Dagienė [2018]
schematized many of the definitions proposed from Papert’s views up to 2017.

In this chapter, we focus on five of the most famous ones:

• the “Aho-Cuny-Snyder-Wing” definition of CT [Wing, 2011] (that builds on the informal
definition in Wing [2006] and the philosophical discussion in Wing [2008]);

• the 2011 Operational Definition from International Society for Technology in Education
(ISTE) and the Computer Science Teachers Association (CSTA) [ISTE and CSTA,
2011b];

• the definition proposed by Google in its collection of CT resources [Google, [n.d.]];

• the framework proposed by Brennan and Resnick about CT in Scratch [Brennan and
Resnick, 2012];

• the definition from UK project Barefoot-Computing At School [Csizmadia et al., 2015].

Wing

Jeannette Wing informally defines CT as “thinking like computer scientists” [Wing, 2006]
and then more formally as

the thought processes involved in formulating problems and their solutions so
that the solutions are represented in a form that can be effectively carried out by
an information-processing agent. [Wing, 2011]

This definition is attributed to Jan Cuny, Larry Snyder, and Jeannette M. Wing, in an
unpublished work from 2010: “Demystifying Computational Thinking for Non-Computer
Scientists,” referenced by Wing [2011] herself. Moreover, Wing says it was originated

2Currently (February 2020), the paper has more than 5800 citations, according to Google Scholar.
3This section is based on Corradini, Lodi, and Nardelli [2017b]
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by a discussion with Alfred Aho, who provided a very similar definition, more focused on
“algorithmic thinking”:

We consider computational thinking to be the thought processes involved
in formulating problems so their solutions can be represented as computational
steps and algorithms. [Aho, 2011]

It is worth noticing that Aho stresses in particular the role played in this definition by the
information processing agent, and that computational thinking should be based on clearly
defined models of computation.

Wing also identifies characteristic elements of CT. In particular she states the most
important elements are abstraction (the “mental” tool of computing) and automation (by
using a computer, the “metal” tool of computer scientists): “computing is the automation of
our abstractions” [Wing, 2008]. Wing [2011] recognizes important overlapping or inclusions
between CT and other types of thinking: logical thinking, algorithmic thinking, parallel
thinking, compositional reasoning, pattern matching, procedural thinking, and recursive
thinking.

ISTE, CSTA, and Google

ISTE and CSTA propose an operational definition, targeting specifically K-12 educators. They
define CT as

a problem-solving process that includes (but is not limited to) the following
characteristics:

• Formulating problems in a way that enables us to use a computer and other
tools to help solve them

• Logically organizing and analyzing data

• Representing data through abstractions such as models and simulations

• Automating solutions through algorithmic thinking (a series of ordered steps)

• Identifying, analyzing, and implementing possible solutions with the goal of
achieving the most efficient and effective combination of steps and resources

• Generalizing and transferring this problem-solving process to a wide variety
of problems

[ISTE and CSTA, 2011b]

Moreover they state that CT is “supported and enhanced by a number of dispositions or
attitudes” that include

• Confidence in dealing with complexity

• Persistence in working with difficult problems
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• Tolerance for ambiguity

• The ability to deal with open ended problems

• The ability to communicate and work with others to achieve a common
goal or solution

[ISTE and CSTA, 2011b]

Finally they propose a CT vocabulary [ISTE and CSTA, 2011a], listing a set of CT terms
with a brief definition/explanation: Data Collection; Data Analysis; Data Representation;
Problem Decomposition; Abstraction; Algorithms and Procedures; Automation; Simulation;
Parallelization.

Google assumes the same ISTE/CSTA definition but - instead of a vocabulary - lists
and (re)defines a series of CT concepts [Google, [n.d.]], pointing out that they are mental
processes or tangible outcomes: Abstraction; Algorithm Design; Automation; Data Analysis;
Data Collection; Data Representation; Decomposition; Parallelization; Pattern Generalization;
Pattern Recognition; Simulation.

CT with Scratch Framework

Brennan and Resnick [2012] present a computational thinking framework, to describe learning
and development that take place when designing and programming interactive media with
Scratch platform (see 8.3.6.1). They state CT involves three dimensions: computational
concepts designers employ as they program: sequences, loops, parallelism, events, conditionals,
operators, and data; computational practices designers develop as they program: being
incremental and iterative, testing and debugging, reusing and remixing, and abstracting and
modularizing; computational perspectives designers form about the world around them and
about themselves: expressing, connecting, and questioning.

Computing At School

Csizmadia et al. [2015] assumes a Wing-like definition: CT is “learning to think in ways
which allow us, as humans, to solve problems more effectively and, when appropriate, use
computers to help us do so” and then states it involves six concepts (Logic; Algorithms;
Decomposition; Patterns; Abstraction; Evaluation) and five approaches (Tinkering; Creating;
Debugging; Persevering; Collaborating).

2.2.1 Common Aspects

We compared the CT elements found in the analyzed definitions.
Those who give a precise definition agree on the fact that CT is a way of thinking

(thought process) for problem solving. They all somehow specify that it is not just problem
solving: the formulation and the solution of the problem must be expressed in a way that
allows a processing agent (a human or a machine) to carry it out.

Apart from the general statement, all definitions list some constitutive elements of CT.
These elements are of very different kinds (from thinking habits to specific programming
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concepts), and many authors group them in categories, but there is no universal agreement
on the classification.

We classified all the elements into four categories. For each category, we list the elements,
trying to summarize all aspects stated in the analyzed definitions.

1. Mental processes: mental strategies useful to solve problems.

• Algorithmic thinking : use algorithmic thinking [Wing, 2008; 2011; ISTE and
CSTA, 2011b] to design a sequence of ordered step (instructions) to solve a
problem, achieve a goal or perform a task [ISTE and CSTA, 2011a; Google, [n.d.];
Brennan and Resnick, 2012; Csizmadia et al., 2015].

• Logical thinking : use logical thinking [Wing, 2011] and reasoning to make sense
of things, establish and check facts [Csizmadia et al., 2015].

• Problem Decomposition: split a complex problem in simpler subproblems to solve
it more easily [ISTE and CSTA, 2011a; Google, [n.d.]; Csizmadia et al., 2015];
modularize [Brennan and Resnick, 2012]; use compositional reasoning [Wing,
2008].

• Abstraction: get rid of useless details to focus on relevant information or ideas
[Wing, 2011; ISTE and CSTA, 2011a; Google, [n.d.]; Brennan and Resnick, 2012;
Csizmadia et al., 2015].

• Pattern recognition: discover and use regularities in data and problems [Google,
[n.d.]; Csizmadia et al., 2015; Wing, 2011].

• Generalization: use discovered similarities to make predictions or to solve more
general problems [Google, [n.d.]; Csizmadia et al., 2015].

2. Methods: operational approaches widely used by computer scientists.

• Automation: automate the solutions [Wing, 2008; ISTE and CSTA, 2011b]; use a
computer or a machine to do repetitive tasks [ISTE and CSTA, 2011a; Google,
[n.d.]].

• Data Collection, Analysis and Representation: gather information/data, make
sense of them by finding patterns, represent them properly [ISTE and CSTA,
2011a; Google, [n.d.]]; store, retrieve and update values [Brennan and Resnick,
2012].

• Parallelization: carry out tasks simultaneously to reach a common goal [ISTE
and CSTA, 2011a; Google, [n.d.]; Brennan and Resnick, 2012], use parallel
thinking [Wing, 2011].

• Simulation: represent data and (real world) processes through models [ISTE
and CSTA, 2011b; Google, [n.d.]], run experiments on models [ISTE and CSTA,
2011a].

• Evaluation: implement and analyze solutions [ISTE and CSTA, 2011b] to judge
them [Csizmadia et al., 2015], in particular for what concerns effectiveness, and
efficiency in terms of time and resources [ISTE and CSTA, 2011b].
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• Programming : use some common concepts in programming (eg. loops, events,
conditionals, mathematical and logical operators [Brennan and Resnick, 2012]).

3. Practices: typical practices used in the implementation of computing machinery based
solutions.

• Experimenting, iterating, tinkering : in iterative and incremental software devel-
opment, one develops a project with repeated iterations of a design-build-test
cycle, incrementally building the final result [Brennan and Resnick, 2012]; tinker-
ing means trying things out using a trial and error process, learning by playing,
exploring, and experimenting [Csizmadia et al., 2015].

• Test and debug : verify that solutions work by trying them out [Brennan and
Resnick, 2012]; find and solve problems (bugs) in a solution/ program [Csizmadia
et al., 2015].

• Reuse and remix : build your solution on existing code, projects, ideas [Brennan
and Resnick, 2012].

4. Transversal skills: general ways of seeing and operating in the world fostered by
thinking like computer scientists; useful life skills that can enhance thinking like a
computer scientist.

• Create: design and build things [Csizmadia et al., 2015], use computation to be
creative and express yourself [Brennan and Resnick, 2012].

• Communicate and collaborate: connect with others and work together to create
something with a common goal and to ensure a better solution [ISTE and CSTA,
2011b; Brennan and Resnick, 2012; Csizmadia et al., 2015].

• Reflect, learn, meta-reflect: use computation to reflect and understand computa-
tional aspects of the world [Brennan and Resnick, 2012].

• Be tolerant for ambiguity : deal with non-well specified and open-ended, real-world
problems [ISTE and CSTA, 2011b].

• Be persistent when dealing with complex problems: be confident in working
with difficult or complex problems [ISTE and CSTA, 2011b], persevering, being
determined, resilient and tenacious [Csizmadia et al., 2015].

The classification proposed in the previous section was conducted at the end of 2016, as
a theoretical basis for the analysis of teachers’ conception about CT, described in Chapter 11.

In the meanwhile, other definitions and classifications based on literature review have
been proposed. We report the most significant in Appendix A. We are confident in stating
that there is a very high overlap between the definitions/classifications reported in appendix
and our proposed categories.
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2.3 Misconceptions about CT definitions

Note that many of the cited elements in the previous classification are broad and general. This
led to some critiques [e.g., Hemmendinger, 2010]: some of these concepts are not exclusively
associated with CS, but taught in other disciplines (e.g., Math and Sciences) or are general
skills that children have been learning for a long time before the birth of CS. Anyway, many
authors argue that computing features extend and differentiate these elements from other
domains [Grover and Pea, 2013], and provides some characteristic problem-solving methods
(e.g., the possibility to effectively execute a solution/a model/an abstraction by running an
implementation of its algorithm [Martini, 2012]).

Voogt et al. [2015] recognize, in some of the mentioned definitions, a tension between
“the ‘core’ qualities of CT versus certain more ‘peripheral’ qualities”. The latter highly overlap
with what we called “transversal skills,” and we agree with Voogt et al. [2015] that “including
a broad list of this nature runs the risk of diluting the idea of CT, blurring and making it
indistinct from other 21st century skills”. As we will argue in Chapter 6, we believe CT must
be understood inside the discipline of computing.

By contrast, as CT movement has grown in educational contexts, and many unverified
claims about the effects of learning CT/CS has emerged (e.g., that it will automatically
transfer to thinking logically, better problem solving in every aspect of life, developing
perseverance, getting better results in math and science, and so on [Lewis, 2017]). Most of
these claims are not supported by research, and “appear in blog posts, opinion pieces, and
other ‘grey literature’” [Duncan, 2019].

In the light of these comments, we believe that the classification we proposed in 2.2.1 is a
good tool to frame the misconceptions about CT and CS in K-12 education [Denning et al.,
2017; Denning, 2017]. We anticipate here some leitmotivs that the reader will recognize in
Parts II, III, and IV.

1. Mental processes are, on the surface, shared with other disciplines, but should be
understood and experienced as CS specific. First of all, definitions are clear in stressing
on the computational (rather than general) nature of problem solving. Next, as
diSessa [2018] points out, abstraction, one of the core CT concepts according to
Wing, has different nuances in different disciplines (e.g., between Math and Physics).
Moreover, as we will see in Chapter 4, it is not clear if such general skills exist, are
teachable or transferable: for example, decomposition - one of the widely highlighted
CT skill [Guzdial, 2019a] - seems not to be easy transferable between contexts (see 4.4).

2. Methods must be experienced in the context of learning CS: they can be effectively in-
troduced without computers, but need a clear link and experience through programming
(see 8.4).

3. Practices are shared with other disciplines and activities, but computers provide
powerful tools to “concretely experiment with” (see Papert’s constructionist ideas -
Section 3.2 and Chapter 6).
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4. Transversal competences like perseverance and tolerance for ambiguity are useful for
learning a difficult topic like CS, but including it in the definition may cause people to
think CT is mainly about these competencies (which are easily recognized by generalist
educators - see for example Chapters 10 and 11), and, even worse, get the wrong
direction of the implication: they think these skills are automatically fostered by learning
CT (which is yet to be proven: see for example our research in Chapter 12).

Nonspecialist teachers that most probably never studied CS in their schooling or training
(see 1.4.3) may tend to stick to some “general versions” of mental processes and transversal
competences totally unrelated to CS.

2.4 Coding4

The word “coding” is becoming more and more a buzzword, especially in CS K-12 education.
As mentioned in 1.3, there are a lot of initiatives, like Code.org and its Hour of Code, the EU
Code Week, CoderDojo, Code Clubs, websites like CodeAvengers, CodeMonkey, CodeCombat,
and so on, aiming to teach students to “code.” These initiatives are spreading and, since
many governments are introducing computational thinking (CT) or computer science (CS) in
school curricula, the term is used in many schools as well, especially referring to introductory
programming activities.

According to some authors, unlike the expression “computational thinking,” that may
sound abstract and pretentious, and “programming” that seems to recall a boring professional
activity [Ben-Ari, 2015], the expression “coding” can capture the interest of students, and
“also provides an element of mystery (there are hints of a secret code), and achievement
(cracking the code)” [Duncan et al., 2014]. There is a tendency in the media to use the
term “coding” extensively, as noted - among others - by Armoni [2016] and Sentance [2018],
when talking, for example, about “coding education.” Some media observers have noted that
“coding” is nowadays often used to denote a “more playful and non-intimidating description
of programming for beginners” [Prottsman, 2015].

In popular culture, the term has also come to be used on the one hand as a synonym for
the entire software development process, and on the other as a means to speak about what
needs to be taught in school. This overlooks both the fact that coding/programming is only
a part of the software development process, and that software development is only one of the
important areas of computer science [Bell, 2016].

The expression “coding” is currently invested with excessive importance [Bell, 2016], and
this may lead to the wrong idea that its value is greater than the CS scientific concepts
themselves. This is particularly relevant since, in this initial phase of the introduction of CS
in schools, many teachers self-train themselves and look for ideas and materials in the media,
given training materials and professional development initiatives are scarcely available.

Anecdotally, we spotted these tendencies in Italy too. Moreover, in Italian, the term
“programming” (translated as programmazione) has a very broad meaning (e.g., it is used for
“schedules” like “movie show-times”) and, in the context of schools, it is used to indicate

4This section is based on Corradini, Lodi, and Nardelli [2018b]
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Figure 2.1: Growth of search hits for terms coding and programming in ACM SIGCSE
publications. Source: ACM Digital Library search results (Aug. 7th, 2018).

“didactic planning”5. Furthermore, in Italy, there is a trend to incorporate “as they are”
foreign terms indicating new concepts, rather than finding a corresponding Italian word. In
facts, the term “coding” was explicitly used (untranslated) in the mentioned plan launched in
2015 by the Italian government and aiming at rendering Italian schools more digital (Italian
National Plan for Digital Education - Piano Nazionale Scuola Digitale [Italian Ministry of
Education, University and Research, 2016]), and widely reported in communication actions
related to it.

Moreover, as anticipated in Chapter 1, a recent addendum to the Italian National
Recommendations for K-8 [Italian Ministry of Education, University and Research, 2018] states
that “coding” (again, untranslated) and “computational thinking” (pensiero computazionale)
are skills in which students must become fluent, without mentioning CS.

A search (conducted in August 2018) in the ACM Digital Library, restricted to the SIGCSE
publications, returns 1,186 hits for the search term “coding” compared to the 8,674 hits for
“programming.” However, the former shows exponential growth from the 1970s, while the
latter just a linear growth (Fig. 2.1).

There is no agreement in the CSEd community about the relationship between coding
and programming. In fact, some authors use the two terms interchangeably as synonyms
or state both (e.g., they write “programming/coding”). On the other side, a few authors
did not consider them as equivalent and analyzed their difference. They agree the term
“coding” is more and more used in the tech business world as a jargon synonym word for
programming, understood by other professionals [Armoni, 2016] (e.g., asking for “coders”
instead of “programmers” in job offers). They also observe that on the one hand the term
“coding” has a broader meaning in CS (e.g., in cryptography or in information theory), and on
the other hand, it is often used to indicate the stage of software development when programs
are actually written [Duncan et al., 2014; Armoni, 2016; Barendsen et al., 2015]. In other
words, “coding” is considered as a narrower concept excluding important phases like analysis,

5For example in primary schools teachers meet weekly to do an “hour of programming,” namely to agree
on the content of lessons of the week.
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design, testing, debugging [Bell, 2016].
We think that, while in the scientific community it is clear that coding and programming

have a strict relation, and that they are only tools to teach what matters (i.e., CS core
concepts - see Chapter 6), the confusion induced by this “coding mania” in the media can be
very harmful. In fact, in our culture CS has been plagued almost since its teenage years by a
lot of misconceptions [Denning et al., 2017], and it took decades to eradicate the limiting
idea that CS is only programming [Armoni, 2016; Wing, 2006].

2.5 Conclusions

The expression “computational thinking” has become a buzzword related to the introduction
of CS in K-12 education. Although it had already been used in the 80s by Papert (see
Chapter 6), it started to be massively used in CSEd after being re-proposed by Wing [2006].

Many authors tried to define CT: despite being quite different, the most famous definitions
share many characteristics. All agree CT is a form of thinking for solving problems by expressing
the solution in a way that can be automatically carried out by an (external) processing agent.
We identified four categories of CT constitutive elements proposed by authors: mental
processes, methods, practices, and transversal skills. We argue that this classification can be
useful to frame misconceptions about CT: problems related to each category will be analyzed
in the rest of this thesis.

The diffusion of the term “coding” (used untranslated in Italian) to identify a playful
introduction to programming, which is having a broad diffusion in schools and is present also
in Italian ministerial documents, can generate misconceptions: while CS scholars understand
that “coding” or “programming” is only (one of) the means to teach CS big ideas, non-trained
teachers can easily be confused on what the goal is. We will explore this problem in Part III.



Chapter 3

Pedagogy

In this chapter, we briefly review the relevant learning paradigms common to many learning
theories. We will give an overview of psychological, philosophical, and mostly pedagogi-
cal principles of the four major paradigms (behaviorism, cognitivism, constructivism, and
humanism).

We will focus in particular on constructivism, which is currently the most researched
and debated, and is at the basis of two specific theories or frameworks: constructionism
and creative learning, that we will discuss in detail, as they form the basis of relevant ideas
presented in this thesis.

3.1 Learning Theories and Paradigms

Learning theories describe how people learn. Philosophy, psychology, and pedagogy produced
several different learning theories across centuries (see Fig. 3.1). It is out of the scope of this
thesis to review them in detail: for a synthetic dictionary about learning theories, organized
in different paradigms, see Leonard [2002].

Despite the usage of the terms varies a lot between authors, we will start by defining
learning paradigms (used in this work as a synonym of educational paradigms or paradigms
of education).

Definition (Learning paradigms [Leonard, 2002]). Learning paradigms are classifications of
learning theories into schools based upon their most dominant traits.

Leonard [2002] classifies learning theories into four main paradigms: behaviorism, cogni-
tivism, constructivism and humanism. Others distinguish more broadly between instructivism
and constructivism.

3.1.1 Behaviorism

Behaviorist psychology dominated the first half of the 20th century, focusing on the exclusive
study of observable behavior of human beings, while excluding internal mental states.

37
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Basis of the theory are classical conditioning, from Pavlov’s studies on stimulus-response
in dogs, and Skinner’s operant conditioning, studying how to influence behavior with positive
or negative reinforces.

In this paradigm, learning is seen as guided and shaped through the “process of conditioning
by [. . . ] sequences of stimuli, responses, feedback, and reinforcement” [Falkner and Sheard,
2019, p. 446], in order to change students’ form or frequency of observable behavior. Internal
mental operations like attention and memory are not considered.

According to Baker et al. [2019], key elements of behaviourst educational paradigm are
the following.

• Purpose of education is to shape desirable behaviour

• Learning is change in form or frequency of observable behaviour

• Emphasis is on producing observable and measurable outcomes

• Learners are blank slates who passively receive information

• Instruction is repetitive; teachers shape behaviour through reinforcement

From a philosophical point of view, this paradigm has an objectivist view of knowledge:
there is an ontological reality, and its structure can be taught and learned.

Behaviorism is the primary influencer of instructivist teaching, that is focused on trans-
mission of knowledge, and so focused “on the structure and presentation of the learning
material rather than [on] the learners who act as recipients of the instruction” [Falkner and
Sheard, 2019, p. 447].

Some learning theories belonging to this paradigm are:

• programmed instruction, proposed by Skinner, focused on the teaching of small units of
knowledge (to give specific positive reinforcements), in an individualized way (through
the prophetic “teaching machines”);

• mastery learning, that heirs from the previous, with learning objectives divided into
learning units of increasing difficulty, in which students work at their own pace.

Behaviourism still has a considerable influence in the present school system and in teachers’
conceptions (for example, Martinez et al. [2001] found that “the majority of these teachers
shares traditional metaphors depicting teaching and learning as transmission of knowledge”).

Moreover, behaviorist ideas like reinforcement are the basis of the modern idea of
gamification [Rice, 2012].

3.1.2 Cognitivism

The psychological paradigm of cognitivism was born in the 1950s, with the idea of going over
behaviorism and study also people’s internal mental states.

Cognitivists study human internal information processing in analogy with information
processing within computers, viewing “the brain as a processor of information and thought as
a form of computation” [Robins et al., 2019, p. 245].
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Cognitivism elaborated many theories that still hold the stage nowadays, for example,
multi-store memory model, cognitive load, mental schemas and models, prior conceptions
and misconceptions, and so on.

In this paradigm, learning is achieved “through a variety of learning strategies that
depend on the type of learning outcomes desired, reflecting associated cognitive processes
[. . . including] memorization, drill and practice, deduction, and induction” [Falkner and Sheard,
2019, pp. 446,447].

Philosophically, cognitivism ranges from an objectivist epistemology to a more construc-
tivist one. The former, while taking into account internal cognitive processes, still holds
the instructivist idea of knowledge transmitted from the outside. The latter thinks subjects
construct their own knowledge based on their previous experiences and social context, as we
will see in the next subsection.

According to Baker et al. [2019], key elements of cognitivist educational paradigm are
the following.

• Purpose of education is for learners to remember [memory] and apply
[transfer, see Chapter 4] information

• Learning is a change symbolic mental constructions (or schema)

• Emphasis is on structuring, organizing, and sequencing information in the
mind

• Learners are information processors

• Teachers facilitate optimal processing

The learning theories based on this approach focus on reorganizing information to foster
its processing and acquisition (e.g., with chunking, reducing cognitive load, and applying
learning taxonomies like Bloom’s taxonomy).

3.1.3 Constructivism

Constructivism is an educational paradigm born during the 20th century to contrast the in-
structivist idea of knowledge transmitted by teachers and received by students. Philosophically
it takes the moves from the idea that objective reality does not exist or is not knowable. To
constructivists, there is no “true” knowledge out there, but knowledge is instead constructed
personally or within groups and contexts. Unlike instructionism, it is student-centered and
advocates active methods of learning.

Constructivism is a popular buzzword in education and comes in thousands of shapes and
degrees of radicalism. According to Sorva [2012, p. 77], two central ideas appear in most of
the constructivist views of learning:

1. The learning of something new builds on the learner’s existing knowledge
and interest that learners bring into the context.

2. Learning is the construction of new understandings through the interaction
of the existing knowledge and new experience.
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Among the many forms of constructivism, we can distinguish between cognitive construc-
tivism and social constructivism.

Key theorists of cognitive constructivism are Jean Piaget, with his theories on stages
of child development, Jerome Bruner, proposing ideas of discovery learning, and John Dewey,
advocating for hands-on learning and experimental education. According to Baker et al.
[2019], key elements of cognitive constructivism are the following.

• Purpose of education is to enable learners to create new knowledge

• Learning is the process of constructing meaning

• Emphasis is on active discovery

• Learners actively construct new knowledge, building on what they already
know and past experiences

• Teachers facilitate discovery by providing necessary resources

A key figure of social constructivism is Lev Vygotsky, theorizing the construction of
knowledge as social interaction, and known for the idea of zones of proximal development
(ZPD): potential levels of development that children can reach with assistance. According
to Baker et al. [2019], key elements of social constructivism are the following.

• Purpose of education is for learners to co-create knowledge

• Learning is co-constructing knowledge and norms through social interaction

• The emphasis is on human relationships, learning through participation
(activity) in social contexts (communities)

• Learners are active participants

• Teachers facilitate social interactions and collaborative work

Most of the contemporary learning theories and approaches, making their way into
schooling and certainly driving much of the educational research (and debate, as we will see),
can be included in the constructivist paradigm. Among others, it is worth mentioning the
following, in which it will be easy to recognize more cognitive or more social traits. For a
general review, with CS contextualization, see Fincher and Robins [2019, chapters 8, 9, 15]
and Sorva [2012].

• Active learning is a broad set of practices in which students actively do and reflect
in order to learn. Nowadays often is used as a general term for learning approaches
inspired by constructivism.

• Cognitive apprenticeship and situated learning try to replicate the traditional rela-
tionship between master and apprentice by working in authentic contexts and provide
individualized guidance.

• The theory of productive failure tries to leverage on the idea of “learning by mistakes”
by firstly asking students to solve ill-structured problems beyond their abilities, and then
providing them canonical solutions or necessary knowledge, asking them to integrate
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their solutions to consolidate knowledge. Recent studies “have shown similar levels of
procedural fluency to direct instruction, in addition to significantly better gains in terms
of conceptual knowledge and knowledge transfer” [Margulieux et al., 2019, p. 216].
For discussions on transfer and learning approaches, see Section 4.3.1.

• In problem-based learning (PBL), students are faced with a realistic problem (e.g., a
medical case) and have to learn the concepts to solve it autonomously.

• Inquiry-based learning is similar to PBL but draws on the scientific method: students
create their own questions, obtain data, analyze them, and try to explain them by
connecting with theoretical knowledge.

• Community of practice are “communities of peers gathering to share and develop
knowledge in a common context” [Falkner and Sheard, 2019, p. 448].

• Collaborative learning is a set of practices in which students collaborate during learning,
for example, in project-based teamwork on open-ended problems.

• Cooperative learning is a specific kind of collaboration in which students work in small
groups, with defined roles, and each one is responsible for the learning of the whole
group.

3.1.3.1 Critics to the Constructivist Paradigm

Constructivist theories have been (and still are) heavily criticized.

Some critics are related to philosophical underpinnings, like relativism. In the context
of this thesis, we are not concerned with philosophy of education disputes. We like the
approach that Matthews [1997] defines “pedagogical constructivism”: concentrating “solely
on pedagogy, and improved classroom practices, and [calling constructivist] anything which
is pupil-centered, engaging, questioning, and progressive” [Matthews, 1997, p. 8].

Other critics are related to research methodologies (e.g., design-based research) used
by constructivists, accused of scarce scientific rigor. Constructivists respond that “scientific
rigor is not worth research that is conducted in sterile environments (i.e., labs) that are
fundamentally different from the authentic environments (e.g., classrooms) in which the
research will be applied” [Margulieux et al., 2019, pp. 212-213].

From a pedagogical point of view, the most emblematic critics come from Kirschner,
Sweller, and Clark [2006], in the article titled “Why Minimal Guidance During Instruction
Does Not Work: An Analysis of the Failure of Constructivist, Discovery, Problem-Based,
Experiential, and Inquiry-Based Teaching”. Their thesis - the dominance of direct instruction
on minimally guided instruction - is based, in a very cognitivist fashion, on results and
hypothesis in cognitive sciences, for example, that expertise comes from thousands of
examples stored in long-term memory (see discussion in Section 4.2), or that novices benefit
from a lot of guidance (e.g., studying worked examples), or that working on ill-structured
authentic examples requires too much cognitive load from novices, not used to handle so
much new information in their working memory.
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Many authors responded to these critics, and a constructive debate was built in the book
edited by Tobias and Duffy [2009].

We will use the cognitive thesis of Kirschner, Sweller, and others to question the possibility
of teaching higher-order thinking skills (Section 4.2). We, however, agree with Taber [2012],
stating that it is a very simplistic view to label all constructivist approaches as “minimally
guided.” Surely, some radical constructivists follow a vision (often referred to as discovery
learning), where students are left entirely free to explore and learn with minimal guidance.
Many other constructivists, however, agree that

the level of teacher guidance (a) is determined for particular learning activities
by considering the learners and the material to be learn; (b) shifts across sequences
of teaching and learning episodes, and includes potential for highly structured
guidance, as well as more exploratory activities. [Taber, 2012, p. 39]

To Taber, this is in line with the idea of learner-centered teaching but far from minimal
guidance. He is suggesting to vary the degrees of scaffolding. The idea is predominant in
the work of Vygotsky [e.g. 1978], but was formalized by Wood, Bruner, and Ross [1976].
They define scaffolding as a process “that enables a child or novice to solve a task or achieve
a goal that would be beyond his unassisted efforts. [It requires] controlling those elements of
the task that are initially beyond the learner’s capability, thus permitting him to concentrate
upon and complete only those elements that are within his range of competence” [Wood
et al., 1976, p. 90].

Taber recognizes that, if learning is viewed as an iterative interaction between individual
mental models and experience, the total absence of external guidance can only exacerbate the
development of a very idiosyncratic view of the world. Society and education have precisely
the role of mitigating this drift, to facilitate the development of world views that meet some
general consensus. This is why he advocates a kind of constructivism that is student-centered
but teacher-directed, which he calls optimally guided instruction.

The aim of constructivist teaching then is not to provide ’direct’ instruction, or
’minimal’ instruction, but optimum levels of instruction. Constructivist pedagogy
therefore involves shifts between periods of teacher presentation and exposition,
and periods when students engage with a range of individual and particularly
group-work, some of which may seem quite open-ended. However, even during
these periods, the teacher’s role in monitoring and supporting is fundamental.

[Taber, 2012, p. 57, emphasis as in original]

If not otherwise specified, we will follow this kind of constructivism in the research work
described in this dissertation.

In the context of CS, Guzdial [2019b] similarly proposes a balance between projects and
direct instructions. This does not mean to fall back to transmissive and traditional lecture
approaches: he also advocates for active learning techniques.

Students in computing should work on projects. It’s authentic, it’s motivating,
and there are likely a wide range of benefits. But if you want to gain specific skills,
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e.g., you want to achieve learning objectives, teach those directly. Don’t just
assign a big project and hope that they learn the right things there. If you want
to see specific improvement in specific areas, teach those. So sure, assign projects
— but in balance. Meet the students’ needs AND give them opportunities to
practice project skills.

And when you teach explicitly: Always, ALWAYS, ALWAYS use active learning
techniques like peer instruction. It’s simply unethical to lecture without active
learning. [Guzdial, 2019b]

3.1.4 Humanism

Humanism considers learning as the growth of the human being as a whole. According
to Baker et al. [2019], its key elements are the following.

• Purpose of education is for learners to progress towards autonomy and the
realization of one’s full potential

• Learning is personal growth

• Emphasis is on human freedom, dignity and potential

• Learners are in control of their education, learner-centered

• Teachers provide students with a non-threatening environment so that they
will feel secure to learn

A famous humanist learning theory is Montessori education.

3.2 Constructionism

Jean Piaget was one of the mentors of a South African mathematician and computer scientist:
Seymour Papert.

As we have seen, Piaget is considered one of the fathers of constructivism. He theorized
that the way we acquire knowledge determines how much it is valid for us, advocating the
“use of active methods which give broad scope to the spontaneous research of the child
or adolescent and require that every new truth to be learned be rediscovered or at least
reconstructed by the student, and not simply imparted to him” [Piaget, 1973, p. 15].

Piaget’s constructivism will be transformed by Papert into his own learning theory,
constructionism. It shares with constructivism the idea of active building of knowledge
through experience; it adds that learning is especially effective when the learner is consciously
engaged in the active construction of objects1 meaningful to her. To construct these objects,
she needs building materials (concrete or abstract). Papert [1980, p. vi], for example, states
that as a child he was obsessed with gears. He always used mental models about how
gears work as a tool to understand the world, and even complex mathematical concepts
like differential equations. Piaget distinguished between “concrete” and “formal” thinking,

1Public entities, “whether it’s a sand castle on the beach or a theory of the universe” [Papert and Harel,
1991].
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the first already present at the age of first grade and consolidated afterward, the second
which does not appear until, say, age 12. Papert argues that “the computer can concretize
(and personalize) the formal”, thus allowing “to shift the boundary separating concrete and
formal.” For him, anything can be easily understood, if it can be assimilated to the collection
of mental models already present in the learner’s mind. This is why one needs “objects to
think with,” the building bricks of the personal (construction of) knowledge. In the choice of
these materials, however, there is not only a cognitive aspect - for the constructionist, at play
there is always a fundamental affective component. Papert himself says he was in love with
gears [Papert, 1980, p. viii].

Every student will be obsessed by something different, and here comes the power of
computers, their protean ability to simulate and execute every other model, so that they
may bring to everyone the building materials she loves most. Finally, the environment where
learning happens is also fundamental. Computers can create a world where, for instance, you
“speak mathematical language” (Papert called it Mathland) - like you learn a foreign language
by living in a foreign country, you learn deep mathematical concepts by experimenting, and
having concrete, practical experiences in Mathland. To provide these building materials and
create these worlds (called “microworlds”), Papert and colleagues designed the educational
language LOGO, presented in Section 8.3.1.

3.2.1 Situating Constructionism

In a remarkably consistent constructionist style, Papert does not want to define construc-
tionism: we have to construct it by ourselves through studying examples [Papert and Harel,
1991].

What Papert noticed looking kids learning in very different contexts and disciplines is that
some kids are perfectly comfortable the traditional “planning” or “top-down” approaches,
while others are following more of a “bricolage”2 or “bottom-up” approach, without a
predefined plan.

Another difference is the so-called closeness to objects: “some people prefer ways of
thinking that keep them close to physical things, while others use abstract and formal means
to distance themselves form concrete material” [Papert and Harel, 1991].

Constructionism aims to take into account both styles and levels of closeness, not only
the “top-down” and “abstract” ones, traditionally favored by schools.

3.2.2 Constructionism vs. Instructionism

During a video-speech to an educators conference in Japan in the 1980s, Papert [80s] discussed
the contrasting concepts of constructionism and instructionism. Note the analogy of the terms
with the traditionally contrasting paradigms of instructivism and constructivism - however,
Papert’s versions are more focused on the relationship between computers and education. In
facts, constructionism and instructionism are different views of educational innovation:

2Papert already used the word “tinkering,” most common today, as a synonym.
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• instructionism is focused on improving teaching : computers do the teaching (computer-
aided instruction);

• constructionism is focused on improving learning : “Giving children good things to do
so that they can learn by doing much better than they could before”.

In this talk, and - as we will see in much of his work - Papert is concerned with “how
technology can change the way that children learn mathematics”. In his view, technology is
helpful in giving kids new things to do so that they can make something interesting to them
with Math, in the same way that engineers, scientists, bankers use Math in the real world. It
means using “mathematics constructively to construct something”.

Papert’s educational views and objectives will be further discussed in the historical analysis
in Chapter 6.

3.3 Creative Learning3

Mitchel Resnick is a Papert’s former student and now “LEGO Papert Professor” at MIT.
His research group at MIT Media Lab is called “Lifelong Kindergarten”: this is because he
thinks that, “instead of making kindergarten more like the rest of school, we need to make
the rest of school – indeed, the rest of life – more like kindergarten”, in which “spontaneous”
bottom-up learning takes place, although with the support of teachers [Resnick, 2007; 2017a].
Resnick gives a clarifying example of a possible kindergarten learning scenario.

Two children might start playing with wooden blocks; over time, they build
a collection of towers. A classmate sees the towers and starts pushing his toy
car between them. But the towers are too close together, so the children start
moving the towers further apart to make room for the cars. In the process, one
of the towers falls down. After a brief argument over who was at fault, they
start talking about how to build a taller and stronger tower. The teacher shows
them pictures of real-world skyscrapers, and they notice that the bottoms of the
buildings are wider than the tops. So they decide to rebuild their block tower
with a wider base than before. [Resnick, 2007].

This happens more easily among kindergarten students because they need simple materials
like bricks or pencils; much more complicated would be for older students, who have to learn
more and more complex and abstract concepts.

As already predicted by Papert, however, the availability of these materials can be provided
by the virtual environments that can be created with computers and suitable programming
languages, such as LOGO (see Section 8.3.1), and Scratch (see Section 8.3.6.1), developed
by Resnick’s group. Scratch allows kids to learn by experimenting with conceptual blocks -
representing programming instructions - just like the children in the previous example did
with physical blocks.

3Part of this section is adapted from Lodi [2018c].
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Figure 3.2: “At school”: year 2000 imagined in 1900
By Jean Marc Cote (if 1901) or Villemard (if 1910)

Public domain, via Wikimedia Commons

Resnick claims that the current distance between kindergarten and school models is also
due to the fact that society does not yet fully recognize the importance of teaching and
learning creative thinking.

Let us discuss school and creativity by starting with a picture. A French illustrator tried
to imagine, at the beginning of 1900, how it would be to live in the year 2000. Among the
prints, he presented a hypothetical class in which students were instructed through a piece of
machinery - connected to their brains - in which the teacher inserted the books (Fig. 3.2).

The disturbing scenario reminds us of both Skinner’s programmed instruction, and current
tendency to introduce computers and electronic devices in schools, but then to still use them
for instructivist and transmissive teaching only.

Also, the image connects to an observation made among others by Papert [1993]. Imagine
a teacher from 1900 teleported in today’s class: she would probably understand very well
the interactions that happen and could even conduct a lesson. The same does not hold for
other professionals: if, for example, a surgeon from 1900 entered a modern operating theater
would probably understand nothing of what is happening.

According to many observers, today’s school is still modeled for a society that was in great
need of employees: workers who should have been able and precise in performing mechanical
and repetitive tasks imparted to them. However, this model is increasingly anachronistic
for today’s society: robots will increasingly automate the mechanical and repetitive tasks.
Moreover, even jobs that today require a human “mental” component will be replaced by
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more accurate artificial intelligence. What does - and will do more and more - the difference
is no longer the knowledge of a series of notions or techniques, but rather the ability to be
creative, innovative, the ability to adapt to a constantly changing world: a “liquid” society. If
once the problem was the access to information, now we experience the opposite problem:
we can access loads of information, and we seem to lack what would instead be decisive,
namely critical sense and the ability to understand, to elaborate (also with the help of ICTs),
and use this information for our own purposes.

For all these reasons, Resnick [2014] proposes a model called creative learning. According
to Resnick, creative learning is based on the so-called “4 Ps”. To learn creatively, one should
do the following.

• Work on projects: it is important to ensure that students work actively on projects,
rather than on exercises, that are often artificial and disconnected from reality, while
a project is usually linked to something real and concrete. You can learn by testing
new ideas, realizing prototypes, improving them, to obtain a “finished” product (which,
however, can always be improved). Working on projects also allows us to learn while we
use a tool, even a new one, rather than following the traditional but artificial direction
of the “first I learn, then I do / use.”

• Collaborate with peers: it is important to ensure that students collaborate, exchange
ideas, build new things based on the work of their peers. Furthermore, the work of
relevant figures is studied in many fields: the source code - or visual blocks - of programs
made by others may represent the “literature” of computer science, and studying them
can be valuable.

• Follow own interests and passions: if students are engaged in activities related to what
they are passionate about, or they consider useful or important, they will concentrate
more, and for a longer time, they will not discourage if they encounter difficulties, and
ultimately learn more authentically and profoundly. Papert said “Education has very
little to do with explanation, it has to do with engagement, with falling in love with
the material.” [Resnick, 2017b].

• Accept challenges and play: children do not only play for fun, but above all for learning:
it is important to stimulate students to playfully experiment with new ideas, take risks,
proceed by trial and error, explore their own limits and potential. Resnick claims that
instead of talking about “edutainment” (education + entertainment), which are two
passive concepts, it is better to talk about “learn and play,” which are two active
concepts.

Following these principles, the construction of a creative artifact follows an iterative
process [Resnick, 2007; 2017a], called “creative learning spiral” (see Resnick [2017a, p. 11]).

According to this model, when you learn by creating something (e.g., a computer
program) you imagine what you want to do, create a project based on this idea, play with
your creation, share your idea and your creation with others, reflect on the experience and
feedback received from others, and all this leads you to imagine new ideas, new functionalities,
new improvements for your project, or new projects. The process is iterated many times.
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3.4 Conclusions

Philosophy, psychology, and pedagogy proposed several learning theories - describing how
people learn. We analyzed, in particular, the three major paradigms in which we can categorize
them: behaviorism, cognitivism, constructivism.

Behaviorism is associated with the traditional instructivist approach of knowledge trans-
mission: its influence is still clearly visible in the current school system, and its ideas are
present in a vast majority of teachers.

Cognitivism shifted the focus from the behavior of students to their mental processes,
ranging between an instructivist approach to a more constructivist one. Its focus is on the
reorganization of information according to cognitive studies to foster learning.

Constructivism is focused on learners: knowledge is believed to be built personally
(cognitive constructivism) or socially (social constructivism) by learners rather than being
transmitted to them. This paradigm is highly criticized, especially in its more radical forms,
advocating minimal guidance during learning. We will stick to a more moderate view, the
so-called “optimally guided instruction,” giving students the optimal level of scaffolding
needed to construct their knowledge actively.

A specific constructivist learning theory, constructionism, was originated by the mathemati-
cian and computer scientist Seymour Papert, who highlighted the vast potentials of computers
and programming as tools to provide the (cognitive and affective) building materials useful
to facilitate the construction of knowledge, even abstract one like the mathematical one.

The passive, instructionist, use of computers is also contrasted by the creative learning
framework, proposed by Mitch Resnick, focusing on the use of programming as a medium of
self-expression and of learning through creating artifacts, derived from the kindergartners.
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Chapter 4

Transfer

In the context of this CS in K-12 movement, some misconceptions are spreading: claims state
that studying CS can automatically improve students’ results in other disciplines, or teach
them domain-general problem-solving skills (e.g., abstraction, pattern recognition, problem
decomposition, logical reasoning) or influence cognitive and affective aspects (e.g., motivation,
self-efficacy, resilience, creativity).

Educational research warns against automatic transfer and agrees that transfer is difficult,
especially between far domains and especially if activities are not explicitly designed for it.
Moreover, different teaching approaches and tools can influence transfer.

We will review the critical literature on transfer, with particular focus on “higher-order
thinking skills,” and then we will have a closer look at the (long-dated) history of the
relationship between CS Education and transfer.

4.1 Transfer of Learning

In the context of this thesis, we assume this definition.

Definition (Transfer of Learning [Ambrose et al., 2010]). The application of skills (or
knowledge, strategies, approaches, or habits) learned in one context to a novel context.

One can argue that transfer is one of - or even the - final goal of education and schooling,
hoping students will apply what they learn in different contexts (new problems in the same
course, new courses, in their life outside school, at work, and so on) [Ambrose et al., 2010;
National Research Council, 2000].

There are many forms of transfer, that we will summarize here1. First of all, we distinguish
between [Robins et al., 2019]:

• spontaneous transfer, where “the student recognizes the similarities between what
they already know and the knowledge required to solve the new problem without help
or guidance”;

1For comprehensive reviews, on which we mostly draw upon, see [National Research Council, 2000; Robins
et al., 2019].
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• guided transfer, where “students can [. . . ] be guided [. . . ] by pointing out the
similarities between old and new problems or asking the student to find similarities”.

Obviously, spontaneous transfer is the most desirable, but, as we will see, educators
erroneously think that it happens automatically, while usually this is not true, especially
for novices that do not have an in-depth knowledge of one domain in the first place, and
struggle to apply it to different contexts [Robins et al., 2019]. Already in 1920, Alfred North
Whitehead noted that students acquired what he called inert or even brittle knowledge: they
used it to pass the exam, but not outside the school context [Guzdial, 2010].

Transfer is especially difficult when it is far. The “distance” of transfer is, in fact, an
important factor in determining if and how it happens. Following the taxonomy proposed
by Barnett and Ceci [2002], we can distinguish2:

• Knowledge domain transfer, relating to disciplines. It has been traditionally divided
between near and far.

– Near transfer happens inside a discipline.

It can be isomorphic (between different instances of the same problem), contextual
(different problem context, same problem solving procedure), or procedural (same
type of problem, different solving procedure).

– Far transfer happens between disciplines.

It can have several shared elements, so the solving procedure can be used in both
cases, or with few shared elements, that imply only analogical application (e.g.
sequence in programming and in writing stories).

• Physical context transfer, if it happens among different learning spaces (that influence
learning).

• Temporal context transfer, if it happens among time (it is what we call retention).

• Functional context transfer, if it happens among different purposes (e.g. passing the
exam vs. delivering an actual project).

• Social context transfer if it happens between different social contexts (e.g. individual
vs. group work).

• Modality transfer if it happens between different medium of instruction or application
(e.g. same algorithm in unplugged and plugged activities).

All the forms of transfer presented so far are desirable, and often called positive transfer.
However, transfer can also be negative, when previous knowledge can damage performance
in a new context.

As we will see in Section 4.4, CS Education has been interested in transfer for a long time,
and in particular, in near transfer inside CS. In this work, however, we are more interested in
far transfer, between CS and the so-called higher order thinking skills (HOTS).

2As summarized by Robins et al. [2019].
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Definition (Higher Order Thinking [Lewis and Smith, 1993]). Higher order thinking occurs
when a person takes new information and information stored in memory and interrelates
and/or rearranges and extends this information to achieve a purpose or find possible answers
in perplexing situations.

Higher-order thinking skills include “problem solving, critical thinking, creative thinking,
and decision making.” [Lewis and Smith, 1993].

In the next section, we highlight some important moments in the history of transfer and
HOTS, relevant for our thesis.

4.2 Transfer and HOTS

The idea of transfer (from Math to other disciplines) can be found as early as in Plato, that,
in his Republic (written in the 4th century BC), stated that

[. . . ] those who have a natural talent for calculation are generally quick at
every other kind of knowledge; and even the dull, if they have had an arithmetical
training, although they may derive no other advantage from it, always become
much quicker than they would otherwise have been. [Plato, 1982]

This idea was still prevalent at the beginning of the 20th century. This “formal discipline”
or “mental discipline” theory stated that learning difficult subjects like Latin, Greek or Math
would have broader effects, like the development of domain-general skills [National Research
Council, 2000], or, as Stanic [1986] put it, “improves one’s thinking and helps one learn to
overcome difficult obstacles”. The reader will notice immediately that these ideas strongly
resembles some of the most popular arguments for the introduction of CT (effects on general
problem solving and on perseverance - see 2.3).

The same strong parallel can be found between Wing’s arguments [Wing, 2006] and the
ideas of Young [1906, p. 17], stating that “the facts of mathematics, important and valuable
as they are, are not the strongest justification for the study of the subject by all pupils. Still
more important than the subject matter of mathematics is the fact that it exemplifies most
typically, clearly and simply certain modes of thought which are of the utmost importance to
everyone”.

However, the pioneering studies from Thorndike and colleagues [Thorndike and Woodworth,
1901; Thorndike, 1924] largely questioned the validity of this theory. In particular, Thorndike
[1924, p. 98] concluded that “the intellectual values of studies should be determined largely
by the special information habits, interests, attitudes, and ideals which they demonstrably
produce. The expectation of any large differences in general improvement of the mind from
one study rather than another seems doomed to disappointment”.

These studies, of course, did not close the debate and were conducted in a behaviorist
fashion, without taking into account any of the learner characteristics. In fact, in the following
decades, two monumental works gave new strength to the HOTS movement, with particular
focus on Math: the first is “How to solve it: a new aspect of mathematical method” by Pólya
[1945] and the second is “Human Problem Solving,” by Newell and Simon [1972]. As observed
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by diSessa [2018], these works were followed by many rigorous studies about disciplinary
problem solving, and by a lot of less rigorous “curricular and commercial work purporting to
teach domain-general problem solving skills”.

Experts in Math Problem Solving, like Schoenfeld [1985], recognize in the multiplicity
the main obstacle in learning problem solving. To explain it with Thorndike:

It is misleading to speak of sense discrimination, attention, memory, observa-
tion, accuracy, quickness, etc., as multitudinous separate individual functions are
referred to by any one of these words. These functions may have little in common.
There is no reason to suppose that any general change occurs corresponding to
the words’ improvement of the attention,’ or ’of the power of observation,’ or ’of
accuracy.’ [Thorndike and Woodworth, 1901, p. 249]

As diSessa [2018] concludes, “the single most powerful element in gaining mathematical
power is to understand deeply the concepts that the field deploys”.

Evidence that HOTS do not easily transfer was also found in more recent years. For
example, Brown [1992] discovered that HOTS and metacognition are hard to teach and do
not transfer outside the experimental context:

[. . . ] it turns out not to be easy to train a learner to be strategic, to
select cognitive activities intelligently, to plan, to monitor, to be cognitively
vigilant, economical, and effective! And it is particularly difficult to do so
in arbitrary contexts where a learner is attacking meaningless material for no
purpose other than to please an experimenter. [. . . ] [I]t is for this reason that
the decontextualized approach to metacognitive training was largely unsuccessful
[. . . ].

[Brown, 1992, p. 146]

The importance of particular disciplines in developing HOTS is also undermined by the
review by Ceci [1991], which surprisingly found that IQ and cognitive abilities were influenced
mainly by the quantity of education that students got, rather than on the specific kind of
education. They concluded that “[m]ost schools in developed nations, no matter how poor,
may be sufficient to maintain and develop IQ and related cognitive abilities” [Ceci, 1991,
p. 717].

Moreover, the teachability of HOTS is debated: for example, in recent years, in the
context of the debate about so-called “brain training” games and software: “[. . . ] people
get better at the particular exercises [. . . ]. But they are unlikely to transfer that learning
to non-exercise contexts. Most surprisingly, they are unlikely to transfer that learning even
though they are convinced that they do.” [Guzdial, 2016]. Similarly, a recent meta-review
found negative evidence that learning chess, music, or performing working memory training
“does not reliably enhance any skill beyond the skills they train” [Sala and Gobet, 2017].

This may be explained by the radical thesis of Tricot and Sweller [2013], stating that
domain-general problem solving is part of the so-called “biologically primary knowledge”: it is
so vital that “we have been selected for our ability to acquire it”, and so it is not teachable
because we have already acquired it. Authors use the fact that we struggle to find - through
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controlled studies - an effective and teachable domain-general cognitive strategy as a clue
of the impossibility of teaching them. In their view, what is teachable is only “biologically
secondary knowledge,” in particular:

• domain-specific knowledge: in many studies, the domain-specific knowledge held in long-
term memory can be used as the primary predictor of performance and difference between
novices and experts (e.g., chess masters remember thousands of configurations more
than novices rather than having different problem-solving skills; air-traffic controllers can
multitask only when talking about airplanes, not other unrelated pieces of information;
ability to remember long sequences of numbers does not transfer to the same ability
with strings, and so on);

• the possibility of using a domain-general strategy (already acquired naturally) to solve
a specific problem (and so leverage the acquisition of secondary knowledge).

Tricot and Sweller [2013, p. 280] also provide a possible explanation of why many people
focus on domain-general skills.

At any given time, we are unaware of the huge amount of domain specific
knowledge held in long-term memory. The only knowledge that we have direct
access to and are conscious of must be held in working memory. [. . . It] tends
to be an insignificant fraction of our total knowledge base. With access to so
little of our knowledge base at any given time, it is easy to assume that domain-
specific knowledge is relatively unimportant to performance. It may be difficult
to comprehend the unimaginable amounts of organised information that can be
held in long-term memory precisely because such a large amount of information
is unimaginable [. . . :] we are likely to search for alternative explanations [. . . like]
domain-general strategies.

4.3 Current Pedagogical Research on Transfer

We will now briefly review the most important findings of educational research about transfer,
following National Research Council [2000] and Ambrose et al. [2010].

First of all, most of the research found that:

• transfer occurs neither often nor automatically;

• successful far transfer is less likely the more contexts are novel and different.

Reasons for this can be found in:

• over-specificity or context dependance: students associate knowledge only with the
original context in which they learned it;

• lack of deep knowledge: students often learn what to do but not why (memorize
without understanding), and so lack of a deep understanding/mastery of principles
and structures of knowledge. Moreover, they are distracted by superficial features of
knowledge.
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However, the research found that transfer can be explicitly fostered, but we have to
“teach for transfer”:

employ instructional strategies that reinforce a robust understanding of deep
structures and underlying principles, provide sufficiently diverse contexts in which
to apply these principles, and help students make appropriate connections between
the knowledge and skills they possess and new contexts in which those skills
apply. [Ambrose et al., 2010, pp. 111-112]

Unlike the research from the beginning of the 20th century, modern research focused
not only on practice, but also on individual learner characteristics, pedagogical approaches,
learner motivation. In particular, we should:

• provide students adequate time to learn, so they can explore underlying concepts and
generate connections;

• ask students to study “worked examples” (examples with a detailed and explained
solution): research showed that, when they are complete novices, it gives better results
than actually solving problems (which is, by contrast, better when they are more
competent);

• balance context dependant concrete activities with abstract cross-contextual knowledge;

• make students apply what they learned in different contexts;

• ask students to make structured comparisons of different problems, to recognize deep,
meaningful features rather than superficial features;

• discuss with students conditions of applicability (context in which a skill is - or is not
- applicable) and pros/cons of different methodologies, also confronting them with
“what-if” scenarios;

• ask students to find contexts in which a given skill can be applied;

• ask students to abstract and extrapolate principles from different contexts and examples;

• help student self-monitor their own learning (meta-cognition) and engage in “deliberate
practice,” also by giving feedback on their learning process;

• give students small prompts (e.g., stimulating students by recalling a different exercise
from which they can borrow similar strategies, being careful of not vanishing the
educational purpose of the new task);

• encourage analogical reasoning, use visual representations and make students articulate
causal relationships;

• view transfer as a dynamic process (e.g., increased speed in learning a new domain
rather than immediate better performance in it);

• work to increase student’s motivation (ideally the intrinsic one) and mindset (see
Chapter 5), so that the initial deep learning is fostered and transfer is then easier.
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4.3.1 Transfer and Learning Approaches

Transfer is also influenced by teaching approaches, as discussed by Robins et al. [2019,
sec. 9.6]. First of all, abstract instruction seems to foster spontaneous transfer. However, it
is tough for novices to grasp deep abstract knowledge, so they need surface details. However,
this can be ineffective since novices tend to stick to surface details and so fail to transfer to
similar situations that are only apparently different.

As seen, one of the problems with transfer is that students do not learn or do not
remember much in the first place. Direct transmissive instruction, the traditional method
in higher education and in many schools, is argued to be more effective, since students are
explicitly told what they need to know [Kirschner et al., 2006]. However research shows
that constructive methods (see Section 3.1.3) can “lead to better retention in the long
run”. Moreover, through the so-called generation effect, “learners are more likely to activate
relevant prior knowledge to solve problems if they constructed that knowledge while working
on problems” [Robins et al., 2019, pp. 254,255].

Unfortunately, constructivist approaches are not always suitable, especially for complete
novices [Tobias and Duffy, 2009].

An idea is combining the approaches, by finding the right “time for telling”: traditional
“teaching by telling” can be extremely useful when done with the right timing, for example,
after people already struggled with the problem on their own [Schwartz and Bransford, 1998].
This idea is shared with the theory of productive failure (see § 3.1.3).

4.4 Transfer and CS Education

As anticipated, transfer has been studied in the context of CSEd. From one side, it has been
studied inside the discipline of computing (near transfer - e.g., transfer between different
programming languages and environments or between different CS courses).

Many results showed negative transfer, finding, for example, that “learning a second
programming language was sometimes harder than learning the first [. . . and] that student’s
knowledge of computer science is tightly tied to the way that their first programming language
looks and feels”. Moreover, the research found negative transfer “from communication in a
natural language to coding in a programming language” [Guzdial, 2015].

In the specific context of CT, the positive transfer of “Computational Thinking Patterns”
(“abstracted programming patterns that are learned by students when they create games
and can readily be used by students to model scientific phenomena”) has been found from
programming games to creating science simulations [Basawapatna et al., 2011].

Another important debate is about the use of visual programming languages (see 8.3.6.1) in
introductory learning. Current research seems to point out in the direction of positive transfer
between visual and textual interfaces [Hundhausen et al., 2009] and between block-based and
text-based languages [Weintrop and Wilensky, 2019].

Thirdly, an ongoing debate regards the transfer from unplugged activities to the “plugged”
ones. We discussed the topic in subsection 8.4.3.

From the other side, a big focus has also been put on the idea that studying CS can
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transfer to HOTS, which is our primary focus here. The debate dates back to as early as
the 1980s, in the context of the educational language LOGO (see 8.3.1). Claims about
LOGO “teaching how to think” were highly questioned by some rigorous studies from Pea
and colleagues (e.g., Pea and Kurland [1984]), finding, for example, no correlation between
studying LOGO and being better at planning, together with misconceptions about how some
aspects of LOGO work (e.g., recursion). This went together with other studies (e.g., Cannara
[1976]) finding in LOGO students typical programming misconceptions (e.g., the “superbug”
or confusion about parameter binding - see 8.2.2), but also difficulties in decomposing complex
problems into smaller ones.

This is in line with the first problem of transfer: student did not learn much programming,
so had only superficial knowledge, hard to transfer.

These studies gained attention because of the debate between Pea and Papert itself [Papert,
1987]. Pea asked for scientific rigor, while Papert talked about a much bigger change
in “computer culture” and what it could do to education, so deep that needed different
experimental approaches than the “treatment model.”

In the same paper, Papert also discussed the importance of the different methodologies
in which a tool (LOGO) can be used. This is a hint on the thesis that Papert’s main message
was misunderstood, as we will extensively discuss in historical research described in Chapter 6.

Some research and reviews were conducted in the early 90s. Palumbo [1990] did an
important meta-review, and found no significant connection between studying programming
languages (LOGO, BASIC, Pascal) and problem solving. Similarly to previous research, he
highlighted that students did not learn much programming, and that most of the experiment
had design problems and did not put sufficient attention to problem-solving theory. He
“concluded that more advanced forms of transfer (far or generalized transfer) should not
be expected in introductory courses, since typically there is no time to develop such skills.
In other words, if curricula aim for the transfer of problem-solving skills to other domains,
explicit time and effort should be put into it.” [Blikstein and Moghadam, 2019, p. 71]. We
see the same problems again: low expertise and failure to explicitly teach transfer.

Liao and Bright [1991] did a similar review, finding conflicting results, concluding however
that “computer programming has slightly positive effects on student cognitive outcomes.”

Moreover, in the same years, encouraging results were obtained when the interventions were
explicitly designed to provide initial learning and to transfer specific competencies [Palumbo
and Reed, 1991; Klahr and Carver, 1988]. In particular, Klahr and Carver [1988], in the
context of LOGO programming, were able to teach debugging explicitly and to transfer
it to “buggy” situations outside programming (e.g., in wrong road directions or furniture
arrangement in a room).

More recent studies confirmed that a lot of expertise is needed before transferring computer
science skills to problem solving: Mark Guzdial affirms that “[m]ost people do not teach
programming for transfer, and if they did, they would not be able to cover as much of
programming. I think it is a zero sum game: Teach for programming fluency or teach for
transferable problem-solving skills. You cannot get both in the same time.” [Blikstein, 2018,
p. 18].

According to Guzdial [2015, p. 50], what may transfer from learning some programming
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in K-12 are “more fundamental computational ideas”3, like:

Computers are powerful but limited. They don’t have an intelligent being
inside of them [. . . ].

Programs are sequential and literal, with every line of the program being
executed in sequence [. . . ] students tend to view programs as being a parallel
process, a set of constraints or events [. . . ].

There are a handful of operations that computers can do. Understanding
the primitive operations of the notional machine [. . . ] is a key learning outcome
of introductory computing courses. Computers can test data and make choices
based on the result [. . . ] can iterate over actions forever until stopped or until a
condition is met [. . . ].

We have to transform our problems to make them understandable to a
computer [. . . ].

In the context of modern days wave for CT in K-12 education, some studies are trying to
connect learning introductory CS and transfer to other school subjects or even the so-called
“21st-century skills”, highly overlapping with what we are referring to as HOTS.

However, previous research must be treasured: for example, Gick and Holyoak [1980]
found that problem decomposition, one of the most highlighted aspects of CT [Guzdial,
2019a], is not easily transferrable. They described to students a situation where an army had
to be divided into small groups to successfully attack a fortress; immediately after they asked
the students how to attack a tumor with a laser without damaging healthy tissues. The vast
majority of the students were not able to use the same approach (divide the laser in multiple
weaker beams). They only managed to do so when explicitly prompted to think at the army
example.

Scherer [2016] recognizes that research on transfer and CS is contradictory and outdated,
and must be conducted in relation to modern learning tools and contexts, and with modern
rigorous educational research techniques. Moreover, he is optimistic about the possibility that
computer programming skills can be transferred to domain-general problem-solving skills. He,
however, uses as an argument the similarity between the domains in terms of the “processes
of exploring and understanding, representing and formulating, planning and executing, and
monitoring and reflecting” [Scherer, 2016]. However, as extensively discussed in the previous
sections, teachability and transferability of HOTS are highly debated.

At the moment, only preliminary and contradictory findings can be reported.

A study in the context of Code.org and interdisciplinary laboratories for primary stu-
dents (and teacher PD), found that “teacher completion of a higher percentage of ’extra’
Code.org CS lessons was significantly associated with” improvement of students in Literacy,
Math and Science. The subtitle of the document, “Preliminary Findings of an Exploratory
Study” [Century et al., 2018] clearly indicates there is much more to analyze.

A study by BT and Ipsos-MORI [2016] on the English Barefoot project

3Part of what we will call the natural sediment of disciplinary learning of computer science in Chapter 6.
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found that primary teachers using the Barefoot resources reported that children
using these resources were less “needy” and were developing computational
thinking skills, thinking for themselves and building resilience. In this study, every
teacher (100%) said that their pupils enjoy using technology in lessons. One in
six (16%) teachers reported that pupils liked technology because it is creative,
while one in five teachers felt that children liked using technology to problem
solve and discover how the technology itself works (20 %) [. . . ] 22% of the
teachers reported that children found using technology fun and engaging and
the same number that it was familiar to them from use at home. [. . . ] There is
less evidence that the Computing curriculum is effective in terms of skills and
knowledge development. [Sentance and Waite, 2018, p. 107].

However, as Guzdial argues4 “[s]tudents might say (self-report) how they planned to use
computing in their daily lives [. . . ]. Self-report does not mean that they actually change their
problem-solving behavior to use computing outside of a computing context.” [Guzdial, 2015,
p. 40]. As seen for “brain training” (§ 4.2), people can be convinced that it improves their
general abilities, but it does not. This is not surprising: as we will see during this dissertation,
educators, stakeholders, and even researchers tend to stick with transversal aspects of CT
and forget the CS core concepts characterizing it.

Kazakoff et al. [2012] found, in a small sample of pre-kindergarten and kindergarten kids,
a “significant, positive impact on sequencing scores with just 1 week of working with robotics
and programming”.

Arfé et al. [2020] found that following eight hours of Code.org activities not only improved
kids ability to solve coding problems, “but it also positively affected children’s [... executive
functions:] children exposed to Coding activities increased their planning time and accuracy
and decreased the rate of inhibition errors.” The greater effects (and retention) were found
in tasks that were more similar to the Code.org mazes.

By contrast, Kalelioğlu [2015] explored the effects of Code.org on fourth-grade students,
finding that “programming in code.org site did not cause any differences in the reflective
thinking skill towards problem solving”.

In the same vein, Duncan [2019], in her Ph.D. dissertation, confirms that her research

[p]rovided evidence against the claim that by learning Computational Thinking
skills through Computer Science and programming students will automatically
transfer this learning to other areas. However, there is some evidence that the
majority of students can transfer these skills if they are explicitly taught to apply
Computational Thinking skills in different contexts, or if Computer Science and
programming are taught in a cross-curricular way. [Duncan, 2019, p. 246]

Successful examples of using CS (and in particular programming) mainly as a tool to
foster the learning of other subjects (e.g., Algebra [Schanzer et al., 2018] or Physics [diSessa,
2018]) are available: however, the amount of computer science learned by students is confined

4Referring to Cutts et al. [2011], where college students self-reported about the usefulness of - and transfer
from - an Alice course in their daily lives or work.
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to what they strictly need to use in the main subject they are learning [Guzdial, 2015]. This,
however, is less related to transfer and more with computational literacy [diSessa, 2018].

All the reasoning about transfer from CS to general problem solving applies to an even
furthest form of transfer: from CS to more affective aspects like resilience, grit, and growth
mindset [Lewis, 2017].

However, Pugh and Bergin [2006], in a review on motivation and transfer, suggest that
motivation could, indirectly, influence transfer. In fact, motivation can lead to deeper initial
learning, to deliberate attempts to transfer concepts, and to persistence in tasks. More
directly, the transfer is correlated with mastery goals (typical of a growth mindset - see § 5.1)
more than performance goals are, and with and self-efficacy. Authors, however, recognize
that extensive research is needed.

Transfer from CS/CT to a growth mindset (Ch. 5) has been investigated by the author
of this dissertation in two different contexts: results will be presented in Chapters 12 and 13.

4.4.1 A Recent Meta-Review

The issue is far from decided: in a comprehensive, very recent meta-review, Scherer et al.
[2019] analyzed the literature on computer programming and transfer. They found the
reviewed studies showed evidence for a strong effect for near transfer (effects of learning
programming on programming skills) and moderate effect on far transfer (effects of learning
programming on contexts that are different from programming and may require different
skills or strategies).

Regarding far transfer, they found that it “seems to exist for computer programming,
yet not for all cognitive skills and not to the same extent” and it is “more likely to occur in
situations that require cognitive skills close to programming.” In particular (remembering
that, overall, far transfer was moderate), they found higher effects on creative thinking (in
particular in the sub-dimension of originality) and mathematical skills (but in particular on
geometrical concepts after the LOGO language was used). Lower effects (“possibly due to
a larger degree of domain-generality”) were found on metacognition, spatial skills (again
possibly explained by the focus on geometry or movements) and reasoning (which, in most
cases, is assessed with tests that include problem solving, intelligence, and memory). An
even smaller effect was found on school achievement, and no effect was found on literacy
(measured as reading comprehension and writing).

However, the authors recognized several methodological issues in the reviewed studies,
advocating the need for more specific and accurate research.

4.5 Conclusions

We analyzed the crucial idea of transfer of learning, classifying it through different dimensions.
We highlighted, in particular, the difference between near transfer, inside a discipline, and far
transfer, that happens between different disciplines or contexts.

We then focused on the specific problem of transfer from difficult subjects like Math
to higher order thinking skills (HOTS) like domain-general problem solving, a century-old
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debate. It is still open, but, in general, one has to be cautious in making exaggerated claims
and should focus more on the disciplinary content and specific way of thinking a subject can
teach, rather than on more general skills.

According to current educational research, transfer is difficult for novices because they
tend to associate knowledge with the original context in which they learned it, and because
they lack in-depth knowledge and general principles to apply to other contexts. However,
transfer is achievable if teaching activities are specifically designed to do so, with several
strategies useful, for example, to help novices handle the cognitive load and to help them
recognize the relationship between different pieces of knowledge.

The effect of different learning approaches (instructivism versus constructivism) on transfer
is also still debated between experts.

For what regards CS, near transfer has been studied (e.g., how to move from one language
or paradigm to another). Also, the debate on transfer from CS to HOTS dates back to the
introduction of LOGO in the 80s. The question is still open and discussed, with scattered
studies showing contrasting results, but, in general, confirming that near transfer is easier
than far transfer, and the furthest the skill is from CS, the harder the transfer seems to be.



Chapter 5

Implicit theories

To non-computer scientists, learning to program may appear as a too challenging goal,
achievable only from those having an innate talent for programming, the so-called geek
gene, an idea shared by many CS educators as well [Ahadi and Lister, 2013]. Despite recent
research seems to refute its existence [e.g., Patitsas et al., 2016], the results are far from
conclusive [Robins, 2019]. Moreover, CS is subject to stereotypes based, among other things,
on gender, social status, or ethnicity. For example, Lewis et al. [2016] found that some people
identify computer scientists with singularly focused, asocial, competitive, male figures.

In this chapter, we will focus particularly on mindset theory, concerning the effects of
personal ideas that people hold about their own intellectual abilities. This cognitive theory
has recently gained much attention among educators around the world.

We will review significant findings related to the theory and its implementation in schools,
also acknowledging doubts and critics that some researchers raised about it, and discuss
possible explanations of the current research status. We will then focus on the small set of
studies focusing on the relation between CS and mindset theory, acknowledging they are
contradictory and inconclusive.

5.1 Mindset Theory

Students and teachers have different personal ideas (implicit theories) about their intellectual
abilities. Some believe that their intelligence is a fixed trait they born with (like eye color or
height when adult), and they cannot do much to change it: they have an entity theory of
intelligence, otherwise stated a fixed mindset. Some others believe instead that intelligence is
a malleable trait that can be developed with study and deliberate effort (like muscles can be
trained): they have an incremental theory of intelligence, also called a growth mindset.

Mindsets theory (as is nowadays worldwide known - more formally called implicit theories
or self-theories by its proponents, and also lay theories or naive theories by others) is a
fundamental result of three decades of research by Stanford psychologist Carol Dweck and
her team [Dweck and Leggett, 1988; Dweck, 1999; 2017b].

This is not a new idea (it can be found, among others, in John Dewey and Albert
Bandura), but the mindset “branding” is currently widely popular among educators (at least
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in the English speaking countries) [Hendrick, 2019].

5.1.1 Mindset Effects

Studies show that students’ mindset can influence motivation, reaction to challenges, and
academic results [Blackwell et al., 2007; Dweck and Yeager, 2019]. Growth mindset is
positively correlated with grades and achievements, and can be useful to reduce gender
disparities in STEM: girls with a growth mindset showed less susceptibility to the adverse
effects of stereotypes about women and math [Good et al., 2012].

Students with different mindsets show different features and behaviors. Following Dweck
and Leggett [1988] and Kaijanaho and Tirronen [2018], we schematize them in Table 5.1.

Table 5.1: Fixed and growth mindset features [Dweck and Leggett, 1988; Kaijanaho and
Tirronen, 2018]

Fixed mindset Growth mindset

performance goals: appear intelligent
(e.g., by cheating) and hide weakness (e.g.,
by not asking questions)

learning-oriented goals: not afraid to ask
and make errors, in order to learn

helpless responses to challenges: giving
up or blaming the teacher for failure

mastery-oriented responses: greater ef-
fort and new strategies when facing chal-
lenges and setbacks

low value of effort, seen as a sign of lack
of talent

high value of effort, seen as a sign of
learning

seek of easy tasks and avoidance of diffi-
cult ones

seek of challenging tasks in order to learn

negative emotions and decreased
problem-solving performance when
facing difficulties

neutral or positive emotions and neu-
tral or increased problem-solving per-
formance when facing difficulties

5.1.2 Mindset Interventions

Dweck and colleagues showed that a growth mindset could be fostered with specific interven-
tions, and in particular:

• explicitly teaching students about mindsets, brain plasticity and the idea that intelligence
can be trained with effort (e.g., through readings, videos, discussions) [e.g., Blackwell
et al., 2007; Yeager et al., 2016; 2019];

• praising process and effort (e.g., “You worked so hard and did a very good job”) rather
than person or talent (“Bravo! You must be very smart!”), and give constructive
feedback rather than praising the person or being judgmental [e.g., Mueller and Dweck,
1998; Dweck, 2017b];
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• portraying challenges, effort, and mistakes as highly valued [e.g., Dweck, 2008].

According to Boaler [2013; 2015], specific suggestions to stimulate a growth mindset in
Math also include:

• giving rich open tasks, requiring effort and reasoning;

• teaching for patterns and connections;

• teaching creative and visual mathematics.

5.1.3 Teachers’ Mindset

Teachers have a more significant impact on student learning than any other variable [Boaler,
2015]. In particular, teachers’ conceptions are crucial: in an unpublished study [Good et al.,
2007] described by Dweck [2008], adults were asked to behave as teachers - after a fixed or a
growth mindset about Math had been taught them. The “growth” group was more supportive
with students, giving encouragement and suggesting positive strategies to deal with problems;
by contrast, the “fixed” group subjects gave students pure comfort and fixed messages (like
“Not everyone is a math person!”) and tended to effectively help boys significantly more than
they did with girls.

Teachers’ growth mindset is strongly necessary, but not sufficient to foster a growth
mindset in their students [Sun, 2015]. Teachers must also create a growth mindset environment
where growth messages are sent, and explicitly teach students new strategies to cope with
failures and to master the material [Dweck, 2017b].

5.1.4 Critics and Responses

Mindset theory has attracted in very recent years a lot of critics1.
First of all, researchers outside Dweck’s group found it hard to replicate results, and

questioned the efficacy of large scale mindset interventions. Some reports and reviews found
no correlation [e.g., Gorard et al., 2012; Foliano et al., 2019] or even a slightly negative
correlation [Bahńık and Vranka, 2017] between students’ mindset and achievement. Sisk et al.
[2018] recently conducted two meta-analyses and found that, in general, there was very little
effect on achievement from mindset interventions. However, “students with low socioeconomic
status or who are academically at risk might benefit from mind-set interventions” [Sisk et al.,
2018, p. 549]. Moreover, some statisticians are raising concerns about statistical methods
used in original mindset studies (see discussion in Lynch [2018] and Hendrick [2019]). Dweck
and her team are responding precisely to critics by re-analyzing data (see, for example,
documents shared by Dweck [2017a]).

Moreover, Dweck acknowledges that correctly implementing her theories is harder than
she thought, especially by new researchers. She also states that her theories have been
misunderstood and misapplied. In the updated version of her famous book, Dweck [2017b,
pp. 214-216] talks about false growth mindset - ways in which mindset has been misunderstood.

1For an overview, see Lynch [2018] and Hendrick [2019].
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First of all, people think fostering a growth mindset is only about praising students’ effort,
even when they are not really trying hard. However, one should focus on praising the process,
and teaching how to overcome failures: “hard work, trying new strategies, and seeking input
from others”. Dweck fears “that the mindset concept will be used to make kids feel good
when they are not learning - just like the failed self-esteem movement”, and warns against
convincing students that “they can do anything.” Even worse, teachers say they have a
growth mindset, but behave in very fixed ways, for example, by “recursively” applying mindset
theory and stating “I can’t teach this child. He has a fixed mindset”.

Other authors, however, think that the difficulties in implementing the theory in schools
are caused, among other factors, by the intrinsically fixed nature of the traditional school
system, that is still dominated by instructivist practices (see Subsection 3.1.1) and puts much
importance on grades and performances rather than on the learning process [Hendrick, 2019].
For example, Kohn [2015] argues that is not enough to focus on the learning process, effort
and ways to overcome difficulties, but also focus on what and how students are learning:
otherwise we are only pushing students to put their effort into an obsolete transmissive system
(Sect. 3.3). He is advocating for more meaningful learning, for which they have an intrinsic
motivation (in line with a constructivist view, see 3.1.3).

Another hypothesis [Hendrick, 2019] is that mindset is often taught as a domain-general
skill, whose teachability and transferability is however highly debated (as extensively discussed
in Section 4.2). Dweck herself acknowledges that one can have different mindsets with
respect to different disciplines or tasks [Dweck, 2017b].

5.2 Growth Mindset in Computer Science

As opposed to other scientific disciplines, only a few studies have been conducted on the
relationship between an introductory computer science/programming course and growth
mindset.

In a survey administered to CS faculty members of a US institution, more than three-
quarters of them disagreed on the fact that “Nearly everyone is capable of succeeding in the
computer science curriculum if they work at it” [Lewis, 2007]. Similarly, teaching tutors in a
study by Cutts et al. [2010] “were themselves displaying a strongly-fixed mindset”.

Murphy and Thomas [2008] argue that a growth mindset can be particularly important in
CS education. For example, when programming, students are continually facing errors and
challenges; female enrollment in CS is low, possibly due to fixed views about who can and who
cannot succeed in CS; collaboration is fundamental in CS and is fostered by growth mindset
students whose goal is to learn rather than to appear smart, and so on. Factors like repeated
exposure to errors and stereotypes are recognized to potentially foster a fixed mindset, as has
been suggested for math [Boaler, 2013]. Cutts et al. [2010] say that Carol Dweck herself
describes CS as a discipline that requires a growth mindset, referring however to an unrelated
paper. We believe the authors committed an “off-by-one” error in their references. Probably,
they wanted to refer to Dweck [1999, p. 37], where she reports a conversation between
two college students. She argues they had a growth mindset because they were considering
majoring in CS despite having repeated the CS exam a few times without getting brilliant
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grades.

As seen, Dweck [2017b] acknowledges that one can have different mindsets with respect
to different areas or subjects. Therefore, we define Computer Science (CS) mindset as
the mindset with respect to computer science.

Lewis et al. [2011], looking precisely at mindset about CS ability found that “a student’s
mindset [with respect to CS] can affect self-assessment of ability and, ultimately, motivation
to major in CS”. Some studies considered more narrowly the mindset with respect to
programming.

Only a bunch of studies have been conducted to concretely assess student’s mindset
before and after a programming course. Flanigan et al. [2015] analyzed (without intervention)
changes in CS1 (CS-major, other STEM-Majors, but also Arts and Business Majors) students
across the semester, finding a significant increase in fixed mindset and a significant decrease in
growth mindset. Moreover, mindset only weakly predicted students’ outcomes. In Kaijanaho
and Tirronen [2018], late bachelor-level CS students’ mindset was assessed, finding no
correlations between their mindset and their grades. Apiola and Laakso [2019] surprisingly
found a (weak) positive correlation between academic achievement and fixed mindset in
first-year CS students.

Other authors tried interventions, in line with the ones suggested by mindset literature, to
alter students’ conceptions of intellectual ability. Simon et al. [2008] tried a small intervention
in CS1 classes to change the mindset of students from CS Majors and Minors. It is an explicit
intervention where students, after being taught about mindset theory, are asked to write
a letter to younger students to transmit ideas learned. The study obtained mixed results;
in general, there was no difference between intervention groups and control groups: both
shifted toward a more fixed mindset (generally and with respect to programming) despite the
intervention. Cutts et al. [2010] performed three structured interventions into an introductory
programming course, combining an “explicitly teaching” intervention with a “growth mindset
messages” intervention. The control group moved towards a more fixed mindset, while both
experimental groups had significant improvement in growth mindset levels. However, only
students receiving both kinds of interventions showed also a positive effect on their test scores
- an effect not found in the group that only received the “explicitly teaching” intervention.

Scott and Ghinea [2014] found that beliefs about intelligence and programming aptitude
form two distinct constructs in undergraduate software engineering students. Moreover, the
mindset for programming aptitude had greater utility in predicting software development
practice, and a follow-up survey showed that it became more fixed after a programming
module.

Very recently, Gorson and O’Rourke [2019] found that programming mindset calculated
through standard questionnaires is often misaligned with how students talked about intelligence
or programming behavior during interviews. Often students hold both fixed and growth
mindset ideas. Moreover, students showed undesirable ways to measure programming aptitude,
e.g., solving problems quickly and without any errors. This indicates they hold a fixed view
of CS as a discipline (a problem further discussed in Chapter 12).

These studies seem to show that studying CS can foster a fixed mindset, which is, of
course, highly undesirable. This clearly contrasts with popular claims of growth mindset being
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automatically fostered by studying CS (for a discussion, see Lewis [2017]). In Chapter 12, we
will present results supporting skepticism about these optimistic claims.

By contrast, we think some intrinsic characteristics of CS (at least if taught as a creative
subject: e.g., with open, real, authentic projects, iterative approach, debug, trial and error,
collaboration rather than competition) can foster a growth mindset. Preliminary findings in
this direction are presented in Chapter 13.

In other fields, similar results were found: during the first year of University, engineering
students tend to move towards a fixed mindset. However, introducing open-ended engineering
design projects into the curriculum may tend to lessen or eliminate the shift toward a fixed
mindset [Reid and Ferguson, 2014]. In this direction, Loksa et al. [2016] designed and tested
an intervention to explicitly teach problem solving for open-ended programming problems, in
the context of a web app programming summer camp for high school students. They gave
participants a method to visualize and monitor their progress through six problem-solving
stages, on-demand prompts to reflect on their strategies while seeking help, and context-aware
helps embedded in the editor. They found the intervention had positive effects on productivity,
self-efficacy, independence, meta-cognition, and growth mindset (in particular, by contrast
with the control group, intervention students did not shift towards a more fixed mindset).

Except for the very last reported study, which, however, is not focused primarily on growth
mindset, all the other cited experiments were conducted among college students. We were
not able to find any study investigating correlations between growth mindset and introductory
CS / CT courses for K-12 education or teacher training / professional development.

5.3 Conclusions

Mindset theory is becoming quite popular among educators and researchers. It is a theory
based on decades of studies by Carol Dweck’s team. They showed that having a growth
mindset (believing that intelligence can be trained, like muscles) is far more desirable than
having a fixed mindset (believing intelligence is an immutable trait like eye color). Students
and teachers with a growth mindset get better results, cope better with difficulties, are less
subject to stereotypes. Mindset can be taught by specific interventions. However, the theory
is criticized because it has been hard to replicate the results independently. Moreover, the
theory tends to be oversimplified and misinterpreted by educators.

For what concerns CS, only a bunch of studies have been conducted, leading to mixed
and inconclusive results. Moreover, it is accepted that one can have different mindsets with
respect to different disciplines, so we considered in particular CS mindset, the mindset with
respect to computer science. Research in other disciplines seems to indicate that constructivist
approaches can be beneficial for fostering a growth mindset.

In part IV we try both to refute simplistic claims about automatic transfer between CS
and GM, and to test the effects of creative computing on mindset.
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Chapter 6

Computational Thinking: from
Papert to Wing1

In this chapter, after recalling the evolution of the idea of “computational thinking”, that
we can find alongside the birth of the discipline itself, we present its meaning in the work of
Seymour Papert, who used for the first time the expression in his Mindstorms. For him, the
technical aspect of “thinking like a computer scientist”, which is the main content of Wing’s
use of the term, cannot be separated from the social, and affective dimension of building
computational objects in an environment rich of computational principles and meaningful for
the community.

We will argue that both Wing’s and Papert’s views were misinterpreted, but both carry
fundamental aspects for the introduction of CS in K-12 education.

6.1 Introduction

As discussed in Chapter 2, “Computational thinking” (CT) is one of the buzzwords of the
moment, in CS K-12 education. The modern (and long) wave of this expression started, as it
is well known, with a seminal essay by Jeannette [Wing, 2006], that paved the way for a large
number of studies, which have produced educational material, definitions, even assessment
methods [Grover and Pea, 2013].

After much hype about the subject, Tedre and Denning [2016] produced a critical review
of CT, also framing it in its historical context.

We argue that, in its modern perspective, CT should be understood inside the discipline
of computing, as the (scientific and cultural) substratum of the technical competences.

Historically, however, the expression CT was used for the first time by Seymour Papert in
1980, with a different nuance of meaning, which should not be forgotten. The analysis of
this sense of CT will be the subject of Section 6.3.

Before turning to Papert’s CT, however, we summarise some of the earlier attempts
to identify the concepts that are peculiar to computer science, and which are now covered

1This chapter is based on unpublished material written with my supervisor, Prof. Simone Martini.
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under the umbrella of CT. We refer to the lucid work of Tedre and Denning [2016]2 for a
comprehensive historical account and assessment.

6.2 Prehistory

The end of the fifties and the early sixties are the years in which the field of computing gradually
builds its self-understanding as an autonomous discipline [Tedre, 2014]. This process goes
hand in hand with the need to specify the traits and concepts distinguishing the new discipline
from other sciences, like applied mathematics, or physics, or engineering. A first, important,
process is the linguistic shift of the programming task [Nofre et al., 2014]. In the early days,
programming was mainly a technological affair (strictly coupled to the technology of the
different computers). The emergence (and the need) of computer-independent (“universal”,
in the terminology of the time) programming languages allowed the expression of algorithms
in a machine neutral way, thus making algorithms and their properties amenable to a formal
study. Programming languages themselves were treated as object of study - from the formal
definition of their syntax [Backus, 1959; Backus et al., 1960], to the gradual emergence of a
mathematical theory of computation [McCarthy, 1960; 1961], and, later, of a mathematical
semantics [Naur, 1966; Floyd, 1967]. Bruno Latour, with genial insight, explains in this way
the relationship between a new science and its language:

No scientific discipline exists without first inventing a visual and written
language which allows it to break with its confusing past. [Latour, 1986]

The availability of universal programming languages is felt as the opportunity for computing to
evolves from its “obscure” past (made of mathematics, cybernetics, logic, physics, engineering,
linguistics) and consciously presents itself as the science of algorithmic problem solving, for
which the new languages are developed. Of course, this “founding language” should not
be identified with a specific programming language. It is an early recognition that the
contemporaneous presence of different specific languages (at various levels, with various
purposes, with various targets) is an asset of the discipline, and that no language will work
for all uses3.

It is in this context that, not later than 1960, Alan Perlis uses the term algorithmizing
(“quantitative analysis of the way one does things”), classifying it as “part of the basic
thought processes” that “everyone should learn [. . . ] sooner or later” [Katz, 1960]. For
him “students will have a chance to use computers better [. . . ] by virtue of understanding
them as general tools to be used in reasoning [. . . ] rather than as devices to solve particular
problems”. It is one of the earliest recognition of a specific, disciplinary approach to problem
solving that would be the result of being exposed to, and having acquired, the competences
of that new field, which at that same time struggled to be recognised as an autonomous

2Peter Denning has been writing several critical papers on CT and its hype [see, e.g., Denning, 2009;
2017; Denning et al., 2017; Denning and Tedre, 2019].

3See, for instance, Gorn [1963] and its insistence on the role of mechanical languages.
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scientific discipline4. In one of the many attempts to describe this new science and its
boundaries, George Forsythe (first Head of Computer Science at Stanford) comments on
the educational value of computer science: “The most valuable acquisitions in a scientific
or technical education are the general-purpose mental tools which remain serviceable for a
lifetime. I rate natural language and mathematics as the most important of these tools, and
computer science as a third” [Forsythe, 1968].

It is especially in the seventies that this line of thought comes to maturity - the idea that
Computer Science provides general thinking tools, useful for everyone (recall Perlis’ position).
Marvin Minsky in his Turing award lecture [Minsky, 1970] has a long section (“developed
with Seymour Papert”5) on mathematics education. The thesis is that the computer scientist
has the role, the responsibility, and the competences to “work out and communicate models
of the process of education itself ”. The very last statement of the paper is that the computer
scientist “is the proprietor of the concept of procedure, the secret educators have so long
been seeking.”

Edsger W. Dijkstra, again in a paper discussing the epistemological status of programming
in comparison to mathematics [Dijkstra, 1974], observes that programming gives a unique
opportunity to master the complexity of a system, which is handled through a “hierarchical
composition,” where “a single technology” (that of programming languages of different levels
of abstraction) encompasses all the levels of the hierarchy. It is this dealing with “mastered
complexity” which “gives programming as an intellectual activity some of its unique flavors.”
The “programmer’s agility with which he switches back and forth between various semantic
levels” is a sort of “a mental zoom lens”.

Among the many other possible citations and quotes, we conclude with Donald Knuth
(one of the stars at Stanford, recipient of the Turing award in 1974, at the age of 36), who is
convinced “of the pedagogic value of an algorithmic approach; it aids in the understanding
of concepts of all kinds;” “a student who is properly trained in computer science is learning
something which will implicitly help him cope with many other subjects” [Knuth, 1974].

What quoted authors depicted is an idea of computational thinking. We propose to
characterize it as the natural sediment of disciplinary learning of computer science - that
which remains behind when all the technicalities and the definitions of the discipline are long
forgotten6.

4A struggle that was going to be long. The first Computer Science department of the US was established
in 1962 at Purdue University, where Perlis had served in the computation center from 1951 to 1956. Samuel
D. Conte, first Head of that department, will recall in a 1999 Computerworld magazine interview: “Most
scientists thought that using a computer was simply programming - that it didn’t involve any deep scientific
thought and that anyone could learn to program. So why have a degree? They thought computers were
vocational vs. scientific in nature” (quoted in Conte’s obituary at Purdue University, 2002). Next computer
science departments to be established would be those at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, in
1964, and at Stanford in 1965. Still in 1967, Perlis, Newell and Simon (three Turing award recipients; Simon
will also be a Nobel laureate in Economics) feel the need of a letter to Science [Newell et al., 1967] to argue
“why there is such a thing like computer science”. See also Knuth’s reconstruction of the contribution of
George Forsythe to this process [Knuth, 1972].

5And again, in the introduction: “Papert’s views pervade this essay.”
6We refrain from a historical reconstruction of this folklore expression, often said of “culture”. It appears

in print at least in 1908, in Gaetano Salvemini’s “Cos’è la cultura”.
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Moreover, it is easy to spot, already in these early characterizations, the (largely un-
documented and unproven - see Section 4.2) claim that the cognitive skills gained through
programming (or, more generally, through computer science techniques) transfer to other
disciplines - from the already quoted Minsky [1970] and the related Feurzeig et al. [1970]7

for mathematics, to the far reaching Mayer et al. [1986] and Pea and Kurland [1984], for
which see also the commentary criticism by Salomon [1984].

However, the impact of this process on actual reform of education or, more generally, on
the cultural debate was modest. Computers and computer science were still mainly confined
in scientific and engineering milieux, and in large corporations. A situation which did not
change much when this anonymous thinking received for the first time its current name.

6.3 Papert’s Computational Thinking, in Context

Seymour Papert seems to be the first to use in print the expression “computational think-
ing” [Papert, 1980, p. 182]. Contrary to Wing’s use in 2006, however, this single occurrence
of CT in Mindstorms is by no means an attempt to a definition: “Their [of people using com-
puters for providing mathematically rich activities] visions of how to integrate computational
thinking into everyday life was insufficiently developed.” It is used en passant, after many
other “computational” something 8. What is central to Mindstorms is not “thinking” - it is
rather “constructing”, by computational means, concrete versions of abstract mathematical
concepts; or, it is building personal mental models to understand the world - computational
“environments” (“metaphors”, “ideas”, etc.) are one of the most effective and economic ways
to obtain such models in an autonomous manner. The appeal of the computer is that it
provides a concrete reference for the abstract concepts to be understood.

A naive reading of Mindstorms may give the impression that it backs the idea of the
transfer of (meta-)skills from CT to other disciplines.

This seems even explicitly confirmed by Minsky [1970], where he emphasizes his shared
view with Papert: “our conjecture [is] that the ideas of procedures and debugging will turn
out to be unique in their transferability.”

On this count, however, it is useful to read Feurzeig et al. [1970]9, written in the same
year of Minsky’s lecture, where Papert and colleagues made claims on how “appropriate
teaching with a suitable programming language can contribute to mathematics education”.
Let us review some of them, seeing how the initial naive idea of “automatic transfer from
learning programming to learning math” is specified in a more precise and realistic idea of
“using programming as a tool for experimenting and learning with math”.

7However, we will discuss the work of Feurzeig et al. [1970] in details in the next section.
8The adjective “computational” is used 39 times in the book (CT is used only once). Among the

expressions used more than once throughout the book we find: c. ideas (p. 17, 121, 145, 155); c. culture (p.
5, 100, 170, 174); c. metaphor (p. 105, 154, 169, 171, 187); c. model (p. 106, 164, 169); c. environment (p.
182 twice, 212);

9[Feurzeig et al., 1970] was written ten years before [Papert, 1980]. It reports on the first fifteen months
of using the LOGO programming language in teaching mathematics to three classes: second, third and seventh
grade.
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The first claim seems indeed to support the idea of CT transferring to general skills, as
already noted by Tedre and Denning [2016]: “programming facilitates the acquisition of
rigorous thinking and expression.” However, this concept is explained further in the article:
the peculiarities of computer programming make it a privileged tool for learning problem
solving with an experimental approach10. In fact, children have to impose on themselves
rigor and precision in instructing the computer - being explicit and precise is not imposed
(incomprehensibly) by an enforcement of the teacher, but naturally emerges from the need of
being understood by an automated executor with a limited instruction set, which is unable
to perform any “human” inference. Briefly: the computer creates an intrinsic motivation to
learn by trial, error and debug.

A next claim is that, again, “programming provides highly motivated models” for the so
called heuristic concepts (e.g. “formulate plan”, “separate the difficulties”, “find a related
problem”, “contrast between global planning and formal details of a solution”, “sub-goals
and sub-problems”, “debugging as a definite, constructive, plannable activity”, and so on).
Note again the emphasis on the fact that programming provides high motivations for learning
these concepts. Moreover, note also that many of these ideas are included in modern CT
definitions, often as CT “practices” or “approaches” (see Section 2.2). Bender [2017] even
states that “heuristics” is the name given by Papert to what today we call CT.

Finally, Feurzeig et al. [1970] confirm that the purpose of their experiment is to use
programming as a foundation for teaching mathematics, rather than teaching programming
as a topic on its own (however recognising the importance of this second aim).

In summary, it is not the programming skills which count, or the “algorithmizing” concepts
acquired through programming. A reading of Mindstorms which takes into account the
entire book, and not single, isolated quotations makes clear that the focus is on the use
of computers as formidable tools for “addressing what Piaget and many others see as the
obstacle which is overcome in the passage from child to adult thinking.” “Knowledge that
was accessible only through formal processes can now be approached concretely. And the real
magic comes from the fact that this knowledge includes those elements one needs to become
a formal thinker” [Papert, 1980]. Any rendering of Papert’s position as a mere transfer of
meta-skills would thus be a gross misunderstanding. The outcome that Papert and his group
envisage is not the result of a generic exposure to computational concepts and education.
Papert [2000] explains: “In Mindstorms I made the claim that [. . . ] the ability to program
would allow a student to learn and use powerful forms of [. . . ] ideas. It did not occur to
me that anyone could possibly take my statement to mean that learning to program would
in itself have consequences for how children learn and think. [. . . ] Papers were written on
‘the effects of programming (or of Logo or of the computer)’ as if we were talking about the
effects of a medical treatment.” The modality of interaction with the computational media is
as (and probably more) important than its contents. It is now high time to come back to the
quotation about CT, and to read it in its context:

I have no doubt that in the next few years we shall see the formation of
some computational environments that deserve to be called “samba schools for

10Authors recognize that is theoretically possible to teach programming as an abstract mathematical
concepts, without using computers, but this will cause the loss of the essential aspect of hands-on learning.
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computation.” There have already been attempts in this direction [. . . , but] they
have failed to make it because they were too primitive. [. . . ] Their visions of how
to integrate computational thinking into everyday life was insufficiently developed.
But there will be more tries, and more and more. And eventually, somewhere, all
the pieces will come together and it will “catch.” [. . . ] They will be manifestations
of a social movement of people interested in personal computation, interested in
their own children, and interested in education. [Papert, 1980, p. 182].

This reference to Brazilian “samba schools” should not be surprising, if we recall (Sec-
tion 3.2) that Papert developed the constructionist learning theory. Very briefly, this theory
takes from constructivism the idea of active building of knowledge through experience; it
adds that learning is especially effective when learners are involved in the active construction
of objects meaningful to them.

Papert was particularly critical towards traditional school systems. According to him,
computers and programming will make old schools obsolete and useless, because learning will
happen in constructionist environments, which would resemble traditional Brazilian samba
schools, so fundamental for the preparation of the Rio Carnival. They are not schools in
the traditional western meaning; they are rather clubs ranging from hundreds to thousands
of people, from children to their grandparents, from novices to professionals. Members of
each school gather every weekend to dance and to meet with friends. All of them dance:
the novice learns, the expert teaches, but also practices for harder moves. There is a great
social cohesion, a great sense of belonging, a strong idea of having a “common purpose.”
Although learning is spontaneous and natural, it is also deliberate - results of a year of
work are spectacular, professional level representations, with references to traditions and
with strong political undertones. All of this is present in Papert’s reference to “samba
schools of computations”: environments where children and grown-ups may learn (by doing)
the principles of computation, and use them to learn other disciplines, in a computational
perspective. Their learning method will be radically different from what is common in
traditional schools. No knowledge is transmitted, and pupils will learn because are immersed
in an environment whose activities are both rich of computational principles and meaningful
for the community.

That Papert’s prediction about the revolution in the school system did not materialize, and
his ideas in Mindstorms have been misunderstood and oversimplified. In retrospect, [Papert,
2000] reminds about the subtitle of the book (“Children, Computers, and Powerful Ideas”),
acknowledging that both enthusiasts and detractors focused on the first two elements,
forgetting the third, the most important one. Children are able to learn powerful ideas
about the world (e.g., mathematical concepts like the idea of “zero”, or “probabilistic
thinking”), but these ideas have been disempowered by schools, which teach mathematics
only through application of formulas, or by proposing problems situated in “fake” contexts
that fail to be meaningful for pupils. The real thesis of Papert’s CT, is not that “learning to
program will in itself have consequences on how children learn and think”, but that ability to
program a computer can help re-empowering pupils11, and bring to them powerful ideas about

11This is also made clear in the “Introduction to the second edition” of Mindstorms (1993), which critiques
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mathematics, physics, probability (which are the fields touched upon in Mindstorms). He was
thinking about computational environments where students can experiment with randomly
generated objects, or use randomness to automate a programmable robot encountering some
obstacles, or “rediscover” the concept of zero when working with a speed variable in a
simulation or a videogame. Finally, Papert [2000] is optimistic on the fact that the change
that was hoped for schools in the 1980s will eventually happen because of the increasing
dissonance between school and society, and the increasing availability of technologies and
ideas needed for the change to happen. We will return on this in Section 6.4.

Papert used again the expression in some of his important writings, but again only en
passant.

The expression “computational thinking and practice” is used in Papert and Harel [1991]
as opposed to “computer literacy”and “computer aided instruction (CAI)” (see 3.2) in
relationship with the feminist battle. Despite the innovation of CAI, it seems to support “the
abstract and impersonal detached kinds of knowing” of traditional schools. By contrast,
“many women prefer working with more personal, less-detached knowledge and do so very
successfully”, and it is argued that Papert’s CT moves towards this direction.

The expression is used again by Papert [1993, p. 184], talking about the origin of computers
for the need of calculating missiles trajectories: “many top mathematicians were mobilized to
the task, among them John von Neumann and Norbert Wiener, who became [. . . ] leading
pioneers in the emergence of computers and of computational thinking.” However, what is
more interesting is that, in the same chapter, Papert [1993, ch. 9] envisages a new subject
(that he proposes to call “Cybernetics for children”, but that shares many characteristics
with what we are calling “Papert’s CT”). In facts, he proposes a subject that [Papert, 1993,
p. 181-182]:

• is the “kernel of knowledge needed for a child to invent” and to build entities that
resemble or evoke real life technologies;

• uses that kernel as a starting point for connections with other areas;

• uses “technology as a medium for representing behaviors that one can observe in oneself
and other people”;

• fosters a more intimate and affective relationship between the student and his work;

• has a more pluralistic underlying epistemology.

The expression was used again by Papert [1996b]. He was comparing two solutions
to a geometrical problem: one used a powerful geometry tool to solve the problem as it
would have been solved in a traditional pen and paper setting using Euclidean geometry,
the other one used a Monte Carlo simulation. Both of these methods, says Papert, use a
computational tool to effectively find a solution, but none of them make more clear the

the critiques of the first edition based on a supposed claim that “‘doing Logo’ or ‘working with computers’
would cause change in how children think. [. . . ] Logo does not itself produce good learning any more than
paint produces good art.”
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underlying mathematics. So, “The goal is to use computational thinking to forge ideas that
are at least as ‘explicative’ as the Euclid-like constructions (and hopefully more so) but more
accessible and more powerful.” Papert then proposes a method to use Turtle geometry to
deeply understand the mathematical concepts underlying the solution.

The expression “computational thinking” will return many times in Papert’s last12

talk [Papert, 2006], a few months after the publications of Wing’s paper. The starting
point is that the school system is dominated by graphocentrism, because it uses obsolete
technologies - pencil and paper13. This reduces knowledge “to the kind of knowledge that
can be written down: propositions” - a “propositional thinking” which is good for testing and
grading students. LOGO was the first step beyond this paradigm, introducing “procedural
thinking”: knowledge as instructions, expressed through a programming language. But Papert
acknowledges that this is only a first step towards computational thinking. One of the main
aspect of CT is what he calls “object oriented thinking”, not referring to the programming
paradigm, but defining it as the “making and understanding of computational objects”.
These computational objects14 may of course be used to teach programming, or standard
geometry, but their intended role is another: they are objects you can “get to know [. . . ]
more like the way you get to know a person”. Again: these are objects to think with, in a
cognitive and in an affective sense. The great contribution of CT should be making “key, big
ideas” of mathematics accessible to children, thus allowing to “turn learning upside down”:
in history, people started using and developing math for concrete aims, and doing so they
“developed something called mathematical thinking”, and only gradually this became the
field of formal, pure mathematics. But nowadays in school this process is reversed: we wait
to teach mathematical big ideas when pupils are ready to learn the abstractions needed to
manage the formal part. With computers, they can start from the applications and gradually
go up to abstractions.

6.4 The Digital Discontinuity

Despite rapid society evolution, school curricula, in any country, has significant inertia -
it changes very slowly, and radical reforms are rare. They happen only when a significant
fracture between the curriculum itself and the society it is supposed to represent occurs. This
is what started to happen at the beginning of the twenty-first century: the digitalization
of everyone’s life, the substitution of information for the capital as the driving force of
industrial innovation, the contraction of the perceived distances due to the availability of
direct sources of information, started to become so prominent - and evident to everybody -
that a request for school to cope with innovation became inevitable. In Fadel et al. [2015] this
is identified as “the perfect learning storm”, caused by four converging forces: knowledge work
(“steady supply of well-trained workers, using brainpower and digital tools to apply well-honed
knowledge skills to their daily work”); thinking tools (the necessity to use - and not be

12The very next day, Papert was struck by a motorbike and received a serious brain damage.
13The evocative image Papert proposes is that of an alien anthropologist visiting Earth and understanding

that all knowledge workers adopted computers as their main work tool - all except students.
14The implicit reference is, of course, to LOGO’s turtles.
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overwhelmed by - the digital tools for thinking, learning, communicating, collaborating, and
working); digital lifestyles (the naturalness of use of digital, mobile, ubiquitous tools requires
that also learning become interactive, personalized, collaborative, creative, and innovative);
learning research (developments in learning technology allow “to personalize learning to
meet each student’s learning abilities and disabilities, learning styles and preferences, and
unique profile of talents and competence.”) Moreover, Pierre Bourdieu’s notion of “cultural
capital” [Bourdieu, 1977] applies easily here: if school wants to maintain its role as a driver of
social mobility, it has to change its approach, so that the digital resources that every student
nowadays has, could become a capital for everybody, and not only for those children and
young people who come from homes where that culture is present and that capital is already
exploited (see also Merchant [2007]).

It is in this context that Wing’s peroration [Wing, 2006] (see Chapter 2) about CT
made its triumphant march, twenty-six years after Mindstorms, and after the dramatic rise
of the digital society and computational sciences. On one side, we see the availability of
digital tools to everybody, through the World Wide Web as the single infrastructure through
which all different technologies are deployed. On the scientific side, computational tools
are no longer the product of only computer scientists - most scientific disciplines become
“computational”, stably adding simulation as the third component of science, after theory
and experiment [Winsberg, 2010]. Wing’s paper was then published at the right moment, for
selling CT to a broader audience than computer enthusiasts. From simple “algorithmizing”,
in Wing’s hands, CT becomes a large umbrella for thought processes and techniques covering
also natural information-processing.

The need to respond to the societal changes was matched by an educational offer, which
was broad (and undefined) enough to appeal both at those wanting a formal presence of
computer science in the curriculum, and at those who would instead go for mere “digital
literacy”, or simply “coding.” The fact that CT was not operationally (or epistemologically)
clearly defined may have even helped in its diffusion.

As Tedre and Denning [2016] says, “Wing’s formulation struck a resonant cord,” and
around that manifesto several interests coalesced into a movement to bring CT into all
levels of K-12 education. Adding to the initiatives described in Chapter 1, let us mention an
influential working paper of the OECD [Ananiadou and Claro, 2009], which led the way to
the inclusion of CT in the PISA 2021 study15, as part of mathematics.

6.5 Two Views, Two Misinterpretations, Two Fundamental
Features for CSEd

Wing’s CT lays in the path well-marked by the early computer scientists (see Section 6.2),
extracting from computer science a list of thinking patterns (“mental tools that reflect
the breadth of the field of computer science”), which include efficiency, approximation,

15The Programme for International Student Assessment (PISA) is a triennial international worldwide survey
by the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) for the evaluation of educational
systems through the measure of the performance on mathematics, science, and reading of students in their
15th year. Mathematics is the primary domain assessed in the edition 2021, as it was in 2003 and 2012.
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recursion, using abstraction and decomposition in computational problem solving, or exploiting
“reduction, embedding, transformation, or simulation” to reformulate a difficult problem. In
particular, Wing [2006, p. 35] is clear in stating that “computer science is not computer
programming. Thinking like a computer scientist means more than being able to program a
computer”.

The inclusion of CT in the PISA 2021 study may be seen as the ultimate success of
“Wing’s computational thinking” - it made it into one of the longest-running and accepted
international tests of the performance of students across disciplines. It may be read, however,
also as a normalizing move of the establishment towards “Papert’s computational thinking”:
instead of “turning learning upside down”, the computational objects are integrated into the
standard practice of traditional education, thus neutralizing their revolutionary potential.

We believe that both “Wing’s CT” and “Papert’s CT,” two related but different views,
have been misinterpreted. Paradoxically, this misinterpretation made them initially popular,
but risks being their condemnation if their most profound - and most important - features
are not considered and understood.

1. Wing’s CT has been a way to shine a light on the urgent need to teach “core CS
concepts”, as a tool to understand and being an active participant in a digital society
where computation is ubiquitous. Non computer scientists focused on the (unverified)
claims that this computational problem-solving strategy - often simplified with “coding”
- could easily transfer to every human activity. Teaching computer science should
instead focus on the “big ideas”, fundamental to understand and act in a digital world,
rather than on the technical details. Since general ideas are hard to teach and transfer
(see 4.2), details are of course needed, but only if instrumental for conveying the deep
concepts, and always in the context of meaningful and deliberate learning.

2. Papert’s CT has been a way to shine a light on the fact that technology was (and
often, still, is) used to replicate traditional transmissive instruction (instructionist
Computer-Aided Instruction). People focused on the unverified claims (only apparently
supported by Papert) that learning programming could automatically result in better
thinking skills. What should be kept in mind is, instead, that programming a computer
can be a formidable tool (or, more evocatively, a meta-tool) for thinking and for more
meaningful learning (both cognitively and affectively - like what happens in samba
schools) by creating and experimenting.

The following subsections expand our thesis on these two crucial points.

6.5.1 Wing’s CT16

To computer scientists, it appears clear the inseparable bond between CS and CT, expressed
by Jeannette Wing [2006] in her seminal article.

16This section draws on Lodi, Martini, and Nardelli [2017], born as a translated and widely expanded
version of a draft later published by Nardelli [2019].
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However, to the general public, not explicitly trained in CS, these aspects may appear
obscure or not so related to CS itself. That is why many educators, for example, tend to stick
with the most understandable examples (but for which there is no scientific evidence [Guzdial,
2015]): those stating that CT can transfer to everyday life situations like preparing your
backpack.

We also see many, well-published initiatives where CT is identified (more or less explicitly)
with “coding” (that is, the last phase of the programming process), an equation that “keeps
spreading into the jargon of CS educational research, of CS curricular development (at all
levels), of stakeholders such as politicians who determine or affect educational policies, school
principals, and school advisors, among others” [Armoni, 2016]. That computer science (and
hence CT) is much broader than “coding” (indeed much broader than “programming”) is
something that computer scientists and educators have known for decades [Tedre, 2014] -
accepting now the identification would be a significant step back. We must resist to the
illusion that “coding” (as representative of any simplistic approach to the acquisition of the
basic of computer science) could be a shortcut to the acquisition of that “algorithmizing”
that early computer scientists viewed as one of the main contributions of their discipline to
general culture.

6.5.1.1 CT Is Not a (New) Discipline, Cs Is

According to Armoni [2016], the problems stem especially when, instead of understanding CT
as a cover for the scientific core of computer science, it is viewed instead as a new discipline,
which can be taught and evaluated as such.

Important reforms seem to acknowledge that CS is the subject to be taught.

In England, the national computing curriculum17, published by the Ministry of Education
in September 2013 and mandatory for all schools starting from the school year 2014-15, uses
the term CT only a couple of times. The term appears in the first sentence: “A high-quality
computing education equips pupils to use computational thinking and creativity to understand
and change the world”, and then in objectives for Key Stage 3 (“understand several key
algorithms that reflect computational thinking [for example, ones for sorting and searching];”)
and 4 (“develop and apply their analytic, problem-solving, design, and computational thinking
skills”). The curriculum never defines the term.

In the United States, the mentioned “Every Student Succeeds Act” (ESSA), introduced
computer science among the “well rounded educational subjects,” and does not mention CT.
Similarly, the Computer Science For All initiative was launched “to empower all American
students from kindergarten through high school to learn computer science and be equipped
with the CT skills they need”.

In France, the Committee on Science Education [2013] recommends to teach Informatics:
“teaching should start at the primary level, through exposure to the notions of computer
science and algorithms, [. . . and] should be further developed in middle and secondary school”.
They use CT (“pensée informatique”), to talk about the specific habits of thinking developed

17https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/national-curriculum-in-england-computing-
programmes-of-study/national-curriculum-in-england-computing-programmes-of-study

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/national-curriculum-in-england-computing-programmes-of-study/national-curriculum-in-england-computing-programmes-of-study
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/national-curriculum-in-england-computing-programmes-of-study/national-curriculum-in-england-computing-programmes-of-study
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by learning Informatics: “computing [. . . ] leads to a different way of thinking, called CT ”
and “learning about programming is a way to discover the rudiments of CT.”

It is clear from these examples that CT is not considered to be a new subject, but as the
the conceptual sediment of disciplinary learning of CS.

On the other hand, we must not let the criticisms of the idea of computational thinking
(e.g., the fact that some of its characteristics are shared with other disciplines - see 2.2.1)
diminish the value of CS as an autonomous discipline.

Recalling the Cuny-Snyder-Wing definition (see 2.2), it is essential to stress the role of the
information processing agent. Without the agent and its ability to operate effectively18,
there is no computer science, only mathematics, which, in fact, has solved problems for
millennia, discovering and applying, for example, abstraction, decomposition, and recursion in
this long journey. Of the same opinion is Alfred Aho [2011], who, immediately before stating
the definition that inspired Cuny, Snyder, and Wing - underlines how the term “computation”
should be used in conjunction with the indication of a well-defined computational model: since
computation is a process defined in terms of an underlying model, this cannot be ignored.

This brings a radical viewpoint change with respect, for example, to mathematics. The
conceptual paradigm shift is the transition from “solving problems” to “make something solving
problems for us.” Unlike other disciplines, CS abstractions can be executed mechanically [Wing,
2008]. This means that CS abstractions can be “animated” without having to build a
new physical representation of abstraction itself. Moreover, CS, through its “languages,”
provides linguistic support for abstraction: appropriate linguistic constructs allow us to define
abstractions in a systematic way, and to move uniformly between their various levels arriving
“down” to the physical execution of the identified abstractions. In this, computer science is
distinguished from other disciplines, which must build each time “ad hoc” material objects
that express the phenomena modeled. This ability to build “executable abstractions” makes
CS an important aid for the study of other disciplines as well.

6.5.1.2 Why to Teach CS

Some detractors (see, for instance, Mannila et al. [2014] for a balanced review) of CT accuse
computer scientists of being arrogant in wanting to “teach everyone how to think” or to want
to transform every child in a software developer.

However, as already discussed in Chapter 1, the aim is to teach CS to give tools to
understand and act in our digital world.

Linked to that, already in Wings’ original paper, and then in subsequent works, com-
putational thinking has been referred to as the “fourth basics” to be taught in addition to
the classic “reading, writing, and arithmetic”19. This idea also emerges in older works: for
example, in the words of Forsythe mentioned at the beginning. It has to be noted that
the 2012 “Italian National guidelines for the curriculum” for primary and lower secondary20

underline that the task of the first cycle of education is to promote “basic cultural and social

18Let us remember that one procedure is effective if it consists of a sequence of elementary actions,
executable in a deterministic way and in a finite time by the processing agent.

19The “fourth R”, together with “Reading, wRiting, aRithmetic”.
20http://www.indicazioninazionali.it/2018/08/26/indicazioni-2012/

http://www.indicazioninazionali.it/2018/08/26/indicazioni-2012/
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literacy” to acquire languages and codes of our culture (extended to other cohabiting cultures
and awareness in use of new media). It is specified that this literacy includes instrumental
literacy (“reading, writing, and arithmetic”), and enhances it through the languages and
knowledge of the disciplines. This, therefore, frames the “three basic skills” - whose learning
was the goal of literacy over the centuries - as tools for a higher task: learning to understand
the social context in which the student finds himself living. Tools that, in today’s complex
world, need specific languages and knowledge from different disciplines in order to provide
adequate basic training. CS, we believe, should be one of these disciplines. Of course, since
transfer is not automatic (Chapter 4), it is important to explicitly link CS concepts that we
teach to the “computational world” that the students will found outside school.

6.5.2 Papert’s CT

Papert’s ideas are often framed like “Programming can teach students to think logically,”
similarly to what has been said for decades for the teaching of Math, Latin, or ancient Greek
(see Chapter 4). As seen, this may be true, but not because an automatic competence
transfer happens (research shows it is very difficult), but because “engaging in intellectually
demanding tasks is important for student’s cognitive development” [Lewis, 2017]. As already
described in Section 4.4, during the 80s, after Papert’s proposals, some research about the
cognitive effects of programming has been conducted, leading to mixed results [Scherer, 2016].
Papert himself acknowledges that what he calls the “Latinesque” justification for teaching
something is not sufficient: one should always test if there are other ways to achieve the
same goals [Papert, 2006]. It should be clear from the previous sections, however, that he
thought computers and programming have some peculiar characteristics that make them
particularly useful for the training in logical thinking, but this happens only if they are used
as constructionist tools: to create meaningful artifacts. Papert [1996a] itself acknowledges
that transfer it is something that does not happen automatically, and needs an active and
deliberate effort:

[. . . ] the problem of transfer : If you learn something in one context, can you
use it in another? [. . . ] The answer is simple: depends on what you actually
learned. Of course the skill won’t transfer if what you learned was a meaningless
ritual [. . . ]. But if you understood the principles, and if you have an attitude of
self-confidence in trying and modifying, your old experience will let you find out
quickly what to do in the new situation. Transfer is not something that happens
to you. It’s something you do.

[Papert, 1996a, p. 125-126, emphasis as in original]

In this framing, we also have to be cautious regards the claim “programming helps
students learn Science and Math”. While, again, it is unlikely that learning to program will
directly transfer in better learning of other STEM disciplines [Lewis, 2017], studies from
the 80s (for a review, see [Guzdial, 2015, pp. 41-49]) show that students can learn better
some scientific concepts with the help of specifically designed programming environments
(LOGO being the originating one). By contrast, some (but not all) of these studies found
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that students learned only those basic concepts of CS/Programming that were needed to
interact with the learning environments.

Much more interesting, and in line with Papert’s CT, is the idea that programming provides
emotional value, agency, and motivation. Indeed, in the constructionist spirit, programming
can be “a medium for creation, communication and creative expression” [Lewis, 2017]. Kafai
and Burke [2014] show examples of students using programming and “making” to create,
and then to connect with others while sharing their creations. Of course, programming is not
the only medium useful for this; however, the fact that through programming we can simulate
(and make concrete) many physical or abstract processes, gives it a particular educational
role. Moreover, the availability of mobile devices and the ease of connection and sharing
through the Internet make programming a privileged, central tool for such kind of “samba
schools.”

Likewise, for Wing’s CT, we should care less about the (improbable) automatic transfer
between learning CT and other skills.

From Papert’s CT, we must preserve the innovation potential of the samba schools of
computation, without let them being marginalized into after school educational initiatives.
We are now aware of the huge potential that comes from making learning constructive and
meaningful for students - it re-empowers powerful, big ideas (of mathematics, physics, and
potentially any other discipline) that have been disempowered by the school. Indeed, solving
problems using computers and computer science principles forces one to think logically/sys-
tematically/procedurally, not because of external imposition, but in virtue of the computers’
intrinsic nature. Moreover, constructing computational artifacts gives the opportunity to have
computational objects to identify with, and to “concretely” manipulate them, to explore and
build with them. Furthermore, this has to happen in all “standard” schools, because it is
there that it is necessary, where the transformation of digital resources into a cultural capital
is an imperative for social inclusion.

If every subject (CS included) is taught in a more constructive, meaningful, and creative
way (see 3.3), like in a “samba school,” this will contribute to the empowering of all students,
in particular the young and the disadvantaged.

6.6 Conclusions

The expression “computational thinking” is an abused buzzword in K-12 education, which
means different things to different people, especially in its relation to Computer Science, and
in its relevance to the learning of other disciplines.

At least two leading researchers have used the expression: Seymour Papert (in 1980) and
Jeannette Wing (in 2006), each of them stressing (when more, when less explicitly) different
aspects of a common theme.

We conducted historical research, and literature review, with retrieval and discussion of
the original sources. For Papert, we discussed the occurrences of the expression in his 1980’s
Mindstorm, and in subsequent papers, some of them explicitly addressing the misunderstanding
of his idea. Previous Papert’s papers are also analyzed, because they are relevant to link this
research to the crucial idea of transfer of competences.
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“Wing’s CT” and “Papert’s CT,” when correctly understood, are both relevant to today’s
computer science education. Both of them suggest (or seem to suggest) that the competencies
acquired as CT will transfer to other disciplines. This largely unverified (when not disputed)
claim has also been a reason for their appeal.

However, it is not the possibility of transfer that matters for the role of CT in K-12
education. What matters is maintaining both the two different dimensions proposed by Wing
and Papert in current CT. From Wing, we should retain the centrality of computer science,
CT being the (scientific and cultural) substratum of the technical competences. In this
way, CT becomes a lens and a set of categories for understanding the algorithmic fabric of
today’s world. From Papert, we should retain the constructionist idea that only a social and
affective involvement of the student into the technical content will make programming an
interdisciplinary tool for learning (also) other disciplines, in a more constructive, meaningful,
and creative way, and a way for re-empowering disciplinary big ideas.
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Chapter 7

A Curriculum Proposal1

In light of the motivations described in Chapter 1, we recognize the importance and urgency
to bring Computer Science, its ideas and ways of thinking to all Italian primary and secondary
school students, most of which are not taught this subject as part of an official curricular
requirement.

A working group (in which the author of this thesis participates) of the Italian Inter-
universities Consortium for Informatics (CINI), in collaboration with the academic associations
who gather together researchers in informatics (GRIN) and computer engineering (GII), has
recently proposed a core informatics curriculum for all the levels of compulsory school.

This chapter summarizes the proposed curriculum, highlights the key underlying motiva-
tions, and outlines a possible strategy to ensure that its implementation in schools can be
effective.

The full English version of the proposed curriculum is reported in Appendix B.

7.1 Context, Process and Background of the Proposal

In this chapter we present a recent proposal [Nardelli et al., 2017] on behalf of our Italian
academic community, which is meant to contribute to the development of informatics
education in the Italian primary and secondary school. It is the outcome of a long process,
which has also benefited from important contributions of pedagogists and experienced school
teachers who took part in the discussion. We are nevertheless aware that it is just a step in a
longer path to make all people in charge of school policies aware of what is at stake for the
students’ future.

7.1.1 Writing and Revision Process

The proposal of a core informatics curriculum for all the levels of compulsory education is a
recent initiative of the Italian Inter-universities Consortium for Informatics (CINI), promoted
by its interest group for “Informatics and School”, and carried out in cooperation with the

1This chapter is based on material published by Forlizzi, Lodi, Lonati, Mirolo, Monga, Montresor, Morpurgo,
and Nardelli [2018].
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academic associations who gather together researchers in informatics (GRIN) and computer
engineering (GII). The process started in June 2017, when the assembly of the interest group
charged an editorial board to write a first draft of the proposal. The draft was subjected
to discussion and refinement during several distance meetings of the editorial board2, held
between June and early August. The document was then made available to all members of the
CINI interest group for Informatics and School, who contributed some valuable feedback and
were eventually able to reach an agreement on it in a meeting convened in September 2017.
The next step was to publish the proposal in the form agreed upon by the interest group and
to invite the whole informatics community (represented by CINI, GRIN and GII) to provide
comments and suggestions. In the meanwhile, further contributions were collected through
discussions with experienced teachers, pedagogists and other experts of school policies. By
the end of October 2017 the editorial board examined the feedback from the informatics
community and edited the current revision of the document. The revised proposal obtained
an official status in November, after formal approval from the assemblies of CINI, GRIN, GII.
Finally, in December 2017 it was presented within an initiative of the Italian Chamber of
Deputies.

For convenience, the proposal (Appendix B) has been organized in conformity with the
competence-based model of MIUR documents reporting curricular recommendations. It
attempts to introduce the general educational motivations as well as to explain as clearly
as possible our community’s cultural and scientific perspective. The discussion is currently
continuing on practical issues, such as the need for instructional material and the involvement
of in-service teachers. In March 2018 the document was also submitted to the chair of the
MIUR Scientific Committee for the National Curricula for the primary school.

7.1.2 Other Curriculum in Europe

Our proposal draws on three noteworthy curricular models:

1. The 2011 version of CSTA/ACM K-12 standards [Seehorn et al., 2011], which identify
five major strands: computational thinking, collaboration, computing practice and
programming, computers and communication devices, and community, global and
ethical impacts.

2. The English implementation of the new computing subject [Department for Education,
2013], structured into three components emanating from the Royal Society report [The
Royal Society, 2012]: computer science, information technology, and digital literacy.

3. The report of the French Academy of Science [Committee on Science Education, 2013],
which distinguishes between three ways of learning informatics, each appropriate for a
different instruction level: discovery (primary school), acquisition and autonomy (lower
secondary), and mastering concepts (high school).

2Composed by: Enrico Nardelli (coordinator), Luca Forlizzi, Michael Lodi, Violetta Lonati, Claudio Mirolo,
Mattia Monga, Alberto Montresor, Anna Morpurgo.
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The five key areas that have been identified to organize our informatics curriculum -
algorithms, programming, data and information, digital creativity and digital awareness (see
next section) - are closely connected with the aims listed in the computing curricula for
England [Department for Education, 2013].

7.2 A Core Informatics Curriculum

The proposed curriculum has been conceived in a two-dimensional framework. The former
dimension, starting from grade 1 of primary school, is characterized by three main learning
stages:

1. In the first stage (primary school) pupils are encouraged to ask questions, as well as to
discover in their everyday life and to explore some basic ideas of informatics. They can
be engaged either in plugged, i.e. implying the use of computing devices, or unplugged
activities, i.e. without using digital technologies (see Section 8.4).

2. In the second stage (lower secondary school) students are expected to grow in autonomy.
To achieve this educational objective, they have to learn more about the organization
of data and the concept of algorithm. Moreover, they should be offered opportunities
to develop abstract thinking and to acquire new specific as well as cross-disciplinary
skills. In particular, programming tasks can play a key role in this respect.

3. The first two stages lay the foundations for mastering the concepts and for enhancing
the skills at the core of the third stage (upper secondary school), at the end of which
students should be able to model problems and to design algorithms. Abstraction,
organization and accuracy are essential traits of the problem solving approach in the
informatics field, and can foster the development of critical thinking and provide helpful
keys to master complexity.

The latter dimension concerns the content, which is organized into five key areas: algo-
rithms, programming, data and information, digital creativity and digital awareness, described
in the following subsections.

Overall, as reported in the list of general learning goals, at the end of compulsory school
each student should be able:

• to understand and to apply basic concepts and principles of informatics;

• to approach problems by exploiting tools and methods of the field;

• to solve problems by devising formal representations, by designing algorithms and by
coding the algorithms in a programming language;

• to evaluate the potential benefits as well as the limits of applying a range of digital
technologies to achieve a given task;

• to use digital technologies in a conscious, responsible, confident, purposeful, active and
creative way.
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7.2.1 Area of Algorithms

Algorithms are at the core of informatics. They predate programming, as several noteworthy
algorithms have been designed well before the advent of computers. Pupils should meet the
concept of algorithm since the early years of primary school, in an informal and playful way at
first. Starting from the lower secondary school, the level of formality is progressively increased
and the concept of algorithm is linked to other school subjects. By the end of the curriculum,
pupils are expected to master the notion of algorithm and the related scientific concepts. To
achieve these general goals, the curriculum tackles four main topics.

Algorithms as procedures. Pupils first encounter algorithms in grades 1-3, as a way to
describe the procedures representing the activities of everyday life; e.g., brushing one’s teeth,
dressing, leaving the classroom in an emergency drill. The initial approach could be unplugged,
to later evolve into plugged activities, for example to solve coding puzzles. In grades 6–8,
the collection of processes that are studied algorithmically is extended to include examples
taken from other disciplines, such as mathematics, science and technology. Towards the end
of the curriculum, pupils should know a selection of simple algorithms that solve fundamental
informatics problems such as search and sorting. Apart from studying existing ones, pupils
should progressively grow in autonomy and start to design their own algorithms, a skill that
should be accomplished by the end of the curriculum.

Interpretation and disambiguation. The process of learning and designing algorithms
should be accompanied by an increasing understanding that algorithms need to be described
in a precise and unambiguous manner. In grades 1–5, this goal could be accomplished by
having the pupils perform the role of the executor, in an unplugged way. In grades 6–8,
the need of precision is reinforced, by making pupils reflect on the instructions performed
by the automatic executor and how they are always completed in the same way. Pupils are
thus expected to reflect on the ambiguities hidden in an algorithm described using natural
language.

Decomposition. By grade 3, pupils should understand that difficult problems could be
solved by breaking them down in smaller parts; by grade 5, such understanding should
become operational, i.e., pupils should be able to actually solve simple problems in such way.
These concepts are later reinforced by the concept of modularity introduced in the area of
programming (see 7.2.2).

Reasoning about algorithms. During the second and third stage of the curriculum (lower
and upper secondary school), pupils are introduced to a larger spectrum of issues related to
algorithmics. They should move away from the concept of algorithms solving specific instances
of a problem, and understand that algorithms should solve problems in their generality. By
grade 8, pupils should be able to reflect on the correctness of their solutions, in particular
by detecting and describing the conditions under which these processes can terminate. By
grade 10, pupils should also be able to evaluate, in simple terms, the efficiency of basic
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algorithms and use logical reasoning to evaluate different algorithms that solve the same
problem. They should also be able to understand that not all problems can be solved by
algorithms in an efficient way.

7.2.2 Area of Programming

Starting in the early grades pupils should get familiar with writing computer programs. In
primary schools pupils write structurally simple programs, that possibly react to events, within
a friendly - e.g., visual - programming environment. By grade 8, pupils are expected to
design, write and debug, using easy-to-use programming languages, programs that apply
selection, loops, variables and elementary forms of input and output. By grade 10, pupils
are expected to comply with syntax while writing simple programs in a textual programming
language; moreover they should be able to define, implement and validate programs and
systems that model or simulate simple physical systems or familiar processes, that occur in
the real world or are studied in other disciplines. Overall, pupils should be able to operate
on a program in order to understand its behaviour, modify it, identify and fix flaws. In
primary schools, pupils first observe errors in programs and act spontaneously to correct
them, then they start examining programs in order to detect and fix errors and should be
able to use logical reasoning to understand why a simple program fails; by grade 8 they
should intentionally experience small changes in a program to understand and modify its
behaviour; by grade 10 they should recognize how the various parts of a program contribute
to its functioning, and be able to predict the outcome of a program without running it. To
achieve these general goals, the following specific skills should be progressively developed
from grade 1 to 10.

Sequencing, selection and iteration. In early primary school pupils are expected to sort
a sequence of instructions correctly, use one-way selection to make decisions within simple
programs, and explore the use of two-way selection to implement mutually exclusive actions.
The first use of loops in primary school is to concisely express that a certain action has to be
repeated a given number of times; then loops can be used to repeat a certain action while an
easy-to-test condition holds. By grade 8 pupils should be able to nest selection and loops as
above, and start using variables in the conditions of selections and loops; by grade 10, they
should be able to write conditions that use a logical operator, and use conditionals/selections
within loops to describe the repetition of parametric actions.

Use of variables. In primary school, variables are used to represent input and output
data, or to represent data computed during the execution of a program; by grade 8, simply
typed variables are used to represent the state of a program and track the progress of the
computation; by grade 10, students should write programs with structured variables, and be
able to use variables in loops to define exit conditions or parametric actions.

Modularity. By grade 5, pupils recognize that a sequence of instructions can be considered
as a single action subject to repetition or selection; by grade 8 they should be able to
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re-arrange a program to improve it, by organizing it in modular components as functions and
procedures; by grade 10 they should design and develop modular programs using procedures
and functions.

7.2.3 Area of Data and Information

The possibility of representing information through symbols, which can be stored and ma-
nipulated by an automatic processing system, lies at the very foundations of computing and
then must be part of any informatics curriculum. Representing information is inherently
connected to an abstraction process. Therefore concepts and methods in this area are acquired
throughout the whole span of the curriculum, following the progression of pupils’ abstraction
abilities. Starting at grade 5, the curriculum aims at developing awareness that computers
deal merely with raw data, encoded as symbols, and that information pertains only to the
sphere of meaning, intrinsic to the human mind, what necessarily implies some degree of
subjectivity. The main goals of the curriculum in this area can be classified by theme as
follows.

Data Representation. Starting from grade 1, pupils gradually explore potential represen-
tations of various kinds of data (e.g., numbers, images, sounds), using different formats,
possibly even some of their own conception. By the end of grade 3, they should be able to
select and use suitable items to represent simple data they are familiar with (e.g., colors,
words). At the end of grade 8, pupils should realize whether two alternative representations
of the same data are interchangeable for a given purpose. The conventional character of any
data representation, relative to what it is meant to describe, should be fully understood in
grades 9–10. As a consequence, pupils become aware that different ways of representing data
may affect both the effectiveness and the efficiency of a computation on such data. This
achievement is also a prerequisite for the subsequent development of the ability to identify
and choose the data representations best suited to an intended purpose.

Structure and organization of data. At grades 4–5 pupils start to represent simple
structured data (e.g., bitmap images) as well as, through combinations of symbols, a little
more complex data familiar to them (e.g., secondary colors, sentences). From grade 6 to
8 they develop the ability to classify data according to their kind (e.g., numerical, textual),
that leads to the data type concept. At the same time, they should learn to perform simple
manipulations of symbols that represent structured data (e.g., binary numbers, bitmap
images), and to use structured variables to represent collections of homogeneous data (e.g.,
vectors, lists). At the end of grade 10, pupils should know the features of basic data structures
(e.g., lists, vectors, matrices, dictionaries) and learn how to select an appropriate structure to
approach a given problem.

Roles of data. The perception that data can be used in fundamentally dissimilar ways is
to be developed in parallel with the programming skills, in particular those in connection
with the use of variables. At the end of grade 8, pupils should be capable to distinguish the
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different roles played by the data within a program. Starting with the identification of input
and output data, pupils should become familiar with the representation of the state of a
computation carried out by a computer program. The idea of metadata should be introduced,
in some specific context such as HTML or a simple data description language, in grades 9–10.

7.2.4 Area of Digital Creativity

Often people think about the “big C” Creativity of famous artists or Nobel prices. But
everyone can be creative: scientists developing new theories, doctors diagnosing a disease
or entrepreneurs developing new products. And, in general, everyone coming up with a new
idea in everyday life that’s new, useful or interesting for herself is practising the “little c”
creativity [Resnick, 2017a]. This is more and more crucial in a world where knowledge is easily
available and boring stuff is easily automated, while rapid changes need constant innovation,
adaptability and solution to ever-new problems (see Section 3.3).

Information Technologies (IT) are a very powerful means of self-expression and creativity.
Starting from grade 1, pupils should become aware that they can use IT to express themselves,
whereas too often they are just passive consumers of ready-to-use technological products and
applications. As their ability to program improves, they are encouraged to engage with actively
creating digital content and computer programs (in suitable environments), progressively
using and combining different media, technologies and services. Moreover, they should start
to reflect, to decide whether to use or not available technologies, and possibly to select
appropriate technologies for different expressive purposes or to solve small problems they are
personally interested in.

Use and creation of digital content. Using digital content and computer applications is
just a first step: in grades 1–5, pupils should learn how to create simple and multimedia
digital content; in addition, they start to select appropriate content, as well as to modify
and combine it in simple ways. In grades 6–8 pupils should experiment with different ways
of processing digital content (e.g., bitmaps versus vectorial images), while learning how to
effectively present it.

Active creation of software applications. From grade 3, pupils should start to create
simple computer applications like stories, games, music, using environments designed for their
age (e.g., visual programming languages with blocks). In grades 6–8 they should be able to
take advantage of their increasing experience with programming to create applications. In
grades 8–10, pupils should use more advanced environments (e.g., text-based programming
languages) to create more elaborate content. Moreover, they should combine programming
and on-line services to solve problems and to achieve tasks.

7.2.5 Area of Digital Awareness

Computer-based devices have pervaded everybody’s life and it is important to develop
awareness in pupils, since early years at school, with respect to their use and how they affect
life and relations. This goal is pursued by our curriculum along two paths: a first one focusing
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on expanding pupils’ knowledge of the information technology systems and devices, and a
second one where students reflect, in increasing depth, on the personal and social impact of
digital technologies.

Knowledge of Information Technology. In primary school pupils progress from recognizing
the presence of IT devices all around them to being able to identify their main components and
the main services they provide, while becoming aware of the importance of protecting personal
data also in their various digital instantiations. In lower secondary school this knowledge is
deepened with a comprehension of the main physical and functional principles at the core
of computing systems and their communication networks, and through first experiences of
interconnecting computer-based systems and input-output peripherals, and collecting and
analyzing data. In the early upper secondary school pupils understand the importance of
taking into account enduser requirements for the development of computer-based applications
and deepen their experience with using computers to interact with and control external
devices.

Social impact. In primary school pupils are progressively sensitized to the importance of
interacting respectfully with others, even when using digital platforms, and to identifying
and reporting problems in social interactions mediated by information technology. In lower
secondary school they grow in their understanding of the value of data, both from a personal
viewpoint and from a general one, and of how the collection and processing of large quantities
of data affects society. In the early upper secondary school pupils arrive at critically reflecting
on the multifaceted relations between information technology and society, spanning any
domain of interest, and on the importance of keeping human beings in control of critical
steps whenever computer-based decisions affect people.

7.3 Conclusions and Future Perspective

In order to have a real impact on schools we need to face several challenges and operational
difficulties. A major challenge is to cope with the general shortage of teachers with sufficient
familiarity with the basic concepts of informatics (its Content Knowledge), an issue emerging
also in other countries [The Committee on European Computing Education (CECE), 2017;
The Royal Society, 2017]. Even in vocational schools it is common to find teachers with a
poor background in the field [Bellettini et al., 2015] and, given the current state of Italian
the recruitment process, we can hardly hope that the situation will improve in the next few
years. Thus, the teachers at all levels, but especially at the earliest grades, need support to
cope with the need to reshape their teaching practice.

A national effort is then required to identify and validate suitable instructional methodolo-
gies and learning materials that can support effective learning by distilling and formalizing the
Pedagogical Content Knowledge - i.e., the “the knowledge of teachers to help others learn”,
including “the ways of representing and formulating the subject that makes it comprehensible
to others” [Shulman, 1986].
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We believe this could be achieved by designing and carrying out small-scale action-research
projects in cooperation between school teachers and researchers in computer science education,
as well as by documenting the results, strengths and weaknesses of a variety of teaching
approaches.

However, the next crucial steps to be successful in introducing informatics in the Italian
school are to design a systematic way to disseminate best practices and to make available
appropriate materials (e.g., textbooks, teaching resources) - often present but not translated
in Italian.

The recommendations outlined here may still sound a little utopian to anyone who knows
the current state of the Italian schools. In fact, our main goal was to raise awareness
among stakeholders and, in particular, policy makers by offering a comprehensive view of how
informatics could be introduced in schools as well as by pointing out the potential benefits
for every citizen of the 21st century.

Our proposal has gained the endorsement of the reference informatics communities and is
based on a sensible pedagogical analysis of its major themes. Moreover, as we have tried to
explain in this chapter, the informatics curriculum has been conceived as a whole, built up of
strongly interconnected parts: the learning goals of later grades would appear much more
plausible in light of the achievements expected at earlier stages.

Finally, we are well aware that the strategy we envisage presupposes a strong political
commitment towards informatics education in schools with a focus, beyond the hype of digital
competences, on the scientific principles underlying the development of a digital society.
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Chapter 8

Learning CT in a Constructive Way1

Currently, the most widespread methodology to teach computational thinking is teaching to
program, often with languages and environments suitable for learner’s age and experience (for
example, for young children and beginners, environments where instruction are not textual
code but visual elements that must be combined together to create a videogame or an
animation). Another widespread methodology involves the so-called unplugged activities
(the most being “CS Unplugged”) where students are taught computer science concepts
like algorithms, information encoding, cryptography, and so on through traditional games
that do not need technology but material like pen and paper or simply student’s own bodies.
Particularly interesting for computational thinking are games where one child embodies the
programmer and another one the programmed agent.

First of all, we review two classical concepts in computing education research: programming
misconceptions and the struggle of students forming a viable “notional machine,” to grasp
the complex relationship between the program itself (the text of the code) and the actions
that take place when the program is run by the interpreter.

After that, we review some historical languages for teaching, that paved the way for modern
environments, which are as well described, with particular emphasis on their constructivist
characteristics.

We then move to Unplugged activities, describing their constructivist (e.g., re-discovery
of algorithms) and constructionist characteristics (e.g., kinesthetic activities to teach abstract
concepts), and reviewing critical research, indicating that they can be a useful tool if used in
combination with plugged one.

We finally discuss about the common elements between constructivist approaches (and in
particular creative learning) with agile software development methods.

8.1 Constructionism and Learning to Program

Programming can be seen as naturally constructionist (see Section 3.2), in the sense that it
always involves the production of an artifact that can be shown and shared. Of course, when

1This chapter is based on the material published in [Monga, Lodi, Malchiodi, Morpurgo, and Spieler, 2018;
Lodi, Malchiodi, Monga, Morpurgo, and Spieler, 2019; Bell and Lodi, 2019a;b].

97
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teaching programming, this aspect can be stressed or attenuated.
Failure rates and dropout percentages in traditional programming courses and the urge

to introduce programming early in school curricula have fostered new approaches to teaching
programming. In particular, the following points are given particular consideration:

• motivation: programming tasks should be engaging, to keep pupils’ motivation high;

• syntax: novices should be introduced first to the logical aspects of programming and
only at a later stage to the syntax;

• a constructivist approach: the construction of knowledge is to be fostered through
activities that allow to discover important ideas, to work in groups and share meta-
cognition;

• a constructionist approach: the production of meaningful personal projects and artifacts
must be encouraged.

In this perspective, for educational purposes, visual programming languages (Section 8.3),
have been developed and unplugged activities (Section 8.4) have been designed. In particular
visual programming languages allow novices to concentrate on the logical aspects of program-
ming without having to strive with unnatural textual syntactic rules. Moreover, they make it
possible to realise small but meaningful projects, keeping students motivated, and support a
constructionist approach where students are encouraged to develop and share their projects -
video games, animated stories, or simulations of simple real world phenomena.

Approaches that exploit this characteristic have also been developed in software engineering
(Section 8.5) and are being successfully applied to software development.

Before reviewing those approaches in a constructivist and constructionist light, let us
review (Section 8.2) some important concepts that, in a cognitivist (see 3.1.2) or in a
cognitive-constructivist (see 3.1.3) light, have been studied about the so called “Psychology
of Programming”.

8.2 What Does It Mean to Learn Programming?

The basic idea behind programming - i.e., producing a precise description of how to carry
out a task or to solve a problem - is that an interpreter, different from the producer of the
description, can “understand” it and effectively carry out the task as described. There are
thus two distinct but closely related aspects in programming:

1. the program itself (the text or other streams of symbols or actions that build up the
digital implementation of an algorithm),

2. the actions that take place when the program is run by the interpreter.

This distinction is explicit in most of the professional programming environments, but it is
conceptually present even in those environments designed for very young children, where the
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Figure 8.1: Bee-bot
CC0 Public Domain

program is somewhat implicit. The Bee-Bot2 (see Figure 8.1), for example, is a bee-shaped
robot that can be programmed by pushing the buttons on its back: the program, while
recorded and then executed by the machine, is not explicit nor visible in its static form by
the children, but it exists, and the programmer needs to master the relationship between the
actions she records into the bee and the actions the bee will perform when the program will
be executed.

In this chapter, however, we focus on programs in which the source code - either in the
form of graphical blocks or in textual form - is explicit. Thus, one needs to have a mental
idea of the interpreter in order to successfully program, in particular one needs to know:

• the set of basic actions the interpreter is able to perform,

• the language it is able to understand, with rules on how to compose basic actions,

• the relation between syntax and semantics, that is what actions it will perform given a
description, and, conversely, how to describe a given sequence of actions so that it will
perform them.

The first aspect, that is the program source code, is explicit, visible. The second one - the
actions that take place when the program is run, is somewhat implicit, hidden in the execution
time world, and not so immediate to grasp for novices. Moreover, this aspect is sometimes
underestimated by both teachers and learners: disciplinary teachers, as experts, give it for
granted; learners tend to construct personal, intuitive, but not necessarily coherent, ideas
of what will happen. To help novice programmers take into account also the dynamic side

2https://www.terrapinlogo.com/products/robots/bee-bot/beebot.html

https://www.terrapinlogo.com/products/robots/bee-bot/beebot.html
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of programming, the concept of notional machine [Du Boulay, 1986; Sorva, 2013] has been
proposed. A notional machine is a characterisation of the computer in its role as executor of
programs in a particular language (or set of languages, or even a subset of a language) for
didactic purposes. It thus gives a convenient description of the association syntax-semantics.
The following learning outcomes should therefore be considered when teaching to program:

• the development by students of a perception of programming that does not reduce to
the mere production of code, but includes relating instructions to what will happen
when the program is executed, and eventually comes to include producing applications
for use and seeing it as a way to solve problems;

• the development of a mental model of a notional machine that allows them to make
the association (static) syntax - (dynamic) semantics and to trace program execution
correctly and coherently.

In particular, this latter outcome goal will include the development of the following skills:

• given a program (typically one’s own) and an observed behaviour:

– identify when debugging is needed because the behaviour is somewhat not the
one intended,

– identify where a bug has occurred,

– be able to correct the code;

• given a program and its specification, be able to test it;

• understand that there can be multiple correct ways to program a solution.

If these are crucial points in learning to write executable descriptions, however, program-
ming is indeed a multifaceted competence, and the knowledge to construct and the skills
to develop span over several dimensions, besides predicting concrete semantics of abstract
descriptions. A skilled programmer needs to:

1. understand general properties of automatic interpreters able to manipulate digital
information;

2. think about problems in a way suitable to automatic elaboration;

3. devise, analyze, compare solutions;

4. adapt solutions to emerging hurdles and needs;

5. integrate into teamwork and be able to elicit, organize, and share the abstract knowledge
related to a software project.

Here we mainly focus on skill 1 and the support provided by programming languages and
environments. Moreover we highlight the opportunity provided by agile methodologies to
develop skill 5.
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8.2.1 Notional Machines

Alan Perlis, in his foreword to “Structure and Interpretation of Computer Programs” (SICP)
[Abelson et al., 1996], sets the stage for learning to program: “Our traffic with the subject
matter of this book involves us with three foci of phenomena: the human mind, collections
of computer programs, and the computer. Every computer program is a model, hatched in
the mind, of a real or mental process.” And then: “The source of the exhilaration associated
with computer programming is the continual unfolding within the mind and on the computer
of mechanisms expressed as programs and the explosion of perception they generate. If art
interprets our dreams, the computer executes them in the guise of programs!”.

This seems an important intuition for approaching programming from a constructivist
perspective: programs are a join point between our mind and the computer, the interpreter of
the formal description of what we have in mind. Thus, programs appeal to (or even exhilarate)
our curiosity and ingenuity and are wonderful artifacts to share and discuss with other active
minds. Such a sharing, however, assumes that the interpreter is a shared knowledge among
peers. When a group of people program the same “machine”, a shared semantics is in fact
given, but unfortunately people, especially novices, do not necessarily write their programs
for the formal interpreter they use, rather for the notional machine [Sorva, 2013; Berry and
Kölling, 2014] they actually have in their minds.

As seen, a notional machine is an abstract computer responsible for executing programs
of a particular kind [Sorva, 2013] and its grasping refers to all the general properties of
the machine that one is learning to control [Du Boulay, 1986]. The purpose of a notional
machine is to explain, to give intuitive meaning to the code a programmer writes. It normally
encompasses an idealized version of the interpreter and other aspects of the development and
run-time environment; moreover it should bring also a complementary intuition of what the
notional machine cannot do, at least without specific directions of the programmer.

To introduce a notional machine to the students is often the initial role of the instructors.
Ideally this should be somewhat incremental in complexity, but not all programming languages
are suitable for incremental models: in fact most of the success for introductory courses of
visual languages or LISP dialects (see next section) is that they allow shallow presentations of
syntax, thus letting the learners focus on the more relevant parts of their notional machines3.

The idea that it is fundamental for students to have an accurate understanding of the
underlying machine can be recognized in Knuth [1997]. He uses, in his classic book “The Art

3On the other hand, several languages of widespread use by experienced programmers are in this sense
more complex to handle in the context of introductory courses on programming. This is due to the fact that
they force the novice to perform true leaps of faith in accepting an intricate syntax required even to write
the simplest programs, and definitely obfuscating the underlying notional machine. Just to state an example,
implementing in Java a canonical “hello, world!” requires the programmer to

1. define a class,

2. add to the latter a public, static, void method,

3. provide a contract for this method, written in terms of an array of strings, and

4. actually write the only relevant line of code, yet invoking a static method on a class variable of a
system class.
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of Computer Programming”, a machine-oriented language, MIX (a hypothetical, “notional”,
assembly language). We are not proposing that every student has to learn assembly language
(even Knuth [1997, p. ix] recognizes that “is somewhat easier to write programs in higher-level
programming languages, and it is considerably easier to debug the programs”). However, we
agree with Ben-Ari’s advice: “[i]n any particular course you will be teaching a specific level
of abstraction [...] you must explicitly present a viable model one level beneath the one you
are teaching” [Ben-Ari, 2001, p. 68].

An explicit reference to the notional machine can foster meta-cognition and, during
teamwork, it can help in identifying misconceptions (see 8.2.2). But how can the notional
machine be made explicit? Tracing of the computational process and visualization of the
execution are effective candidate tools. They allow instructors to make as clear as possible: i)
what novice programmers should expect the notional machine will do and ii) what it actually
does.

8.2.2 Misconceptions

Sorva defines a misconceptions as “understandings that are deficient or inadequate for many
practical programming contexts” [Sorva, 2013].

Some authors [e.g., Ben-Ari, 2001] believe that computer science has an exceptional
position in constructivist’s view of knowledge constructed by individuals or groups rather than
a copy of an ontological reality: in fact, the computer forms an “accessible ontological reality”
and programming features many concepts that are precisely defined and implemented within
technical systems [...] sometimes a novice programmer “doesn’t get” a concept or “gets it
wrong” in a way that is not a harmless (or desirable) alternative interpretation. Incorrect
and incomplete understandings of programming concepts result in unproductive programming
behavior and dysfunctional programs [Sorva, 2013].

According to Clancy [2004] there are two macro-causes of misconceptions: over- or
under-generalizing and a confused computational model. High-level languages provide an
abstraction on control and data, making programming simpler and more powerful, but, by
contrast, hiding details of the executor to the user, who can consequently find mysterious
some constructs and behaviors.

Much literature about misconceptions in CSEd can be found: we list some of the most
important causes of misconceptions, experienced especially by novices, divided into different
areas, found mainly in Clancy [2004], Sirkiä [2012], Sorva [2013], and in the works they
reference. For a complete review see for example Qian and Lehman [2017].

English Keywords of a language do not have the same meaning in English and programming.
For example, the word while in English indicates a constantly active test, while the
construct while can test the condition again only at the beginning of the next iteration.
Some students believe that the loop ends at the precise moment the condition is
falsified. Similarly, some of them think of the if construct as a test continuously active
and awaiting the occurrence of a condition, others believed that the then branch is
executed as soon as the condition becomes true.
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Syntax Although one may think the syntax is one of the biggest sources of misconceptions,
studies show that it is a problem only in the very early stages. In particular, some
students were able to write syntactically valid programs, which, however, were not
useful for solving the given problem, or were semantically incorrect.

Mathematical notation Reported by many authors, classical is the confusion that generates
the assignment with the = symbol (for example, seen as an equation or as a swap of
values between variables) or the increment (a = a + 1) thought of as an impossible
equation.

Examples of over-generalization Some authors found a series of non-existent constraints
(e.g., methods in different classes that must have different names, arguments that can
only be numbers, “dot” operator usable just in methods) dictated by the fact that the
students had not seen any counterexample for such situations.

Similarities The analogy “a variable is like a box” can foster the idea that - like a box
- it can contain more elements at the same time. The analogy “programming with
the computer is like conversing with it” can bring to attribute intentionality to the
computer and therefore to think that it:

• has a hidden intelligence that understands the intentions of the programmer and
helps him achieve his goal (the so-called “superbug”);

• has a general vision, knowing also what will happen in lines of code that it is not
currently running.

Some aspects of programming are particular carriers of misconceptions.

Sequence Many misconceptions are due to lack of understanding of the program flow: all
lines active at the same time, “magic” parallelism, the unimportance of the order of
instructions, difficulty in understanding the branches.

Passing parameters Students present difficulties in this area, for example by confusing the
types of passing (by value, by reference ...), making mistakes with the return value or
with the parameters’ scope.

Input Input statements are particularly problematic. Students do not understand where the
input data come from, how they are stored and made available to the program. Some
of them believe that a program remembers all the values associated with a variable (its
“history”).

Memory allocation There are considerable difficulties in understanding the memory model
of languages where allocation happens implicitly.
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(a) The LOGO turtle in its home (initial) position
By Pietrodn - Own work, CC BY-SA 3.0

(b) Pattern composed of 20 circles
By Susam Pal - Own work, CC BY 4.0

Figure 8.2: LOGO programming

8.3 Past and present educational programming languages

In a constructionist view, programming languages are a key means for sharing artifacts
and expressing one’s theories of world. The crucial part is that artifacts can be executed
independently from the creator: someone’s (coded) mental process can become part of
the experience of others, and thus criticized, improved, or adapted to a new project. As
seen in Section 3.2, the origin of the notion itself of constructionism goes back to Papert’s
experiments with a programming environment (LOGO, see 8.3.1) designed exactly to let
pupils tinker with math, geometry and physics [Papert, 1980].

In the last decades, a number of block-based visual programming tools have been
introduced to help students having an easier time when first practicing programming. These
tools, often based on web technologies like Adobe Flash and later JavaScript, CSS, and
HTML5, as well as an increase in the availability of modern smartphones and tablets, opened
up new ways for innovative coding experiences [Kahn, 2017]. In general, they focus on
younger learners, support novices in their first programming steps, can be used in informal
learning situations, and provide a visual/block-based programming language which allows
students to recognize blocks instead of recalling syntax [Tumlin, 2017]. Many popular efforts
for spreading computer science in schools, like the teaching material from Code.org rely on
the use of such block based programming environments. In addition, such tools are broadly
integrated in primary through secondary schools, and even at universities, in facts, they have
been adopted into many computing classes all over the world [Meerbaum-Salant et al., 2013].

8.3.1 LOGO

LOGO was designed from 1967 for educational purposes by Wally Feurzeig, Seymour Papert
and Cynthia Solomon [Papert, 1980]. Its syntax was heavily influenced by Lisp (at the time
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Figure 8.3: Infra red controlled Valiant Turtle Robot
By Valiant Technology Ltd., CC BY-SA 3.0

the standard language for Artificial Intelligence research) and LOGO featured (among other
less famous components) a graphical environment: the instructions the programmer writes are
directed to a virtual “turtle” (a small isosceles triangle in which the acutest angle marks the
head, see Figure 8.2a) who moves around the screen, possibly leaving a trace (see Figure 8.2b).
From 1969, LOGO-controlled physical versions of the turtle were built (See Figure 8.3).

The turtle should help learners (especially the younger ones) with a sort of self-identification:
its movements have a clear correspondence with our own movements in the real world, al-
though the turtle moves in a 2D space. The patterns drawn by the turtle can be a way in
which the learners build their understanding of 2D geometry, discovering in the process even
deep mathematical truths as the fact that a circle (see Listing 8.1) can be approximated by a
high number of straight segments [Abelson and diSessa, 1981].

Listing 8.1: A procedure to draw a circle in LOGO

TO CIRCLE
REPEAT FOREVER

[
FORWARD 1
RIGHT 1

]

As we will extensively discuss in Chapter 6, LOGO was originally conceived to empower
learners of mathematics/geometry, not programming. Programming is just a means of
expression, but one with a great epistemic potential. According to Papert: “in teaching
the computer how to think, children embark on an exploration about how they themselves
think. The experience can be heady: Thinking about thinking turns every child into an
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Figure 8.4: Smalltalk
Di SUMIM.ST - Opera propria, CC BY-SA 4.0

epistemologist, an experience not even shared by most adults” [Papert, 1980, p. 19].

LOGO had many independent implementations and its approach is still very popular.
Apart from his heir Scratch (see 8.3.6.1), many other educational languages implement this
feature. Even Python4 has a turtle package in its standard library.

8.3.2 Smalltalk

Smalltalk [Goldberg and Kay, 1976] also has its roots in constructionist learning. Back in the
early seventies, at the Learning Research Group within the Xerox Parc Research Center, people
were envisioning a world of personal computing devices which they should have intuitive
user interfaces (see Figure 8.4) and an explicit “programmability”. Smalltalk, with whose
lineage traces clearly to LOGO and Lisp, was designed with a general audience in mind, since
everyone should be comfortable with programming and computing devices should become
ubiquitous in learning environments “along the lines of Montessori and Bruner” [Kay, 1993].
Thus, although clearly designed to foster a personal learning experience, Smalltalk was not
directed specifically to children and it has conquered a wide professional audience.

In Smalltalk everything is an ‘object’ able to react to ‘messages’. There follows a
highly consistent object-oriented approach and code can be factored out by inheritance
and dynamic binding. Smalltalk introduces also the idea that everything in the system is
programmable: in fact, the tool-chain itself and the application a programmer is writing
are indistinguishable and available for modifications, even at run-time. By design, such a

4A language not designed specifically for learning, but that is, we believe rightfully, being used worldwide
as an introductory programming language.
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dynamic environment encourages a trial-and-error approach. A common practice for Smalltalk
developers is programming with the constant support of the debugger: instead of creating a
method before its call, one sends a message that an object “does not understand”, then they
use the debugger to catch the exception and write the code that is needed.

A specific Smalltalk system for children was designed later as an evolution of Squeak
Smalltalk: E-toys [Kay et al., 1997] provided a world of “sprites”, funny characters that can
be moved (concurrently) around the screen by programming them in Smalltalk. E-toys then
evolved in Scratch (see 8.3.6.1), where the programming part was replaced by visual blocks.

8.3.3 Boxer

Boxer [diSessa, 1985; diSessa and Abelson, 1986] was designed by diSessa and Habelson,
with the idea of creating a successor of LOGO that would stimulate the experimentation with
computational literacy [diSessa, 2000; 2018]. Following the Smalltalk path on the use of
graphical user interfaces, it added the idea that views everything (data and procedures) as
“boxes” visible on the screen. For example, the value of a variable was visible on the screen,
and the student could immediately see its state changes. The modern “variable boxes” in
Scratch draw directly from Boxer, and, more generally, it paved the way for modern block
languages. This is helpful also in visualizing what is going on “inside” the notional machine
(see 8.2.1).

Boxer was used, for example, in teaching students important physics concepts (for example
by simulating different object “falling” models diSessa [2018]).

8.3.4 BASIC, Pascal

The search for programming languages suitable for students in fields other than hard sciences
and mathematics was in fact started in the sixties. In 1964 at Dartmouth College rose BASIC
(Beginner’s All-purpose Symbolic Instruction Code) [Kurtz, 1978]. For years BASIC has been
the elective language for personal projects and even before widespread Internet connectivity,
several communities shared BASIC programs in Bulletin Board Systems and magazines. Its
popularity among self-taught programmers, however, was due mainly to its availability on
personal and home computing devices. Moreover, the language was typically implemented
using an interpreter, thus naturally fostering the trial-and-error and incremental learning
styles typical of a constructionist setting. A generation grown with BASIC still thinks it is a
wonderful approach to get children hooked on programming (see for example [Brin, 2016]).
However, many believe BASIC is not able to foster good abstractions and fear that BASIC
programmers will bring bad habits to all their future computational activities5.

In 1970 Niklaus Wirth published Pascal [Wirth, 1993], a small, efficient ALGOL-like
language intended to encourage sound programming practices using structured programming
and data structuring. For about 25 years, Pascal (and its successors like TurboPascal or
Modula-2) was the most popular choice for undergraduate courses and a whole generation

5A recent anecdote: Brian Kernighan - one of the designers of C - called a book written by a BASIC
programmer “the worst C programming textbook ever written”! See https://wozniak.ca/blog/2018/06/
25/Massacring-C-Pointers/index.html for the full story.

https://wozniak.ca/blog/2018/06/25/Massacring-C-Pointers/index.html
https://wozniak.ca/blog/2018/06/25/Massacring-C-Pointers/index.html
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of computer scientist learned to program through its discipline of well-structured programs
popularized by Wirth in his book “Algorithms + Data Structures = Programs”. Only Java
had a similar success in undergraduate courses. However, while Java popularity was (and is)
influenced by trends in the software industry, Pascal was appealing mainly for its intrinsic
discipline, which matched the academic sentiment of the time.

Structured programming had also some LOGO-like descendants, for example Karel [Pattis,
1981], in which the programmer controls a simple robot that moves in a grid of streets
(left-right) and avenues (up-down). A programmer can create additional instructions by
defining them in terms of the five basic instructions, and by using conditional control flow
statements with environment queries.

8.3.5 Scheme, Racket

Scheme [Abelson et al., 1998] is a language originally aimed at bringing structured pro-
gramming in the lands of Lisp. The language has been standardized by IEEE in 1999 and
nowadays it has a wide and energetic community of users. Its importance in education,
however, is chiefly related to a book, “Structure and Interpretation of Computer Programs”
(SICP) [Abelson et al., 1996], which had a tremendous impact on the practice of programming
education. The book derived from a semester course taught at MIT. It has the peculiarity to
present programming as a way of organizing thinking and problem solving. Every detail of
the Scheme (which, being a Lisp dialect, has lightweight syntax) notional machine is worked
out in the book: in fact at the end, the reader should be able to understand the mechanics of
a Scheme interpreter and to program one by herself (in Scheme). The book, which enjoyed
widespread adoption, was originally directed to MIT undergraduates and it is certainly not
suitable either for children or even adults without a scientific background: examples are often
taken from college-level mathematics and physics.

A spin-off of SICP explicitly directed to learning is Racket. Born as ‘PLT Scheme’, one of
its strength is the programming environment DrScheme [Findler et al., 2002] (now DrRacket):
it supports educational scaffolding, it suggests proper documentation, and it can use different
flavours of the language, starting from a very basic one (Beginning Student Language,
it includes only notation for function definitions, function applications, and conditional
expressions) to multi-paradigm dialects; this flexibility is relatively easy in a Lisp-like world,
since most of the “syntax” is in fact provided by macros, that can be active or not6. The
DrRacket approach is supported by an online book “How to design programs” (HTDP) 7

and it has been adapted to other mainstream languages, like Java [Allen et al., 2002] and
Python. The availability of different languages directed to the progression of learning should
help in overcoming what the DrRacket proponents identify as “the crucial problem” in the
interaction between the learner and the programming environment: beginners make mistakes
before they know much of the language, but development tools yet diagnose these errors
as if the programmer already knew the whole notional machine. Moreover, DrRacket has a

6A small syntactic improvement of Racket over Lisp, very useful for beginners, is that nested parentheses
can be matched easily by using different bracket families: for example, (- {/ [* (+ 2 3) 4] 2 } 1)

7http://www.htdp.org/

http://www.htdp.org/
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minimal interface aimed at not confusing novices, with just two simple interactive panes: a
definitions area, and an interactions area, which allows a programmer to ask for the evaluation
of expressions that may refer to the definitions. Similarly to what happens in visual languages,
Racket allows for direct manipulation of sprites.

The authors of HTDP claim that “program design - but not programming - deserves
the same role in a liberal-arts education as mathematics and language skills.” They aim at
systematically designed programs thanks to systematic thought, planning, and understanding
from the very beginning, at every stage, and for every step. To this end the HTDP approach
is to present “design recipes”, supported by predefined scaffolding that should be iteratively
refined to match the problem at hand.

The Bootstrap project8 builds on Scheme/Racket, and has been shown to improve student
performance in algebra, while engaging them in programming video games [Schanzer et al.,
2018].

8.3.6 Visual Programming Languages

8.3.6.1 Scratch

EToys worlds (see 8.3.2) evolved in the currently most popular and successful visual block
based programming environment: Scratch.

Scratch, launched in 2007, is a visual programming environment to create interactive
media-rich projects, like video games, interactive stories, interactive art, and so on, using a set
of visual blocks that represent programming instructions [Maloney et al., 2010]. Scratch was
developed at MIT Media Lab by the Lifelong Kindergarten group. It is built on constructionist
ideas of Papert’s LOGO.

Scratch was originally written in Smalltalk, but this was hidden to most users: only a
“secret” key combination can bring the Smalltalk environment alive). Version 3, released in
2019, is now build in Javascribt, and based on a fork of Google’s Blockly library (see 8.3.6.2).

The Scratch site has grown to more than 47 million registered members with over 45
million Scratch projects shared programs, at October 20199.

Unlike traditional programming languages, which require code statements and complex
syntax rules, here graphical programming blocks - that automatically snap together like Lego
bricks when they make syntactical sense [Ford, 2009] - are used. In visual programming
languages, a block represents a command or action. Blocks are arranged together in sequences
of instructions called scripts. The building blocks offer the possibility, e.g., to animate different
objects on the stage, thus defining their behavior. In addition to the basic control structures,
there are event-triggering building blocks/conditions for event-driven programming [Fesakis
and Serafeim, 2009]. Familiar concepts such as variables, variable lists, Boolean logic,
user interface design, are provided as well. Thereby, these visual languages offer the same
programming logic and concepts as other (text-based) programming languages. Furthermore,
Scratch (like many other visual programming environments) offers the possibility to integrate
graphics, animations, music, and sound to create video games, movies, and interactive stories.

8https://www.bootstrapworld.org
9https://scratch.mit.edu/statistics/

https://www.bootstrapworld.org
https://scratch.mit.edu/statistics/
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In that way, creative and artistic talents of the students are displayed in their games, stories,
and applications.

The Scratch environment has some distinctive characteristics, according to its authors [Mal-
oney et al., 2010]. Among the ones the authors highlight, some are particularly relevant in
the constructionist approach:

Liveness and tinkerability The code is constantly running and can be changed on the fly,
immediately seeing the runtime effects of the change; this encourages users to tinker
with the code (often in a very bottom up, trial and error approach).

No error messages When you play with Lego bricks, they stack together or they don’t - the
same happens in Scratch; program always run: syntax errors are prevented from the
block shapes and connections, and also runtime errors are avoided by doing something
“reasonable” (e.g., in the case of an out-of-range value); this is particularly important
not to frustrate kids and to keep them iterating and developing: “A program that runs,
even if it is not correct, feels closer to working than a program that does not run (or
compile) at all” [Maloney et al., 2010].

Other characteristics are useful to help novices avoiding misconceptions that often arise when
starting to learn to program.

Execution made visible A glowing yellow border surrounds running scripts; moreover version
1.4 (and Snap!, for example) provides a “single-stepping” mode, where each block is
highlighted when it is executed; this is very helpful in program reading and debugging,
and helps students form a correct mental model of the notional machine underlying the
program execution.

Making data concrete You can see in a variable box, automatically shown, its current value:
again, this is helpful for making the underlying machine model visible.

Finally, other characteristics introduce important software engineering and development
concepts.

Open source Each shared project has a “see inside” button that brings you to the project
source; you can read and edit the blocks to see what happens.

Remixing If you edit someone else’s project, you create a remix: you are the author, but the
system automatically gives credits to the original author (at any depth, keeping track
of multiple remixes in a tree) and suggests you to explicitly declare what changes you
made.

One of the main critics moved by computer scientists to Scratch programs is that they
do not scale well from the abstraction point of view: only since version 2 you can “make a
new block” that is, a procedure with optional parameters. These blocks have no possibility
to return a value (like a number or a boolean) and so can’t be nested inside other blocks,
forcing you to modify global variables if needed. Some on these problems are addressed e.g.
in Snap! 8.3.6.2.
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However Scratch (like LOGO) was not built with the intention of teaching programming
concepts. Scratch main goal is, in facts, to teach digital fluency as a means of self expression
rather than as a tool for future careers [Resnick et al., 2009]: often students are able to
use technology as passive users, but few of them have the opportunity to be active creators
through technology. Scratch belongs to MIT’s vision about creative learning, and was
specifically designed to help young people grow up as creative thinkers (see Section 3.3).

To help educators learn more about Scratch, computational thinking and how to teach
students to be creative with programming, Harvard School of Education set up the Creative
Computing Online Workshop [ScratchEd Team, 2013] and developed Scratch curriculum
guide [Brennan et al., 2014]. Creative learning is explored also in the Learning Creative
Learning course at MIT10. Materials of these initiatives represent the primary sources for
Scratch activities described in Chapters 9 and 13.

8.3.6.2 Other Visual Languages

Snap!11 (originally BYOB, Build Your Own Blocks) is an extended reimplementation of
Scratch with functions and continuations. These added capabilities make it suitable for a
serious introduction to computer science for high school or college students: in fact, Snap! is
used as the basis for an Advanced Placement CS course at Berkeley12.

The Scratch approach was also ported to mainstream programming languages: in Al-
ice [Dann et al., 2008] visual blocks are in fact Java instructions. Alice worlds are 3D: this
choice makes it very attractive and appealing to pupils [Rodger et al., 2009], who can program
amazing 3D animations. It also adds many complexities, since moving objects in a 3D space
is not trivial.

Recently, several block-based development environments for web-browsers were published.
The most popular is probably Google’s Blockly13, which allows for programming both with
blocks and textual programming languages (Javascript and Python): the programmer can
see the source code in different interchangeable ways.

As seen in Section 1.3.1, the no-profit organization Code.org developed teaching material
made up of online interactive web tutorials, featuring famous video games and cartoons
characters, highly attractive for students. The Code.org environment, Code Studio, is based
as well on a visual programming language built with Blockly. Differently from Scratch, where
a student is exposed since the beginning to the entire set of instructions and has complete
freedom in the artifact to realize, in Code Studio the student is given specific tasks. The
initial exercises are trivial (e.g. have a bird move straight of 2 steps) and the set of available
instructions is very small (e.g. “move forward”, “turn left/right”) (See Fig. 8.5). Then,
the difficulty degree increases slowly from one exercise to the next, and instructions and
programming structures are progressively added to the set. If the student is not able to
successfully complete an exercise, the system provides some standard feedback about the
correctness, the number and the type of blocks used. Students are thus increasingly exposed

10http://learn.media.mit.edu/lcl/
11https://snap.berkeley.edu/
12https://bjc.berkeley.edu/
13https://developers.google.com/blockly/

http://learn.media.mit.edu/lcl/
https://snap.berkeley.edu/
https://bjc.berkeley.edu/
https://developers.google.com/blockly/
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Figure 8.5: Code.org Code Studio

to the basic concepts of programming (gradually introduced while reinforcing the previous
ones).

MIT has developed an environment with Blockly that can even be used to create Android
applications, to be executed on mobile phones and that can take advantage of sensors and
Google services like maps (App Inventor14). Even Apple recently proposed a block-based
interface for its Swift programming language15 and other Android-based visual programming
language environments exist.

Recently, these environments evolved towards web or phone/tablet versions, in order to
be available in the contexts more popular within young people (e.g., Pokect Code16).

All in all, visual programming languages seem to provide an easier start and a more
engaging experience for learners. The ease of use, simplicity, and desirability of new visual
programming environments enables young people to imagine complex goals. A study which
compared three classes that used either block-based (Scratch), text-based (Java), or hybrid
blocks/text (Snap!/JavaScript) programming languages showed that students generally found
block-based programming to be easier than the text-based environments [Weintrop and
Wilensky, 2015]. Recent studies seems to confirm that, on the long run, there is no difference
in achievements and attitudes between block-based and text-based programming [Weintrop
and Wilensky, 2019]. Often students only perceive Scratch as a mere game and, e.g., LOGO
as “real” programming [Lewis, 2010; Lewis et al., 2014].

14http://appinventor.mit.edu
15https://www.apple.com/swift/playgrounds/
16https://www.catrobat.org/

http://appinventor.mit.edu
https://www.apple.com/swift/playgrounds/
https://www.catrobat.org/
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Figure 8.6: A program written with Stride frame-based environment

8.3.7 Stride

Stride [Kölling et al., 2017] is an example of a “frame-based” programming language. Frame-
based editing tries to combine the advantages of text-based programming with those of the
block-based programming.

Text-based systems are more readable for everyone except complete novices, have a
lower “viscosity” (resistance to change), provide quicker program manipulation, more flexible
navigation, especially using a keyboard.

As seen, block-based systems, among other characteristics, make many syntax errors
impossible, support experimentation, make program statements more visible.

Stride is a Java-like language, integrated into the Greenfoot17 environment and in the
BlueJ18 editor. Stride editor “uses some graphical elements (shapes and colours) to present
aspects where graphics have advantages over char- acters. Overall, however, the presentation

17An environment for creating two-dimensional games and interactive simulations, using Java or Stride
programming languages. https://www.greenfoot.org/

18A popular Java - and Stride - editor for beginners and small-scale software development. https:

//bluej.org/

https://www.greenfoot.org/
https://bluej.org/
https://bluej.org/
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maintains the look of a program as essentially a textual, if coloured, document” [Kölling
et al., 2017], as shown in the example of Figure 8.6.

Preliminary studies reported by Kölling et al. [2017] showed that, after an initial hard
learning curve, the language was appreciated by novices and experts.

We recognize that this paradigm can be useful to bring some characteristics of block-
languages to a more expert audience.

In the other direction, we believe this paradigm could be a good bridge between blocks
and text, and should be explored, ideally also applied to other text languages, like Python,
that are considered easier than Java for novices. Moreover, one has to consider also other
characteristics of environments like Scratch, that are important in a constructivist perspective,
like liveness and tinkerability, the complete absence of error messages, the concretization of
execution and of data, and so on (see 8.3.6.1).

8.3.8 Common features

The above short survey of programming languages for education shows they have some
recurrent traits.

Personification The interpreter becomes a “persona”, computation is then carried out
through anthropomorphic (or, better, zoomorphic, since animals are very common)
actions. This seems to contradict a famous piece of advice coming from no less
than Dijkstra [1985]. Speaking of anthropomorphism in computer science, he noted
that

[t]he trouble with the metaphor is, firstly, that it invites you to identify
yourself with the computational processes going on in system components
and, secondly, that we see ourselves as existing in time. Consequently the
use of the metaphor forces one to what we call ‘operational reasoning’,
that is reasoning in terms of the computational processes that could take
place. From a methodological point of view this is a well-identified and
well-documented mistake: it induces a combinatorial explosion of the number
of cases to consider and designs thus conceived are as a result full of bugs.

The reasoning in terms of the computational processes, however, is what is probably
needed for a novice in order to familiarize with the notional machine. Some sort of
operational reasoning seems also important to foster the basic intuition needed by a
constructivist approach, in which concrete, public actions are key.

Visualization and tracking Computational processes that evolve in time are described by
static texts: the mapping between the two is not trivial and it requires an understanding
of the notional machine. Educational programming environments often try to make the
mapping more explicit with some visualization of the ongoing process: the trace left by
the LOGO turtle, or some other exposition of the changing state of the interpreter, for
example Scratch’s variable boxes.
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Appeal Engagement of learners is crucial: to this end it is important to give learners powerful
libraries and building blocks. It is not clear, however, how to properly balance amazing
effects in order to avoid they become a major distraction: sometimes children may
spend their (limited) time in changing the colors of the sprites, instead of trying to
solve problems. While they surely learn about technology and creativity even in these
activities, they also risk to lose their opportunity of recognizing the thrill which comes
when making the computer solve computational problems for them.

8.4 (CS) Unplugged

Unplugged activities (teaching activities not using a computer / tablet / smartphone / etc.)
have become popular over the years to introduce basic computer science concepts. They offer

• a constructivist environment: indeed

– by manipulating real objects or dramatising processes, pupils can observe what
happens, formulate hypotheses, validate them through experiments, i.e. develop a
scientific approach to the construction of their knowledge;

– by working in a group, pupils are encouraged to participate, share ideas, verbalize
and uphold their deductions;

• inexpensive set up: they usually require very basic and inexpensive materials, so they
can be easily proposed in different contexts;

• no technological hurdles: they allow students (and teachers) to have meaningful
experiences related to important CS concepts (like algorithms) without having to wait
until they get some technology and programming fluency.

Most famous unplugged activities are those from the CS Unplugged19 project, started in
New Zealand.

There are, however, many “unplugged” activities that aren’t necessarily based on CS
Unpluggd (sometimes under titles such as kinesthetic activities), with some contributed by
an international community of educators, but the key elements in the approaches we are
exploring here are that computers aren’t required despite all of the concepts being from
the computer science canon, that students are engaged in kinesthetic activities, and any
equipment needed is readily available at low cost (and would often be on hand in a classroom).
The term “unplugged” is sometimes used to refer to the curated activities on the open-source
CS Unplugged website (csunplugged.org), but in other contexts refers to any activity relating
to computer science carried out away from a computer. In this chapter we will use the full
title (“CS Unplugged”) to refer to the collection on the website, and “unplugged” when
referring to the general concept of teaching computer science away from a computer.

The Computer Science Unplugged resources, originated in the 1990s from academics
(led by Prof. Tim Bell) who had been asked to share what they did as a career with their

19csunplugged.org

csunplugged.org
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children’s peers, who at the time were around 5 or 6 years old [Bell et al., 2012]. Rather than
talk about computer science, they chose to do computer science with the children, and from
this point of view, CS Unplugged can be seen as an early attempt to helping students “think
like computer scientists” (see Chapter 2). Ideas were taken from university courses – often
advanced courses – and repackaged as physical activities where information such as graphs
and binary digits were represented tangibly.

A simple example is the “parity” card trick20, where a two-dimensional forward error
correction code is introduced as a way for the presenter to somehow determine which card has
been flipped over by a member of the audience. Students explore ideas for how the trick might
be done, and once they discover the concept of parity, they can explore questions like whether
or not two flipped cards can be identified, if it will still work with larger numbers of cards,
whether a 3-dimensional version is better, and so on. Students are physically manipulating
two-sided cards which (from a computer scientist’s point of view) are binary digits, but for
the student they need only consider their physical appearance – cards that are a different
color on each side.

Another example is a game exploring routing and deadlock21 based on passing colored
objects around, with the goal of getting the correct colors to the corresponding player. The
processes required to solve this quickly end up requiring backtracking and logical arguments
to achieve the group’s goals.

Also programming concepts can be taught with unplugged activities: in “Rescue mission”
activity22, pupils are given by the teacher a very simple language with only three commands:
1 step forward, 90 degrees left, 90 degrees right. The task is to compose a sequence of
instructions to move a robot from one given cell on a grid to a given other cell. Pupils are
divided into groups of three where each one has a role: either programmer, bot, or tester.
The programmer must write down the instructions for the task, then pass them to the tester,
who will pass them on to the bot and will observe what happens; its role is to underline what
doesn’t work and hand them back to the programmer, who can then find the bug and fix it.

In recent years, together with the widespread movement for CS in K-12, it is used in a
variety of contexts, and with the recent adoption of elements of computer science into school
curricula around the world, the Unplugged approach has often found a role in the classroom.

Tim Bell is clear in stating that CS Unplugged isn’t a curriculum, and isn’t intended
to replace the opportunity for students to write programs on digital devices, but it is an
adjunct pedagogy to enable learners to become aware of bigger ideas in computing without
having the overhead of learning to program first, and also to engage in big ideas through
physical movement rather than expecting all computing classes to be sitting in front of a
screen. CS Unplugged is also useful for communicating succinctly to students – and more
significantly, teachers and education officials – that there is a depth to computation beyond
stereotypes of “coding.” In a modern classroom environment, the Unplugged approach is
intended to be integrated with learning to program, and this can be more effective than

20https://csunplugged.org/en/topics/error-detection-and-correction/unit-plan/parity-
magic/

21https://classic.csunplugged.org/routing-and-deadlock/
22https://csunplugged.org/en/topics/kidbots/unit-plan/rescue-mission/

https://csunplugged.org/en/topics/error-detection-and-correction/unit-plan/parity-magic/
https://csunplugged.org/en/topics/error-detection-and-correction/unit-plan/parity-magic/
https://classic.csunplugged.org/routing-and-deadlock/
https://csunplugged.org/en/topics/kidbots/unit-plan/rescue-mission/
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spending all of the available time on programming alone [Hermans and Aivaloglou, 2017].
When Unplugged originated, classroom computers were either too rare for students to be
likely to have access to them, or the focus was on teaching students how to use the computer
for standard productivity tasks rather than explore computational ideas with it. This situation
has changed in many classrooms, and where digital devices are available, the CS Unplugged
material can now be explicitly linked to programming through a “plugging it in” follow-up to
the activities [Bell and Vahrenhold, 2018].

The CS Unplugged approach does not usually spell out algorithms to students, but rather,
a problem is given, and students explore potential algorithms for themselves. For small
instances of a problem (such as converting a number to a 4-bit binary representation, finding
the shortest path in a layout with only a few vertices, or searching for an item hidden under
one of a few cups) an ad-hoc or brute-force approach may find the solution easily, but as
the size of the problem increases students start to encounter the need for more efficient and
rigorous approaches. When asked to search for a value hidden under one of 30 cups, students
often switch from a sequential search to (an approximation of) binary search, and when
converting numbers to a binary representation they may discover that a greedy approach
gets results, but with other challenges (such as minimal spanning trees or sorting) they may
only come to appreciate that a better algorithm is needed; and for NP-complete problems,
students can start to grapple the idea that no-one has (yet!) found a fast solution.

The main goal of taking a constructivist approach like this isn’t that students learn
particular algorithms and techniques, but that they learn that there are deep issues to be
resolved in these contexts, and that they can feel empowered when they discover concepts for
themselves, which can break stereotypes about what the qualities of a successful computer
scientist might be.

8.4.1 Applying CS Unplugged

An important feature of this style of teaching is to give minimal instructions (often just
one or two sentences are sufficient to get students started), and allow students to construct
the knowledge for themselves. Once they have done this, it is important to then relate
what they have done to the broader context of computing, and what happens on physical
devices. Two early studies discovered that without this connection “the program [based on
CS Unplugged] had no statistically significant impact on student attitudes toward computer
science or perceived content understanding” [Feaster et al., 2011] and that “the students’
attitudes and intentions regarding CS did not change in the desired direction” [Taub et al.,
2012]. In terms of conveying knowledge using this approach compared with more conventional
approaches, Thies and Vahrenhold [2013] found that “it is indeed possible to weave Computer
Science Unplugged activities into lower secondary computer science classes without a negative
effect on factual, procedural, or conceptual knowledge”, and that it could have some benefit
in that “the Computer Science Unplugged materials can prove helpful for ability grouping
within a class, since, on average, more students are enabled to reach a higher operational
stage”.

Gains from using an unplugged approach were reported by Hermans and Aivaloglou [2017],
who combined it with teaching programming for one group, while having a second group
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spend the same total amount of time learning only programming; they found that “the group
taught using CS Unplugged material showed higher self-efficacy and used a wider vocabulary
of Scratch blocks”.

Looking at these different contexts, we see that CS Unplugged is best used in combination
with “plugged in” work. This is not surprising, given that getting a program to work correctly
is an excellent way for a student to show that they have understood the computational
concepts they are working with, since the computational agent (the computer running the
program) will do exactly what the program says to do. Moreover, this will give students
the opportunity to experience in a tangible (in some sense) environment the effects of their
instructions, with immediate and unexceptionable feedback (rather than delayed feedback
from another person, typically the teacher). Based on this, the CS Unplugged website now
offers a range of “Plugging it in” exercises to provide follow-up activities that allow students
to link their unplugged learning with computation on a digital device.

An unplugged approach seems to have promise for helping student learning if used
effectively, but another important value of it is for teachers. Teachers need to be confident in
a topic so that they can build student confidence, and given that the new computing curricula
appearing around the world are often taught by people new to the subject, ways to build
teacher confidence will be important [Gutiérrez and Sanders, 2009]. Often non specialist
teachers can intimidated by new terminology, and looking up definitions of such terms often
results in a description that is meaningless to the layperson, whereas the CS Unplugged
material gives an opportunity to engage with the concept, and then learn what its name is.

CS Unplugged has been used in a variety of teacher professional development (PD) initia-
tives, and the research available on this is reporting positive outcomes. For example, Curzon
et al. [2014] report on teacher professional development that had a substantial “unplugged”
component, and noted that it was “inspiring, confidence building and gave [the teachers] a
greater understanding of the concepts involved”. An important feature of the constructivist
approach of Unplugged activities is that they allow very quick wins, where teachers (and
students) can understand a new concept (such as binary numbers) very quickly, in the context
of a hands-on first-person experience, without the overhead of having to learn to program
first. Smith et al. [2015] reported that teachers who were training other teachers (through the
UK Master teachers system) commonly included CS Unplugged when providing professional
development for colleagues, and both Morreale and Joiner [2011] and Sentance and Csizmadia
[2017] found that after attending their workshop, CS Unplugged was widely adopted by
teachers.

8.4.2 CS Unplugged, Constructivism and Constructionism

In K-12 Computer Science education, constructivism (and especially constructionism) might
normally be associated with computer programming. Other areas such as algorithm analysis,
computability, formal languages, graphics and AI could be seen as theoretical knowledge that
can be acquired as needed, potentially at a later stage. However, the CS Unplugged approach
inverts a traditional “programming first” view by throwing students directly into advanced
concepts in topics like graph theory, error correcting codes and computational complexity.
Instead of taking a theoretical approach, students are usually given a kinesthetic experience
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in which they explore the issues in a way that is age-appropriate, and can engage with the
ideas using a constructivist pedagogy. The purpose isn’t primarily for students to acquire
theoretical knowledge, but to appreciate the richness of the subject, and to give a meaningful
experience those students who may not find programming to be engaging, but are interested
in exploring some of the deeper issues that come up when they have access to computation
through programming.

Although the unplugged approach clearly differs from Papert’s constructionism because
the latter recognizes programming as having a leading role as a meta-tool for constructing
knowledge (See 3.2), we can point out some relationships. First of all, unplugged activities
are concrete rather than formal, and aim to teach complex CS ideas to children, ideas that
are usually postponed until they become adult/formal/abstract thinkers. CS concepts are
not simplified, but instead made accessible with practical experiences. Second, unplugged
activities generally have children using their bodies or the physical manipulation of objects to
perform them.

Similarly, Papert aimed to teach deep mathematical ideas long before children had the
abstraction competence to grasp them formally: “My conjecture is that much of what we
now see as too ‘formal’ or ‘too mathematical’ will be learned just as easily when children
grow up in the computer-rich world of the very near future” [Papert, 1980, p. 7]. Moreover,
he designed LOGO to be “body syntonic”: children could use their body to impersonate the
Turtle drawing on the screen: “working with the Turtle mobilizes the child’s expertise and
pleasure in motion. It draws on the child’s well-established knowledge of ‘body-geometry’ as
a starting point for the development of bridges into formal geometry” [Papert, 1980, p. 58].

Thus, unplugged activities are a play space in which ideas from computer science can be
explored, and the direction students take can be unpredictable. A constructivist approach
is strongly advocated, as the primary goal is not for students to learn the concepts, but for
them to discover that there are concepts that they may find interesting, and are worthy of
study. Nevertheless, as computer science (and computational thinking) have started to enter
school curricula, teachers have looked for ways to engage their students with specific ideas.
The original activities were presented by CS researchers who were used to asking questions
and exploring problems that may not have solutions, but in a classroom situation, teachers
may not be experts, and aren’t necessarily in a position to recognize the value of a direction
a student might be taking an idea in. For this reason, the current version of CS Unplugged
gives considerable guidance on scaffolding [Wood et al., 1976] the students’ exploration of
the ideas, and provides questions for the teacher to ask, which can create a kind of Socratic
method that enables students co-construct the meaning by following fruitful paths in their
exploration [Wells, 1999].

The degree of freedom left to students for exploration, and the role assumed by the
teacher in guiding the activity (not as an expert delivering knowledge, but as a facilitator
helping students experiment with ideas and constructing their own knowledge) plays, of
course, a central role in the constructivist application of Unplugged material. This approach
embraces the view that constructivism is a blend of more structured guidance and exploration,
so it is not minimally guided, but optimally guided (See 3.1.3.1), since the teacher has a
path in mind, but nevertheless, the student is constructing the knowledge for themselves, and
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not having the ideas given to them directly.

8.4.3 Unplugged and transfer of CT skills

Weigend [2019] poses the question of whether or not students genuinely see the connection
between the activities and computational thinking skills. It is a good point, because CS
Unplugged activities alone are not guaranteed to transfer computer science concepts and
attitudes.

We also believe that without explicit guidance from the teacher, it is too much to expect
students to see the big picture. For example, exploring binary search can appear to focus on
learning one particular algorithm and how to analyze it; however, the purpose is rather to
sensitize students to the idea that the algorithm behind a program can have a significant
effect on its scalability. If a company grows or starts processing more data, the resources
required to do the computing required needs to grow only moderately as the size of the
business grows. If their software innovation includes a key algorithm that is O(n2) in the
number of customers, then doubling the income base will quadruple the running cost, and the
process will fail due to its success in attracting interest. Issues like scalability are important,
but to engage with those issues, students need to investigate particular algorithms (perhaps
for searching and sorting), and in the classroom there is a risk that the learning could appear
to be an exercise in memorizing a catalog of many algorithms to do the same task.

The risk is not only that students might lose track of the big picture, but teachers
might also become so focused on the details of a curriculum or helping students achieve
well in assessment that they put to one side thinking about why the components are there.
Therefore, it is important to bear in mind the connection of computational thinking to
computer science (see Chapter 6). Computer science is an independent scientific discipline
with its own fundamental concepts and ideas [Bell et al., 2018] and so concepts like abstraction,
decomposition, logical thinking, and so on, can and should be encountered in the context of
the discipline.

Furthermore, it is strongly debated whether or not it is possible to teach general “higher
order thinking skills” (see Section 4.2). We therefore agree that it is not sufficient to practice
an idea (e.g., an algorithm or the idea of binary representation) in an unplugged activity to
deeply learn and understand it. Similarly, in computer science education, successful transfer
from solving programming problems to domain-general problem-solving skills is achieved only
when activities are specifically designed to do so (see Section 4.4).

It is important to not skip the reflection phase, where students connect the activities with
the computer science concepts – the recently updated website guides teachers considerably
on this, and also explicitly explains the connections with computational thinking. Moreover,
the new version offers “plugging it in activities” where students can use the context of
programming to practice the concepts learned.
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8.5 Learning to Program in Teams

Social Constructivist approaches (see 3.1.3) often emphasize the importance of social context
in which the learning happens. Working in developers teams requires new skills, especially
because software products (even the ones in the reach of novices) are often tangled with many
dependencies and division of labour is hard: it inevitably requires appropriate communication
and coordination. Therefore, it is important that novice programmers learn to program in an
“organized” way, thus discovering that as a group they are able to solve more challenging and
open-ended problems, maybe with interdisciplinary contributions.

To this end, agile methodologies fit well with constructivist pedagogies involving learning
in teams, and they are increasingly exploited in educational settings (see for example Kastl
et al. [2016] and Missiroli et al. [2016]):

• agile teams are typically small groups of 4–8 co-workers;

• agile values [Beck et al., 2001] (individuals and interactions over processes and tools;
customer collaboration over contract negotiation; responding to change over following a
plan; working software over comprehensive documentation) relate well with constructivist
philosophies;

• agile teams are self-organizing, and emphasize the need for reflecting regularly on how
to become more effective, and tune and adjust their behavior accordingly;

• typical agile techniques like pair programming, test driven development, iterative
software development, continuous integration are very attractive for a learning context.

8.5.1 Iterative Software Development

For program development cycles, concepts of agile and iterative software development can
be used to leverage this process and to see first results very quickly [DeMarco-Brown, 2013;
Davies and Sedley, 2009].

Details about these methodologies are out of the scope of this thesis. However, we present
a simplified life cycle of the process of game design in reference to agile methods, to show
how a team works in iterations to deliver or release software.

The first step, Research, includes the development of the core idea by producing a simple
game concept or a storyboard. In this phase the story, title, genre, and theme of the game
should be selected, as well as a rough concept about the structure and gameplay.

In the second step, during the Design, the artwork, game content and other elements
(characters, assets, avatars, etc.), and the whole gaming word is produced.

The Development phase, includes all of the actual programming, followed by Testing the
code and the software (playtesting). Several iterations between testing and bug fixing are
possible.

As a final step, the Release phase is planned. This could include several beta releases or
a final release for end users. The agile model required to get started with the project works
to bring customer satisfaction by rapid, continuous delivery of useful software.
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“In an iterative methodology, a rough version of the game is rapidly prototyped
as early in the design process as possible. This prototype has none of the aesthetic
trappings of the final game, but begins to define its fundamental rules and core
mechanics.” [Salen and Zimmerman, 2003, p. 11]

To phrase it differently, before focusing on every detail of the project, focus on the
smallest step the games needs for playing it, e.g., limited interface control but basic game
functionality.

Collaborative work and the connection with a real world problem makes their learning
valuable [Sánchez and Olivares, 2011]. Project work is always student-centered and task
oriented. The final artefacts of this project work can be shared with a community, thus
fostering ownership. This collaboration is needed for developing the game idea, communicating,
sharing, and managing assets and codes, playtesting and documentation.

Teachers have to consider how to support collaboration and communication during the
whole game production process [Ferreira et al., 2008]. They must therefore stick to certain
design patterns and iterative cycles (e.g., agile) and explain game elements and rules. The
project in general should foster the teamwork in producing game assets and software. Teachers
have to take into account the different preferences of students, e.g., if they feel more confident
in the role of developers or artists, or that students do not shy away from switching roles.
Finally, the teacher has to ensure that the ideas for the project are simple and clear, as well
as reduce the size and complexity of the game projects.

8.6 Conclusions

Programming is, in some sense, intrinsically constructionist, as it always involves the production
of an artifact that can be shown and shared. Of course, this does not mean that programming
automatically leads to constructivist/constructionist pedagogies: in facts, we see very different
approaches, from open project-based learning to more traditional education through lectures
and closed exercises.

Specific languages and environments play an important role too: for example, visual
programming languages make it easier (by removing the request to face unnatural textual
syntactic rules) to realize small but meaningful projects, keeping students motivated, and
support a constructionist approach where students are encouraged to develop and share their
projects - video games, animated stories, or simulations of simple real-world phenomena.
Constructionist ideas are also floating around mainstream programming practice and they
are even codified in some software engineering approaches: agile methods like eXtreme
Programming [Beck and Andres, 2004], for example, suggest several techniques that can
be easily connected to the constructionist word of advice about discussing, sharing, and
productively collaborating to build knowledge successfully together [Resnick, 1996]; moreover
the incremental and iterative process of creative thinking and learning [Resnick, 2007] (see 3.3)
fits well with the agile preference to “responding to change over following a plan” [Beck
et al., 2001].

CS Unplugged activities can provide scaffolding to support a constructivist approach to
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introducing computer science without computers, helping students construct their own initial
knowledge about key ideas behind deep computational thinking concepts through kinesthetic
experiences.

Nevertheless, to be effective, unplugged approaches should be used thoughtfully. The
constructivist character of the activities needs to be maintained, and we know that unplugged
activities are effective when used in a context where they will be ultimately linked to
implementation on a digital device, either through programming, or by helping students to
see where these ideas impinge on their daily life, and so explicitly fostering transfer that is
otherwise improbable to happen. By using CS Unplugged early to introduce concepts, both
students and teachers new to the subject can have early success without the overhead of
becoming proficient enough at programming to engage properly with ideas that can have an
impact in our digital world. This then provides a useful platform to motivate learning the
skill of programming, but also a way to connect computer science with other subjects.
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Chapter 9

Unplugged and Plugged Materials
for Primary School1

This chapter describes some of the teaching experiences carried out by professors and
researchers (including the author of this thesis) of the University of Bologna in the context of
CT dissemination projects in Bologna’s primary schools.

The approach characterizing the whole project is the use, either sequential or interspersed,
of both “unplugged” and “plugged” approaches. The former - carried out without the use of
a computer, but with materials and objects of everyday use and inspired - uses CS Unplugged
activities (see section 8.4) and activities designed by us. The latter is based on Scratch visual
programming language and is based, in most cases, on the creative learning model (see 3.3).

With respect to the Proposal for a national Informatics curriculum in the Italian school
(see Chapter 7 and Appendix B), the activities cover many areas: from those more related
with CS core concepts like algorithms and programming, to those more relating to computers
and society, like digital awareness and digital creativity.

In this chapter, we report on two groups of activities (one “unplugged” and one “plugged”)
organized in sequences of lessons. In these specific activities, the author of this document
had a leading role in design and implementation.

9.1 Principles

We decided to propose practical activities, in which the students are active and participate
hands-on: the activities are therefore inspired, where possible, by discovery learning, and by
constructivist and constructionist approaches (see sections 3.1.3 and 3.2). These activities,
however, are intended to provide optimal guidance (see 3.1.3.1): children are placed in
environments designed to allow them to explore and build their own knowledge, but scaffolded
towards the learning objectives that we will detail.

The common thread is the dialectic between “unplugged” activities, that are carried
out without the use of the computer, both “plugged,” that are carried out through suitable

1This chapter is based on Lodi, Davoli, Montanari, and Martini [2020].
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programming environments.
As described in Section 8.4.1, recent research shown that unplugged activities are especially

significant when the concepts learned with them are then reused and “concretized” through the
use of programming tools on a computer. Positive effects on language usage and self-efficacy
have also been found.

9.2 Activities

9.2.1 Domo: a “Computational” Butler

We propose a series of unplugged activities related to algorithms and programming. The
path, designed by Davoli, Lodi, and Montanari [2017a], can be freely consulted (in Italian)
and modified.

It consists of a series of practical lessons aiming to introduce the basic concepts of
structured programming and some simple algorithms, using unplugged activities. The course
is designed for a primary class (Grade 3) that has not necessary undertaken any previous CT
class, but can be adapted to each grade of primary school, as long as children have good
reading skills. We tested these materials in a 3rd grade class in Bologna, during the school
year 2016/2017.

The course is divided into five lessons of approximatively three hours each. The activities
are designed so that the children are divided into groups, and each group is supported by a
facilitator trained on the topics of the course.

Each lesson is structured with [Davoli et al., 2017a;b]:

• a brief introductory story, which places the characters in a specific problematic situation
to be solved; the text can be read or narrated to the students or printed and provided
to them;

• materials to be printed and cut out and provided to the students;

• a teacher guide.

Stories common theme is character who must command, through appropriately coded
instructions, a robot butler (“Domo”, whose name comes from the Italian for butler, mag-
giordomo) to move around on a grid and perform specific actions (e.g., picking up objects
and taking them to specific cells, escaping from a maze, and so on). The grid can be printed
on a sheet, and Domo represented with a pawn, or you can make the grid on the floor of
the class and make one or more students play Domo. This approach is shared by other
educational proposals, both unplugged and plugged (like CodyRoby2, BeeBot3, Code.org’s
Maze4, LightBot5, and others). The activities described here have similarities with them, but
they also have some peculiarities.

2http://codeweek.it/cody-roby/
3https://www.terrapinlogo.com/products/robots/bee-bot/beebot.html
4https://studio.code.org/hoc/1
5https://lightbot.com/

http://codeweek.it/cody-roby/
https://www.terrapinlogo.com/products/robots/bee-bot/beebot.html
https://studio.code.org/hoc/1
https://lightbot.com/
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• During the first lesson, students have to discover by themselves the instructions
understood by the robot, and codify them with a series of symbols of their choice. This
helps them discover that computers understand a finite set of instructions (e.g., the
robot will understand “go ahead of one cell” but not “go ahead”), and also that the
ways in which we represent these instructions are only a convention between programmer
and computer, as long as there is no ambiguity about their semantics.

• To instruct Domo, the character uses cards that “physically simulate” the concept of
control structures. A sequence is indicated simply by stacking the cards, while selection
and iteration, which may include one or more instructions in their “body” are made with
“pockets” on the structure cards in which you can insert other cards; this introduces an
important physical metaphor that will then help children in structured programming.

• As one progress through the lessons, students are asked to write programs that solve not
only for the specific grid situation, but are a general solution to a class of similar problems
(e.g., getting out of any maze, with certain constraints); children will be encouraged to
try their own solutions (e.g., on different routes of other groups). Moreover, an idea of
computational complexity, in terms of the number of steps (number of cards), is given,
for example, by limiting the number of cards (steps) Domo can handle.

These activities are totally hands-on: at the beginning, theoretical concepts underlying
them are not explained, but students are left free to experiment. The facilitator who guides
each group has the task of encouraging students to formulate hypotheses and experiment
with them (just as one does when programming and “debugging”).

In the first phase, the facilitator will impersonate Domo and execute, with the utmost
precision and without performing human interpretations, the instructions that the children
provide to the robot. In a second phase, he will be able to involve the children of the group
to simulate the execution of the program (e.g., one will move the Domo piece - or will move
on the chessboard on the floor; another will hold the cards and will read the instructions one
at a time; in the case of “blocks” of nested cards within a selection or iteration, it will keep
control of the condition of the iteration or the selection, and pass the cards to the partner to
check the execution of that block of cards, and so on).

The facilitator will also have to manage the internal dynamics of the groups: for example,
to prevent dominant personalities from monopolizing the activity, making sure that all
students participate in the discussion and understand the choices made, even in the presence
of particularly brilliant students.

At the end of the lesson, when the students have had practical experience of the concepts
introduced, it is possible to discuss together the difficulties, things learned autonomously, and
to formalize and consolidate knowledge.

The activities are highly customizable in the setting (and the teachers are invited to adapt
them for the teaching of other disciplines), in the duration and in the difficulty levels.

The path is useful for reaching goals and objectives of the Proposal of national indications
(see Chapter 7 and Appendix B as a reference for learning objective codes reported here in
brackets) for the areas of algorithms and programming for primary school, including:
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• understanding that an algorithm describes a procedure that can be automated in a
precise and unambiguous manner (T-P-1);

• reading, mentally executing and debugging simple programs (T-P-2, T-P-4, O-P3-P-1,
O-P5-P-1)

• breaking down a problem into smaller parts (O-P3-A-2)

• writing programs (TP-3) using sequence (O-P3-P-2), one (O-P3-P-4) or two-way
(O-P5-P-5) selection, iteration for a fixed number of times (O-P3-P-3) or based on the
truth of a condition (O-P5-P-2)

• understanding the concept of “block of instructions” as a single element subject to
repetition or selection (O-P5-P-3)

• representation of information and data (the robot’s instructions, in this case) through
an arbitrary convention chosen by the students (T-P-6, O-P3-D-2)

9.2.2 Activity with Scratch

This sequence of lessons was carried out in a primary class (4th grade), that followed “Domo”
lessons the previous year.

The course is partially based on constructionist and “creative computing” activities
(see 8.3.6.1), designed in the context of creative learning (see 3.3), and partially contains
more structured and guided activities, still following a constructivist approach (see 3.1.3).

The primary tool for this approach is the Scratch programming language (see 8.3.6.1).
The course has been realized in three lessons of three hours each, but it is highly

customizable through materials available online.
Students must have computers or tablets able to run Scratch. They can work alone if the

school is equipped with a computer for each student, or in pairs.
The workshop is held by a conductor, who introduces the concepts and challenges, with

the help of one or two other facilitators who - together with the conductor - walk around and
support students in the realization of projects.

The conductor creates a “Teacher account”6 on Scratch and then creates a class, assigning
the students a username and a password that would not allow their identification (since even
the student accounts on Scratch are public - even though only for the limited time in which
one decides to keep “open” the class).

Lesson topics are detailed below.

Lesson 1

• Scratch surprise [Brennan et al., 2014]: after a concise (2-3 minutes) introduction to
the Scratch editor interface, students are given time to explore the potential of the
tool, and are asked to try making the cat do something amazing.

6https://scratch.mit.edu/educators#teacher-accounts

https://scratch.mit.edu/educators#teacher-accounts
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• Login into the virtual class.

• Tutorial: the teacher guides the students in building a project step by step7, progressively
introducing features while discussing with students, and letting them discover some
part of the solution. The game mechanics (and therefore the code) will be substantially
the same for everyone, but students are strongly encouraged to customize the setting
and to add features once the tutorial is finished. The tutorial contains most of the
basic elements of structured programming (sequence, selection, iteration, variables,
and even events). To facilitate the transfer, during the lesson, we explicitly recalled
the actions that Domo could perform, asking students to recognize how they match
with Scratch blocks. It is also important to show students other examples of projects
that can be realized with Scratch8 (e.g., interactive stories, art, simulations) to prevent
them from associating the tool exclusively with video games.

• Saving and sharing: it is essential to explain to students that they are encouraged to
share their projects, even if incomplete, to receive feedback from other users. They are
also invited to write a description and the instructions for the game, and to give credits
(e.g., ideas, collaboration with partner, media taken from the web) in the appropriate
areas on the sharing page. This point is particularly important for introducing students
to the idea of “open source code”, at the basis of free software: in fact all projects
shared on Scratch can be “seen inside” to study how they were created, and “remixed”,
i.e., you can create a new project that makes use of the code of others (automatically
giving credits).

• Insertion of projects in a “class gallery,” which helps everyone to identify and explore
the projects of their classmates.

Lesson 2

During the first lesson, many students, encouraged by Scratch’s natural predisposition to
be freely explored, expressed their willingness to create their own free projects. Therefore,
we dedicated the second lesson to the creation of personal projects. Students were given
more than two hours to build a personal project. In order to encourage students to have a
“presentable” project at the end of time, motivate them, and allow them to receive feedback
from their classmates, students were told that everyone would show their work to the entire
class at the end of the lesson.

In such open situations, some students will already have ideas to do their work, while
others will be displaced by such freedom. This is why the students were suggested to look for
help on Scratch and to explore other projects. To facilitate “stuck” students, we provided
so-called “Scratch cards,” which give ideas or help implement a specific feature (e.g., make a
character change color). Those we used are particularly lighweight9, while others guide step

7Inspired by Carmelo Presicce’s “Under the sea”: https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/14759947/
8https://scratch.mit.edu/explore/projects/all
9https://goo.gl/ffGX1J

https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/14759947/
https://scratch.mit.edu/explore/projects/all
https://goo.gl/ffGX1J
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by step in the realization of an initial project10.

The role of the facilitators was to encourage, to help solve specific problems (though
trying not to direct students towards a specific solution), but also to help students design
their own artifact so that the result was creative but also feasible within the time constraints.

During the presentation, it was essential to stimulate reflection, asking questions about
the difficulties encountered, about the things that one had learned, about what students
wanted to add, and stimulating other children to make comments or criticisms.

Lesson 3

In the third lesson, we used Scratch to teach some geometric concepts. In particular, the
final objective was to create a general program which, given any n > 2, draws the regular
polygon with n sides. Students should first experiment with the “pen” function of Scratch,
which - in analogy with the LOGO turtle (see 8.3.1), allows a sprite to “leave a trace” when
moving, i.e., drawing.

First of all, students are asked to draw a square, possibly helping them by physically
mimicking a person who walks a certain number of steps, then turns 90 degrees and so on 4
times.

If the students have repeated four times the pair of instructions

it is possible to point out the possibility to use a repeat block

for example by asking them what they would have done if they had been asked to draw a
polygon with 20 sides, and making them reflect on the fact that by entering the movement
instruction only once, they could change the number of steps (and therefore the length of
the side) by changing this value only once.

At this point, the students are asked to draw a triangle. The typical mistake is to turn
the sprite 60 degrees (internal angle) and not 120 degrees (external angle). Students can be
helped once again with human dramatization or by drawing on the blackboard. At this point,
students are asked to continue with the other regular polygons (pentagon, hexagon, etc.),
and they should note that the program structure is always the same:

10https://scratch.mit.edu/ideas

https://scratch.mit.edu/ideas
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where (n) is the number of the sides of the polygon, (x) is the length of a side, and (g) the
exterior angle. We can point out to students that that (g) decreases with increasing sides
(Table 9.1).

Table 9.1: Relation between sides and turning angle

sides (n) degrees (g)
(exterior angle)

3 120
4 90
5 72
6 60

. . . . . .

The goal is to make students realize that a regular polygon will have all the external
angles equal and that their sum must necessarily be 360 degrees, in order for the polygon to
“close” perfectly.

In this way, we are trying to teach a rule constructively: “The sum of exterior angles in a
polygon is always equal to 360 degrees.”, making the students experience the consequences
of this rule before it is stated.

Digital Awareness

During the lessons, the students were invited to visit the Scratch site at home, as well. Scratch
is a safe community for children because it is extremely moderated by the Scratch Team.
Furthermore, with a teacher account, the teacher can check and delete inappropriate content
or comments. The projects are, however, public and can be commented on by the whole
community (but there is no way to exchange private messages). Pupils were therefore asked
not to give personal information and to report anything suspicious to the instructors. Some
basic social behavior rules have also been taught (e.g., avoiding offensive comments). Critical
was the reading and discussion of the “Scratch community guidelines”11, rules of conduct
valid well beyond the platform itself. These aspects were also discussed with parents who,

11https://scratch.mit.edu/community_guidelines

https://scratch.mit.edu/community_guidelines
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initially fearful, then understood the importance of introducing - through a highly controlled
and educational community - their children to the conscious use of social media, on which
they will, soon or later, find themselves.

This activity covers many points of our curriculum proposal (see Chapter 7 and Ap-
pendix B). The most important goals that these activities aim to achieve are obviously
linked to the expression of algorithms through programs in a certain language (T-P-2) and
in general to the ability to write of simple programs (T-P-3). Some activities are focused
on stimulating the free creative expression of children, and therefore tend to personalize
learning: different students may have learned, at different levels, a vast range of different
concepts. These activities can be followed by more structured ones, to make the whole class
achieve certain specific objectives in the areas of algorithms and programming. The strength
of these activities is, in fact, to let children experience the possibility of using computer
applications as a tool for personal expression (T-P-11) and, specifically, to create and express
themselves through the creation of programs (stories, games, ...) (O-P5-R-2). The discussion
and attention to the rules of conduct in the Scratch community also help achieve goals and
objectives in the context of conscious use of new technologies, including:

• rules for the safe and responsible use of technologies (T-P-9),

• recognition of information privacy and confidentiality issues (O-P3-N-2),

• respect for others (O-P3-N-3),

• acceptable / unacceptable behavior in the use of information technology and of content
obtained through it (O-P5-N-4),

• request for help from adults (O-P5-N-5).

9.3 Conclusion

This chapter shows examples of activities that:

• let students construct knowledge about fundamental concepts of structured program-
ming (e.g., sequence, conditionals, loops, variables) but also complexity in terms of
computational steps and generalization of algorithms through unplugged activities
structured as an incremental discovery, scaffolded by the instructors;

• then propose plugged activities that follow the creative learning approach, using Scratch
as the main tool, both for free creative expression and for learning other disciplines
(e.g., drawing regular polygons);

• let student increase the awareness of rules and threats of a digital community by
experimenting in a safe one (the Scatch community);

• are designed to achieve the competence and knowledge goals presented in our curriculum
proposal (Chapter 7).
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The proposed activities must be seen as a proof of concept, to inspire the building of
teaching activities in this direction. Of course, the activities need scientific validation and
measurement to verify that they help achieve the suggested learning objectives.

During the first implementation, we collected only anecdotal evidence, that, however, is
useful as a starting point for more precise research.

In particular, during the hours dedicated to “Domo, a computational butler,” we found
that children were able to solve increasingly complex problems with increased mastery. The
possibility of physically testing their solutions - by simulating, in turn, the execution of
the program - was particularly exciting for the children. We believe the ability to find
computational solutions - learned through the proposed unplugged activities - was successfully
applied to the resolution of problems through Scratch. The unplugged activities allowed
children to internalize some fundamental concepts for the formulation of algorithms. This
allowed them to orient themselves with the Scratch environment quickly, easily identifying
(also thanks to explicit teacher prompts) and using the same structures to solve the proposed
challenges or to create games, stories, and animations.

The primary teacher supporting the university instructors particularly noted children’s’
willingness to collaborate, especially in new activities compared to the usual didactic context,
a context in which they tend to work individually to pursue their own personal objectives.
Initially, the topic appeared difficult for the teacher herself, but very soon, she found the
absolute openness of her students to new experiences. The fact that the activity was
presented as a practical, hands-on activity - whit reflection phase coming only after the
practical implementation - was very much appreciated by the teacher. She also noted that,
in a context so different from the usual classroom practices, some of the apparently weaker
children were able to give answers and find solutions for their group, gaining great satisfaction.
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Chapter 10

Sentiment About Programma Il
Futuro Project1

In this chapter, we report a 2016 research, where the teachers’ sentiment after the first two
years of “Programma il Futuro” (PiF) project were analyzed.

As described in Subsection 1.4.5, the project is the Italian localization of Code.org with a
support website, providing guidance, teaching materials, tutorials, forums.

Almost all students found the material useful and were interested, teachers have reported.
They have also declared to have experienced high satisfaction and a low level of difficulty.

A detailed analysis of quantitative and qualitative answers about the project is presented
and areas for improvement are identified.

One of the most interesting observations appears to corroborate the hypothesis that an
exposure to informatics since the early age is important to attract students independently
from their gender.

By contrast, most of the positive outcomes envisaged by the teachers were more related
to engagement and transversal competences, than on specific learning of CS concepts.

10.1 Participation Data

Since the first year (school-year 2014-15), Italian teachers have been highly reactive to
the initiative, making Italy the most active non-english speaking country for what regards
informatics education in school, at least in terms of participation to the CSEd week2.At the
end of school-year 2015-16 about 14,000 teachers in more than 4,000 schools had involved
more than 1 million students (about one eighth of Italian students) in the activities. Project
participation has tripled from the first to the second school-year. Details of participation
during the first two years are described by the four charts in Figure 10.1, showing trends for
schools, teachers, classes, and students. Updated data are reported in Subsection 1.4.5.

1This chapter is based on material published in Corradini, Lodi, and Nardelli [2017a].
2https://hourofcode.com
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Figure 10.1: Students, teachers, classes and students participation.

10.2 Project Monitoring

10.2.1 Data Collection

The PiF project monitors progresses two times a year through a questionnaire sent to all
teachers, first in December, right after the CSEd week, and then in May, a few weeks before
the end of school year3.

The questionnaire collects descriptive data about teachers and their classes and schools,
quantitative data about students participation to coding activities, and qualitative feedback.
A few optional questions are open and are intended to investigate both positive and negative
sentiments of teachers with respect to the project.

The percentage of answers received has always been high (15% to 17% for 2014-15; 21%
to 24% for 2015-16; number of recipients for each of the four questionnaires is shown in
graph “teachers” in figure 10.1), providing a good confidence that values and comments
received are reasonably representative of the situation of the entire population.

10.2.2 Quantitative Data Analysis

In school-year 2015-16, more than half of teachers was in primary school, and almost a third
in lower secondary (see Fig. 10.2) while in the previous year there was a higher percentage of

3http://programmailfuturo.it/progetto/monitoraggio-del-progetto

http://programmailfuturo.it/progetto/monitoraggio-del-progetto
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Figure 10.2: Participation by school level.

primary school teachers (56%) at the expense of lower secondary one (27%).
It is interesting to observe the different distribution of subjects taught by the teachers

involved in the project according to the different level of school. Subjects have been classified
in two large groups: literary and scientific/technical, while informatics has been considered on
its own. Please recall (Sec. 1.4.2) that both in primary and lower secondary school generally
informatics is not an independent subject. The distribution (shown in the two charts in
Fig. 10.3) does not significantly change between the two school-years. It is a highly positive
element the fact that also teachers of literary subjects have involved themselves in bringing
computational thinking to the attention of their students.

It was asked to teachers to evaluate how useful was the activity for their students
on a 4-point Likert scale: 98% of them answered “useful” or “very useful”. It was also
asked them to evaluate how interested were their students during activities: 98% of them
answered “interested” or “very interested”. These outcomes are essentially the same in the
two school-years.

Teachers were asked to evaluate whether, in their classes, students were equally interested
by the activities irrespective of their gender, or females/males were more interested. Results,
shown in the chart in Fig. 10.4, are similar across the two school-years and exhibit an increasing
polarization when students grow up.

Similarly, teachers were asked to evaluate effectiveness of students in executing activities
with respect to their gender. Also in this case the results, shown in the chart in Fig. 10.5, are
similar across the two school-years: the older the students are, the higher is the polarization.

We think both results, hinting that informatics acceptance has a higher independence
from gender when pupils are younger, provide some support for the importance of exposing
students to it at an early age.

10.2.3 Qualitative Data Analysis

We now discuss the sentiment analysis regarding teachers’ answers to open questions.
Positive sentiments were explored by two open questions: “Describe the most positive
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Figure 10.3: Teachers’ subject distribution by school level.
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Figure 10.4: Interest by gender.

Figure 10.5: Effectiveness by gender.
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Table 10.1: Cluster distribution of positive sentiment answers

Positive factors Reasons to suggest

Cognitive 20% 26%
Motivation 32% 26%
Methodological 20% 26%
Quality 18% 9%

factors in the project” and “Provide a reason to suggest participation to a colleague”. A
total of 1,342 (resp. 1,313) answers, across the two school-years, have been provided to the
first (resp. second) question.

In a first phase, all answers were processed collectively by the three researchers involved
(among which there is the author of this dissertation), and divided if they contained more
than one concept. We thus obtained a total of 1,523 (resp. 1,551) single concept sentences.
All sentences were analysed again by the researchers to identify recurring themes, that were
found to be common to both groups of answers. These became the clusters used to classify
sentences. Finally, each single concept sentence was manually assigned to one of the clusters.
Here is the short name and description of the most relevant ones:

• Cognitive stimulation and cognitive development (promotion of awareness and com-
prehension of: computational thinking, problem solving, logical thinking, creativity,
attention, planning ability, . . . )

• Motivation and participation (motivation for learning, students interest, students and
teachers involvement, cooperation between students)

• Methodological aspects (effective outcomes, ludic learning, innovative approach for
teaching informatics, inclusive didactics)

• Quality of instructional material (well prepared, attractive, structured for gradual
learning)

In both groups (see Table 10.1) Motivation and participation is the most frequent cluster,
while also Cognitive stimulation and cognitive development and Methodological aspects
play an important role. Cluster Quality of instructional material is perceived more as a
“positive factor” then as a “reason to suggest”, which is a viewpoint coherent with teachers’
pedagogical perspective.

Other interesting answers by teachers, not included in the most relevant clusters, warrant
deeper consideration and analysis in further works. For example, some teachers stressed the
positive consequences in terms of attention improvement for students with concentration
difficulties.

Negative sentiments were first explored by means of a follow-up open question to a
yes/no question: “Have you experienced difficulties?”. Furthermore, a yes/partly/no question:
“Has the project matched your expectations?” is followed with an open question asking for
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clarifications, in case of partly or total mismatch. A total of 334 (resp. 275) answers, across
the two school-years, have been provided to the first (resp. second) question.

The lower number of answers to these questions (roughly speaking, the total number
of negative remarks is about one quarter of the total number of positive ones) can be a
clear indication of the general satisfaction of teachers with project activities. Indeed, 91% of
teachers did not report any difficulty during school-year 2015-16 (it was 88% in 2014-15),
and 84% of teachers were fully satisfied in 2015-16 (82% in 2014-15).

A first analysis of answers to the two open questions investigating negative sentiments
showed that the kind of remarks were similar. It was therefore decided to merge the two sets
and carry out a cluster analysis on the whole set, using the same methodological approach
used for positive sentiment analysis. Multiple concept answers were simplified in 786 single
concept sentences, that were manually partitioned in disjoint clusters.

We now list the most relevant topics resulting from this analysis, with a short name, a
description and its ratio in the overall distribution:

• Technical problems (34%) (Obsolete or too few devices, absent or very slow Internet
connection, . . . )

• Teacher training (18%) (Lack of personal knowledge to solve the exercises or to prepare
an adequate lesson plan with specific computational thinking learning objectives, too
little time to self-train, absence of specific training courses, difficulties with English-
written material, . . . )

• Organizational and logistic problems (16%) (Mainly lack of time to teach the material
during lessons due to an already crowded school schedule)

All these clusters point to infrastructural problems, that are independent from scientific
issues concerning informatics education.

Other clusters, with a lower ratio, can provide useful hints for actions aiming at introducing
informatics education at all school levels in Italy. In particular we found other four main
topics:

• Limitations of platform and support site (11%) (Both technical problems or lack of
features of Code.org and problems with the support site, sometimes stated as not clear
or too verbose)

• Quality/level of teaching material (10%) (Material too easy or too difficult - and so
not engaging - for the specific age level of the students)

• Curriculum and didactics (6%) (Teaching effects not clear or visible, difficulties in
integration with standard curriculum, lack of creativity in activities - often compared to
Scratch)

• Colleagues/parents involvement and support (5%) (Lack of support from colleagues
during the activities or from parents at home)
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Issues related to Curriculum and didactics are the most relevant ones to move from a
stimulus action phase to a full operational one.

A final open optional question asked for “Observations and suggestions”: most of its
answers have been positive, stressing the importance of computational thinking education
in Italian schools and showing willingness to continue activities, even proceeding in auton-
omy. The main request for improvement has been to provide the italian dubbing of videos
accompanying the courses.

10.3 Conclusions and Future Perspectives

Outcomes of project monitoring show that informatics education is a highly interesting theme
for both teachers and students and that in a short time span the proposed teaching material
has been adopted, used, and appreciated in a significant number of classes. We therefore
think that appropriateness of teaching material is a key factor to bring informatics education
in schools. Hence the project is on track to meet the goal of spreading among school teachers
more awareness of the principles, concepts and methods of informatics.

Concerning competence acquisition by students, we do not have a formal measure of their
progresses in the project, since the Code.org material does not include a set of assessment
tools. Clearly, since learning material is partitioned into very small chunks and later exercises
require having learned previous concepts and skills, progressing in courses is a good proxy
indication of actual competence acquisition. How to carry out in schools the measurement of
the acquisition of the various informatics competences is an open problem, to be tackled by
joint efforts by computer scientists and pedagogists.

Another important issue, raised by some teachers, is how to merge the “closed” teaching
paths provided by Code.org material with the need of providing more “open” venues, where
both teachers and students are able to give space to their creativity. This issue, and the
more general one whether it is better a “puzzle based” or a “project based” approach to
informatics education, is also highly debated in the research community [Resnick and Siegel,
2015].

Teachers’ answers corroborate the urgent need of teacher training in CS teaching and
CS basics as well, both because this is asked explicitly, and because we see a tendency to
recognize the value of the project more in fostering transversal competences or domain-general
higher order skills (like promotion of awareness and comprehension of problem solving, logical
thinking, creativity, attention, planning ability, motivation for learning, students interest,
cooperation) than in teaching CS core concepts.

During following years, the project evolved by taking into account some of these issues (for
example by promoting creativity contests and professional development initiatives - see 1.4.5).

Of course, the project must be seen as a facilitation, to foster a more institutional and
systemic introduction of CS in school curricula (see Chapter 7).

Finally, we found that teachers perceived that the interest in their students with respect
to gender is equally distributed in primary school, but tend to increase for boys and decrease
for girls from secondary school. This reinforces the idea that it is essential to introduce CS
from primary school, when gender stereotypes are not yet present.



Chapter 11

Conceptions and Misconceptions
About Computational Thinking and
Coding1

As seen in Chapter 1, many advanced countries are recognizing more and more the importance
of teaching computing, in some cases even as early as in primary school. “Computational
thinking” is the term often used to denote the conceptual core of computer science or “the
way a computer scientist thinks”, as Wing put it. Such term - given also the lack of a widely
accepted definition - has become a “buzzword” meaning different things to different people
(see Chapter 2).

In this chapter, we report the results of a large scale (N=972) investigation on Italian
primary school teachers, conducted in the context of “Programma il Futuro” project (§ 1.4.5).

First of all, we investigated the teachers’ conceptions about computational thinking.
Teachers have been asked to provide a definition of computational thinking and to answer
three additional related closed-ended questions. The analysis shows that, while almost
half of teachers (43.4%) have included in their definitions some fundamental elements of
computational thinking, very few (10.8%) have been able to provide an acceptably complete
definition. On a more positive note, the majority is aware that computational thinking is not
characterized by the use of information technology.

Secondly, we are aware that the CT movement has popularized the use of the term
“coding”. While computing professionals and academics tend to use it to denote a part of or
even the entire process of “programming”, policy makers, media, and some instructors often
use “coding” to indicate something new and distinct from “programming” in professional or
scientific sense (§ 2.4). For this reason, we explored teachers’ views on the terms “coding”
and “programming”, and how they are related to their ideas on “computational thinking”.
When directly asked “if coding is different from writing programs”, roughly 2 out of 3 teachers
answered “no”. Among the teachers who answered “yes”, almost 160 tried to motivate
the difference: a few of them gave admissible explanations, while the others showed various

1This chapter is based on results published by Corradini, Lodi, and Nardelli [2017b; 2018b].
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misunderstandings, which we classify and discuss. By contrast, when asked about their idea
of “what coding is”, only 4 out of 10 of the teachers explicitly linked coding to programming,
but an additional 2 out of 10 cited an information processing agent executing instructions.
The remaining part of the sample did not provide explicit or implicit links between coding
and programming.

Our investigation shows that untrained teachers hold misconceptions regarding CS and its
related terms. Given the general public and media attention on “coding” in schools, currently
taught by existing teachers - mostly not appropriately trained, professional development
actions focusing on CS scientific principles and methods are therefore a top priority for the
effectiveness of CS education in schools.

In this chapter we use the term misconception. In general, the term indicates an incorrect
view based on faulty thinking or understanding2. In Computer Science Education research
literature, the term is often used in the specific context of learning to program, and refers
to an inadequate understanding of fundamental programming concepts (see § 8.2.2; for a
complete review see Sorva [2013]). In this chapter we are not referring to such difficulties,
but rather to incorrect ideas about CT and “coding”; so we are using the term in its general
sense (like, e.g., in Denning et al. [2017]).

11.1 Purpose of the Study

Our research has two main objectives. In the first part, we investigated the knowledge level
of CT among Italian primary school teachers. More specifically, we addressed the following
research questions:

RQ1 which level of understanding do they have with respect to the concept of computational
thinking?

RQ2 how do they perceive the relation between technology and computational thinking?

RQ3 how much do they feel prepared to teach computational thinking?

In the second part, we investigated how Italian primary school teachers define coding and
which relations they see between it and programming. More specifically we addressed the
following research questions:

RQ4 how do they define coding?

RQ5 how do they perceive the relation between coding and writing programs?

11.2 Related Work

A few works investigated teachers’ conceptions about CT, computing and their relation with
IT.

2Oxford Dictionary, https://en.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/misconception

https://en.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/misconception
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Yadav et al. [2011a;b] conducted two experiments to asses pre-service teachers’ “attitudes
towards and understanding of computational thinking” and how they changed after attending
a CT module in a course of an Education major. Both a pre and a post questionnaire
were used in these studies. The first one (N=100) did not have a control group, that was
introduced in the second study (N = 294, 141 in the treatment group and 153 in the control
group). In both experiments, results showed such module was effective to influence teachers’
understanding of CT and to improve their positive attitudes toward CT and its integration
into the classroom.

Bower and Falkner [2015] conducted a pilot survey on 44 pre-service teachers, investigating
their awareness of CT, conceptions regarding the term, use of IT and pedagogical strategies
for CT development, and confidence in teaching CT.

Duncan et al. [2017] report the post-lesson feedbacks from 13 primary school teachers
(with no previous experience in teaching computer science) participating in an ongoing study
on teaching CT in New Zealand. They report about teacher confidence, level of difficulty of
the lessons, common themes emerged in the answers, and teachers’ misconceptions.

We were not able to find studies specifically investigating teachers’ ideas about the
relationship between coding and programming.

11.3 Methods

11.3.1 Instrument

As described in Chapter 10, periodical surveys are conducted in “Programma il Futuro”
project by means of on-line questionnaires collecting quantitative and qualitative data.

We investigated our research questions in this context. A questionnaire, with some
additional questions relevant to the current research, was sent in December 2016, after the
CS Educational Week, to all 24,939 teachers enrolled into the project. They filled it out
anonymously and we received 3,593 answers up to the end of January 2017.

Teachers belong to all level of schools, from kindergarten to higher secondary schools.
Some of them participated to the project for the first time in school-year 2016/2017, others
for the second or third time.

In the first part of the questionnaire, we asked teachers to complete - if they wished - the
sentence

Q1 “In my view computational thinking is. . . ”

that is we asked them to provide their definition of CT.
We also asked teachers to choose their level of agreement, on a 4-point Likert scale, with

the following statements:

Q2 Being able to use technological devices means having developed computational thinking
competences

Q3 Computational thinking competences can be adequately developed in primary schools
without using technological devices
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We finally asked teachers to grade (4-point Likert scale)

Q4 How much do you feel prepared to develop computational thinking in your students?

and to indicate the

Q5 Most important initiatives to improve your preparation

by choosing up to 3 answers among:

• training

• availability of technology

• organizational support

• methodological guidelines

• learning objectives and teaching content

In the second part of the questionnaire, we focused on teachers’ answers to the following
questions (in square brackets the actual Italian wording, to stress the fact that the word
coding is untranslated, as usual for this term in Italy).

The first one asked them to provide their definition of coding by completing:

Q6 In your view coding is. . . [Secondo te fare coding è. . . ]

The second one asked teachers to answer:

Q7 In your view is there any difference between coding and writing programs? [Secondo te
c’è differenza tra “fare coding” e “scrivere programmi”?]

and to those answering positively it was asked:

Q8 If you wish, explain why [Se vuoi, spiega perché:]

In the current study we focus only on answers from primary schools teachers who
participated this school-year for the first time (N=972).

11.3.2 Sample Description

We provide here a description of the sample, 93,7% of which are women, apparently not far
from the national value (96,4%) for primary school teachers. But this implies 6,3% are men,
which is almost the double of the national value (3,6%): this appears to be a confirmation of
the current situation where men are more attracted to computing than women.

This is the age distribution in the sample: up to 30: 8 (0.8%), 31 to 40: 133 (13.7%), 41
to 50: 415 (42.7%), 51 to 60: 374 (38.5%), 61 and more: 42 (4.3%), shown in figure 11.1.

Teaching seniority in the sample is the following: up to 2: 18 (1.9%), 3 to 5: 16 (1.6%),
6 to 10: 104 (10.7%), more than 10: 835 (85.8%), shown in figure 11.2.
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Figure 11.1: Age of teachers in years.

Figure 11.2: Teacher seniority in years.
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Table 11.1: Areas of subjects taught by teachers.

Literary 49%
Informatics 10%

Scientific/ Technical 41%

Both of them show our sample is made, to a very large extent (>80%), by mature and
experienced teachers. This grounds our findings on a reliable base of subjects, but on the
other side indicates most probably they have not received any formal or structured training in
informatics (see § 1.4.3).

See also in Table 11.1 the distribution of subject areas taught by teachers in our sample.

11.3.3 Procedures

We used a mixed methods approach, including both quantitative and qualitative analysis.

11.3.3.1 Quantitative Analysis of the First Part

We used standard descriptive statistical methods to analyze closed-ended answers (Q2 to
Q5). More specifically, we computed the frequency distribution of these answers.

11.3.3.2 Qualitative Analysis of the First Part

Among the 972 answers, we filtered out those (116) that did not provide a definition and also
those (77) that were completely out of scope (e.g.: they answered “interesting” or “useful”).

We then proceeded to identify, by reading and discussing, the conceptual categories
present in the remaining 779 definitions.

In a first phase each of the three researchers involved (among which there is the author
of this dissertation) independently analyzed the definitions and proposed a set of conceptual
categories to classify them. We used a mixed approach: some categories were defined “a
priori”, on the basis of literature (§ 2.2) and related work (§ 11.2), others were grounded
on the definitions themselves. We then met to examine the proposed sets of categories and
through discussion we agreed to a preliminary set.

We then manually assigned each answer to one or more category, if the statement either
declared CT was of the same nature as the category or stated CT had relations to or was
useful for the category.

For this process the set of answers was split in three, and each of us assigned answers
in his/her set to one or more category. During this process proposals for modifications
to categories emerged. Then we met again and jointly examined both these proposed
modifications and assignments. Through discussion, we came to agree on the final set of 17
categories (described in subsection 11.5.1) and the final assignment of each definition to one
or more category.
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11.3.3.3 Measuring CT Knowledge

To be able to measure the level of teachers’ knowledge about CT we used the following
procedure. We assigned a weight (see discussion in subsection 11.5.1) to each category
according to its relevance (in our view) for CT definition, in the light of the main definitions
known in the literature (§ 2.2). Finally, the level of an answer was computed as the sum of
weights of categories it is assigned to.

11.3.3.4 Quantitative Analysis of Second Part

We used standard descriptive statistical methods to analyze the frequencies of both actual
and relevant answers Q6, Q7, and Q8. Moreover, we used the data and the model on CT
definition of first part to analyze how the values provided by that model are distributed when
restricted to answers to questions Q6, Q7, and Q8.

11.3.3.5 Qualitative Analysis of Second Part

We filtered out answers to Q6 that did not provide a definition (e.g. “innovative”) and
answers to Q8 that did not explained the difference (e.g. “coding is a discovery”).

We then proceeded for each of the remaining relevant answers to identify, by reading and
discussing, the conceptual categories to be used for their classification.

In a first phase each of us independently analyzed the definitions and proposed, for each
question, a set of conceptual categories to classify them. We used a mixed approach: some
categories were defined “a priori”, on the basis of literature overview (§ 2.4), others were
grounded on the definitions themselves.

Secondly, we jointly examined, for each question, the proposed sets of categories and
through discussion we agreed to a preliminary set.

Subsequently, we manually assigned each answer to one or more categories, if the statement
either declared the same nature as the category or stated being relative to or useful for the
category. For this process the set of answers for each question was split between us, and we
assigned answers in our own subset to one or more categories. During this process proposals
for modifications to categories emerged.

Lastly, we jointly examined, for each question, both these proposed modifications and
assignments. Through discussion, we came to agree on the final set of categories for
each question (described in subsections 11.6.1.1 for Q6 and 11.6.3.1 for Q8) and the final
assignment of each definition to one or more categories.

11.4 Technology and Preparation Perceptions

11.4.1 Q2 and Q3: Technology and Computational Thinking

The distribution of agreement with the two statements (Q2, Q3) investigating relations
between computational thinking and technological devices are respectively shown in figures 11.3
and 11.4.
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Figure 11.3: Technological devices and CT.

Figure 11.4: CT without technological devices.
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It is positive that almost half of the teachers disagree with Q2, and just 17.1% agrees
or strongly agrees with the statement. This shows Italian primary schools teachers have a
sufficiently clear understanding that computing is not the same thing as using IT devices.
This is supported by the qualitative analysis results discussed in section 11.3.3.2. We observe
the results discussed in related studies [Yadav et al., 2011a;b; Bower and Falkner, 2015]
appear to show a much higher level of misconceptions regarding CT in teachers but we note
that those analysis were conducted on a different (smaller) sample (pre-service teachers)
operating in a different culture (USA or Australia).

A positive insight is also given by answers to Q3. In fact, only less than a quarter (21.7%)
of teachers thinks an adequate development of CT requires the use of technological devices,
while 38.0% agrees or strongly agrees with Q3. We notice however that research on transfer
(Chapter 4) and on CS Unplugged (Section 8.4.1) suggest that programming must be, at
some point, introduced.

11.4.2 Q4 and Q5: Teachers’ Preparation

Self-perception of teachers with respect to their level of preparation to develop CT competences
in their students (Q4, Q5) is shown in figure 11.5.

It is apparent that a large majority does not feel adequately prepared. This is coherent
with the fact that preparation of primary school teachers is not focused on specific disciplines
but has a broad scope and there is not a specific training program in computing for school
teachers of primary and lower secondary levels (see 1.4.3).

Figure 11.6 shows which initiatives teachers consider most important to improve their
preparation (they could choose up to 3 items). Training is by far the most chosen one, which
we feel is depending on the nature of our sample. This choice has also a rational support
in the positive training effects noted in Yadav et al. [2011a;b]. A bit more worrying, in our
view, is that slightly more than half of the teachers does not feel the need for methodological
guidelines and just one quarter considers learning objectives and teaching content important
to improve their preparation.

11.5 Q1: Teachers’ Definition of CT

11.5.1 Categories

We now describe the 17 categories emerged from our analysis. We present them in four
classes and indicate between parentheses the weight assigned to each category in a class for
the purpose of the procedure described in 11.3.3.5.

• Fundamental (+2) - these categories express elements absolutely necessary in any
definition of CT.

PSOL Problem solving: action(s) or process(es) leading to solve a problem, to reach a
goal, to face a complex situation.

MENT Mental process or tool: a cognitive ability, a mental competence.
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Figure 11.5: Teachers self-perception of their preparation.

Figure 11.6: Most important initiative to improve teachers’ preparation.
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ALGO Algorithmic thinking: devising an algorithm to solve a problem; defining an
effective method or strategy or plan; solving a problem by means of a sequence of
elementary steps.

AUTO Giving instructions/automation: instructing some agent to solve a problem;
providing a procedure to an information processing agent.

METH Using/learning informatics methods: the ability of using informatics concepts and
methods; learning informatics.

• Important (+1) - these categories express elements that are important for a definition
of CT but are not fundamental.

DECO Problem decomposition: splitting a complex problem in simpler subproblems to
solve it more easily.

LOGI Logical thinking: logical or reasoning or analytical skills.

ABST Abstraction: focusing on common characteristic of general value; reusing a solution
in other situations; devising a solution for a more general situation.

CODE Write programs: writing programs; coding.

• Part-of (0) - these categories express elements that are somehow present in definitions
of CT reported in the literature; in some sense they are not necessary for a well-formed
definition of CT.

MCOG Meta-cognition: reflecting about thinking or learning; learning to learn.

TRAN Transversal competence: e.g. fourth skill, transversal skill, life skill, useful in other
fields, of general use, useful for teaching and learning.

CREA Creative thinking: being able to find creative or original solutions to problems;
creativity.

UNIT Understanding information technology: understanding how information technology
devices work; understanding science behind IT.

LANG Programming language: a language to communicate with IT devices.

ITER Iterative development: operating by means of successive refinements, possibly
based on trial and error or testing and debugging.

• Misleading (-1) - these categories express elements whose presence in the definition of
CT takes away from a correct understanding.

THPC “Think” like a computer: act mechanically like a machine, not behaving like a
human.

UDEV Using IT: being able to use information technology devices and programs as an
end-user.
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Figure 11.7: Frequency of each category in Q1.

11.5.2 Analysis of Category Distribution

The distribution of assignments of definitions to categories is shown in figure 11.7, where
different colors code different classes (remember each definition was classified under one or
more category).

To better understand the distribution and its analysis, note that “Programma il Futuro”
website provides some introductory information3, with a discussion on the role of computer
science in the digital society and the importance of informatics as an autonomous scientific
discipline, based on Informatics Europe [2013]. It also informally describes what CT is
(“Computational thinking is a mental process for problem-solving with distinctive techniques
and general intellectual practices”)4. This may explain why two thirds of the answers identified
problem solving as an element of the definition of CT.

We note that some categories have a surprisingly high frequency relatively to their
importance (in our view) for the definition of CT: logical thinking, transversal competence, and
creative thinking. A possible motivation is that a Google query in Italian about computational
thinking returns these terms in the first few results.

Also, it is somewhat surprising the low frequency of use of abstraction to characterize

3https://programmailfuturo.it/progetto/perche-partecipare
4https://programmailfuturo.it/progetto/cose-il-pensiero-computazionale

https://programmailfuturo.it/progetto/perche-partecipare
https://programmailfuturo.it/progetto/cose-il-pensiero-computazionale
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CT, given the very strong stance taken by Wing in respect to it. We think the conceptual
difficulty inherent with the role of abstraction in informatics may explain this outcome.

11.5.3 Analysis of Answer Values Distribution

11.5.3.1 Approach

Since all definitions (with their constitutive elements) of CT considered in section 2.2, if
classified and evaluated with our procedure in 11.3.3.3, have a value of at least 8, we decided
to use this as the threshold to identify the class of “good definitions”. We also set the
“acceptable definition” threshold at 6. In fact, to reach 6, an answer must have been labeled
with categories defined in subsection 11.5.1 so that it falls within one of the following cases:

(c1) at least 3 fundamental

(c2) 2 fundamental and at least 2 important

(c3) 1 fundamental and 4 important

In other words, there is no way for an answer to be evaluated as an “acceptable definition” if
it does not have at least 1 fundamental. But 1 or 2 fundamental alone are not enough, if
they are not accompanied by a large enough number of important.

We consider all definitions whose value is 5 or less as misconceptions.

11.5.3.2 Outcome

Our procedure evaluates just 8 of the 779 answers as “good definitions”. The number of
those being acceptable but not good are 76, resulting in a total of just about 10.8% of all
answers being at least acceptable. This result appears to be correlated with the feeling of a
weak preparation reported in figure 11.5.

Also, all of not acceptable answers with a value of 5 and 96% of those with a value of 4
have at least 2 fundamental. This leads to a comforting 43.4% of answers that features the
presence of at least two fundamental components for a CT definition.

The 695 not acceptable answers (i.e., the misconceptions) are roughly evenly split among
those with a value at least 3, and those with a value less than 3: see in figure 11.8 the overall
distribution.

Moreover, we investigated the frequency with which each couple of categories appeared
in the definition. We report in table 11.2 the 27 most frequent couples with at least 2%
frequency. This table therefore shows the frequency with which (at least) both categories
have labeled answers, that is their frequency of co-occurrence. Row and column headings
appear in the same order as in subsection 11.5.1 and, to make the table more compact, not
all categories are listed.

Note that PSOL plays a leading role, which is understandable given two thirds of definitions
have received its label. A positive element is the relatively high frequency of co-occurrence
of PSOL with ALGO (22%): this can be interpreted as an evidence that that about 11%
of answers (22%-10.8%), even if not acceptable, are characterized by a sound (even if
incomplete) description of computing.
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Figure 11.8: Answer values distribution.

Table 11.2: Most frequent (%) couples of categories.

MENT ALGO AUTO METH DECO LOGI CODE TRAN CREA

PSOL 17 22 8 5 5 10 2 6 8
ALGO 4 2 4 2
AUTO 2 2 2 2
METH 4 2
LOGI 2 2 2
TRAN 5
CREA 2 3 4 2
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11.5.4 Conceptions and Misconceptions Regarding CT

Examining all the answers that are at least acceptable we observe just 29 distinct sets.
Table 11.4 on next page shows the count, the value according to our procedure in 11.3.3.3,
and the constituent categories of each set.

Table 11.3: Distinct sets and counts of not acceptable answers

Value Count Labels

. . .
4 88 PSOL, ALGO
4 51 PSOL, MENT
4 28 PSOL, AUTO

. . .
3 24 PSOL, LOGI
3 11 PSOL, DECO

. . .
2 80 PSOL

2 19 PSOL, CREA
2 11 MENT

. . .
1 67 LOGI

1 13 CODE

1 11 LOGI, CREA
. . .
0 26 TRAN

. . .

There is no example of a set belonging to case (c3), see 11.5.3.1, and just 4 lines of
the table show sets belonging to case (c2), explicitly indicated in the table, meaning the
overwhelming majority of acceptable answers belongs to case (c1).

Moreover, three different sets have a high count (marked with a * in the “Case” column):
{PSOL, MENT, METH}, {PSOL, MENT, ALGO}, and {PSOL, MENT, METH TRAN}. We think this is
a positive result since these answers are all instances of case (c1), even if many examples
in these sets are clearly molded after the information provided in “Programma il Futuro”
website.

The most frequent not acceptable answers are shown in table 11.3.
A large number of misconceptions is characterized either by PSOL alone or by its coupling

with exactly one of these categories: MENT, LOGI, DECO, CREA (first 7 lines of the table). In
all these cases a very partial view of informatics emerges, given the absence of categories
describing the information-processing agent. A similar situation happens for MENT and LOGI

(next 2 lines). This reinforces our concerns that considering CT as a subject somewhat
distinct from computing may give raise to misconceptions.
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Another misconception is shown by the relatively high count of TRAN alone (last line),
which shows the evidence of a view of CT as an instrumental discipline, not important in
itself. This is possibly deriving from attempts to convince teacher of the importance of CT
by focusing mainly on its value for other disciplines and as a general learning tool.

11.6 Conceptions on Coding

11.6.1 Q6 - Coding is. . .

A definition was present in 88% (854) of all 972 answers. Among the 118 ones which did not
provide it, 50.8% (60) did not answer to Q7 either, 24.6% (29) answered negatively with
respect to the difference between coding and writing programs while a same (by chance)
24.6% (29) answered positively (but only 2 answers contained an explanation). Among the
854 provided definitions, 7% (56) of them were not relevant (e.g., “coding is innovative”).

11.6.1.1 Categories

The qualitative analysis of the remaining 798 (=854-56) relevant answers to Q6 using the
procedure described in 11.3.3.5 resulted in 10 categories. We grouped them in two classes,
according to whether they were somewhat related to writing programs or not.

• Related: All categories here somehow “speak” about writing programs, either in a full
(PROG) or simplified (SIMP) way, or are concerned with writing algorithms (or lists of
instructions) making reference to some information processing agent able to execute
them mechanically (PROC).

PROC Specifying processes: devising an algorithm to solve a problem; providing a list of
instructions to solve a problem; making an information processing agent execute
a sequence of elementary steps

PROG Writing programs: using programming languages

SIMP Simplified programming : programming with simplified environments/ languages
(e.g.: visually, blockly); learning the basics of programming

• Unrelated: Categories in this class are not directly concerned to writing programs in
some form.

ACTI Being active towards information technology : creating computational artifacts
instead of simply using them; being able to find creative or original solutions to
problems

COLE Cognition and learning : reflecting about thinking or learning; program to learn;
learning to learn; develop/ improve cognitive abilities; a method/ approach to
teaching/learning

DECT Developing computational thinking : a way to teach/ develop/ apply CT

ENGA Engagement: doing playful/ funny/ attractive/ interesting/ inspiring activities
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Figure 11.9: Frequency of each category in Q6.

LOCR Logical/critical thinking : logical or reasoning or analytical skills; applying/devel-
oping critical thinking

PROB Solving problems: plan(s), design(s), action(s) or process(es) leading to solve
a problem, to reach a goal, to face a complex situation (including splitting a
complex problem in simpler subproblems to solve it more easily)

TRAN Transversal competence: e.g. fourth skill, transversal skill, life skill, useful in other
fields, of general use

11.6.1.2 Analysis of Category Distribution

The distribution of categories for the 798 relevant answers to this question is shown in
figure 11.9.

Category PROG, which directly relates coding to programming, is understandably the most
frequent one, but appears in only 4 out of 10 relevant answers (323/798). If only the 456
teachers answering also “no” to Q7 are analyzed, this percentage slightly increases to 43%
(194/456), a slightly positive sign that those teachers correctly relating “coding” and “writing
programs” (i.e., the “no” answers to Q7) were also better able to describe coding in terms of
programming.
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On the other side, by aggregating the answers in the related class (i.e., PROG, PROC, and
SIMP - remember each answer can receive more than one label) we obtain that 59% (469) of
answers relevant for Q6 use an expression somewhat related to programming. In the light
of the characteristics of our sample (see 11.3.2), the fact that 6 out of 10 teachers were
somewhat able to identify a correct relation between coding (which for large part of their
professional career most probably they never heard about) and programming is certainly
positive.

Also note that, given each relevant answer was assigned to one or more categories, there
is a 29% (232) of answers falling both in the related and unrelated classes. On the other side,
there was a 30% (237) of answers belonging to at least one of the related categories and
none of the unrelated ones and a 41% (329) of answers belonging to one of the unrelated
ones and none of the related ones.

The third most frequent category is PROB, that with a 24% (190) is very close to the 25%
(197) of the second one, PROC, confirming the trend emerged for CT (11.5.2), that in Italian
schools CS education is often considered as a general instrument for problem solving. The
strict relation between CT and programming is confirmed by the 17% (138) seeing coding as
a way to teach/ develop CT (DECT).

It is interesting to note that 17% (138) of teachers highlights the engagement value of
coding (ENGA) and 15% (117) sees it as an aid for teaching or developing cognitive abilities
(COLE). We think these are important elements to ensure a diffusion of computing education
in schools, although one has to pay attention they do not overshadow its core elements. The
same reasoning applies to LOCR (11%, 87) and TRAN (4%, 31).

Only a 7% (54) of teachers has remarked the importance of coding to become active
towards Information Technologies (ACTI), which is anyway positive given the question was
not investigating the role/ purpose of coding.

11.6.1.3 Relationship with CT Definition

Among the 798 relevant answers to Q6 there were 743 who also provided an admissible CT
definition.

We show in Table 11.5 how these 743 definitions are distributed according to two subsets:
one made up by all 458 answers to Q6 using terms somewhat related to “writing programs”
and the other one made up by the 285 remaining answers. The average value of the CT
definition evaluation model for all related teachers is 3.37, while for all the remaining ones is
2.62, showing a positive correlation between understanding CT and being able to properly
define “coding”.

11.6.2 Q7 - Is coding different from writing programs?

An answer was provided to Q7 by 78% (758) of the 972 teachers in the sample and 60%
(456) of them answered “no” and 40% (302) answered “yes”. Among the 214 ones which
did not provide an answer, 28% (60) did not answer to Q6 either.
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Table 11.5: Distribution of CT values of relevant Q6 answers.

value -1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

Rel. 1 16 40 105 57 149 32 47 6 3 1 0 1 0
Remain. 5 27 65 58 28 60 16 21 2 2 0 0 0 1

11.6.2.1 Relationship with CT Definition

We used the CT definition evaluation model and the related set of data in 11.5 to analyze the
distributions of values provided by such model when restricted to the two significant subsets
of possible answers to our question Q7 (namely, “yes” or “no”).

The sample of 972 answers contained 779 answers with admissible CT definitions. We
analyzed the admissible ones and found 396 “no” and 246 “yes” answers to Q7, while 137
did not answer at all. The percentage of acceptable CT definitions5 is slightly higher for the
admissible CT answers who also answered “no” to Q7 (12%, 46/396) than for those who
answered “yes” (10%, 25/246).

This shows that teachers having correctly identified that there is no difference between
coding and writing programs have performed slightly better, for what regards the definition
of CT, than those who think there is a difference. This is confirmed also by comparing the
average value for acceptable CT definitions in the two subsets of teacher having answered
“no” (avg = 6.33) and “yes” (6.12).

11.6.3 Q8 - The difference between coding and writing programs is. . .

Among the 302 answers to Q7 incorrectly stating coding and writing programs are different,
only 53% (159) explained why by answering Q8: 25 of these were not relevant, while the
qualitative analysis of the remaining 134 ones is provided in the following section.

11.6.3.1 Categories

The analysis of the 134 relevant answers to Q8 using the procedure described in 11.3.3.5
resulted in the 11 categories described below. We grouped them in three classes according to
how they described the difference between “coding” (C, in the following description) and
“writing programs” (P ). Some descriptions are tolerable while others are unacceptable. A
few are completely out-of-scope.

• Tolerable: in this class we have categories expressing admissible relations, given the
wide variety of ways in which the two terms are used in both literature and profession.

COMP - C is a part of P

EASY - C is a simplified P

5Remember that a value of at least 6 characterizes an “acceptable” CT definition
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Figure 11.10: Frequency of each category in Q8.

PROP - C is preparatory to P

• Unacceptable: categories in this class refer to wrong ways of describing relations
between C and P .

CONC - C is the conceptual part of P

GENA - C is more general/ abstract than P

LUPR - C is for playing/ learning, P is for working

• Out of scope: here we have categories which do not really address the difference but
simply refer to characteristics of C.

DEVC - C is a means to develop computational thinking

GECO - C is a general competence

LOTH - C is a means to learn other subjects

SOCI - C has a social value

SOLV - C is problem solving

11.6.3.2 Analysis of Category Distribution

The distribution of categories is shown in figure 11.10.
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In 43% (58) of relevant answers there were elements characterizing coding as simpler than
(EASY, occurring in 35 answers, 26%) or preparatory to (PROP, 23, 17%) or part of (COMP, 5,
4%) programming : we collectively denote these answers as tolerable. In 54% (72) of cases
there were elements expressing (at least one) actual (and unacceptable) misunderstanding of
the relation between coding and programming. There were 17 answers with both tolerable
terms and unacceptable ones.

We classified these misunderstandings in three unacceptable categories: both CONC

(characterizing 13 relevant answers, 10%) and GENA (25, 19%) reverse the position, expressed
in the literature (see 2.4), that considers coding as a narrower concept than programming in
the software production process. The former by assigning it a conceptual role CT is concerned
with, the latter by ascribing to coding a scope wider than the mere act of writing programs.

Answers classified as LUPR (28%, 38) have elements characterizing coding as just a “toy”
activity distinct from “the real thing”, that is programming in a professional context. Clearly,
this misunderstanding goes in the opposite direction as the two previous ones, and none of
the 134 relevant answers was self-contradictory by expressing both LUPR and (CONC or GENA).

11.6.3.3 Relationship with CT definition

Among the 779 admissible CT definitions of Section 11.5 there were 123 who also answered
to Q8, and none of these definitions has a value greater than 6 according to their model.
Also, the percentage of those receiving a value at least 6 (acceptable definition) is lower in
this subset of teachers (7%, 9/123) than in the overall set (11%, 84/779) and the percentage
of unacceptable (<6) definitions in this subset (93%, 114/123) is higher than in the overall
set (89%, 697/779).

The fact that teachers having tried to characterize a difference between coding and
writing programs were not able to provide an acceptable CT definition shows an agreement
between this research and the evaluation provided by the model in 11.5.

Figure 11.11 compares the overall distribution of values from the model in 11.5 to the
distribution of values restricted to those 159 teachers who answered Q8.

11.6.3.4 Reconsidering the Relation Between Coding and Writing Programs

Figure 11.12 shows the Venn diagram of the classification of answers to Q8 according to
the 3 classes grouping the 11 categories. A minority of the 58 relevant answers classified
in the tolerable class were also classified in the unacceptable one, but there were 41 whose
classification did not have unacceptable categories.

These are therefore teachers considering coding as distinct from writing programs, but
whose answers can be aggregated with the 456 negative answers to Q7 and removed from
the positive ones. We thus obtain a 66% (497) of the 758 teachers who answered Q7 having
an acceptably correct view of the relation between coding and writing programs.

Finally, we have also analyzed the subset of teachers whose answers to Q6 featured both a
classification as (PROG or SIMP) and as PROC: there are 71 of them. In this subset of strongly
related answers (9% of the 798 relevant answers for Q6) there are 51 (72% of the subset)
who were able to correctly relate coding to programming (in the enlarged sense described
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Figure 11.11: Distribution of CT value for Q8 answers.

Figure 11.12: Distribution of Q8 answers among classes.
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Table 11.6: Distribution of CT values for a subset of Q8 answers.

value -1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6

Tolerable-only 0 1 2 8 7 12 5 4
Unacceptable-only 0 3 5 7 4 18 7 4

in 11.6.3.2) while only 1 of them described an unacceptable difference between coding and
writing programs.

11.6.3.5 Relationship with CT Definition

Let us now define as tolerable-only answers the 41 ones classified with at least one tolerable
category and none unacceptable, and as unacceptable-only the 55 ones with at least one
unacceptable and none tolerable (see again figure 11.12).

Table 11.6 shows the values of CT definitions provided from the model in 11.5 for these
two subsets. Remember that no teacher who answered Q8 received a value greater than 6 in
the CT definition evaluation. Note that there are fewer answers in tolerable-only subset than
in unacceptable-only (39 vs 48), and teachers in the tolerable-only subset have a slightly
higher average value (3.49 vs 3.38) for the CT definition evaluation model.

11.6.4 Joint Distribution of Q6 and Q8

All the 134 teachers answering Q8 answered also to Q6. We present in Table 11.7 the joint
distribution of all answers to Q6 and those answers to Q8 classified as tolerable-only or
unacceptable-only.

Table 11.7: Joint distribution of answers to Q6 and Q8.

Tolerable-only Unacceptable-only SUM
Related 28 22 50

Remaining 13 33 46

SUM 41 55 96

In Tables 11.8 and 11.9 we present the two respective marginal distributions.
Table 11.8 shows that both a majority (68%) of relevant answers classified as tolerable-only

with respect to Q8 belong to related with respect to Q6 and a majority (60%) of relevant
answers classified as unacceptable-only with respect to Q8 belong to remaining answers
in Q6 (i.e. the subset of Q6 answers that has not been classified in any of the related
categories). This indicates a positive correlation between the capability of describing what
coding is (Q6) and the capability of providing a description of the difference between coding
and programming (Q8).
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Table 11.8: Marginal distribution of Q8 answers with respect to Q6.

Tolerable-only Unacceptable-only
Related 68% 40%

Remaining 32% 60%
SUM 100% 100%

Table 11.9: Marginal distribution of Q6 answers with respect to to Q8.

Tolerable-only Unacceptable-only SUM
Related 56% 44% 100%

Remaining 28% 72% 100%

This is confirmed also by Table 11.9, showing that both a majority (56%) of relevant
answers classified as related with respect to Q6 belong to tolerable-only with respect to Q8 and
that a majority (72%) of the remaining relevant answers to Q6 belong to unacceptable-only
with respect to Q8.

11.7 Conclusions and Further Work

Outcome of our work shows the vast majority of Italian primary school teachers has not a
sound and complete conception about CT (RQ1).

This negative finding is somewhat balanced by the evidence regarding teachers in relation
to information technology (IT). In fact, it is sufficiently clear to them that (1) computer
science and the use of IT are two distinct fields, and (2) IT devices are not absolutely needed
to develop CT competences in students (RQ2).

Thirdly, teachers feel themselves not enough prepared to develop CT competences in their
students and identify in specific training the most important initiative (RQ3).

What we reported in this chapter is only a first analysis of the situation in Italy regarding
CT in schools in relation to “Programma il Futuro”.

Moreover, we analyzed Italian primary school teachers’ ideas about coding and its
relationship with programming. Regarding RQ4, we found that only 4 answers out of 10
directly mentioned programming when defining coding. On the other hand, if we consider also
answers mentioning simplified programming environments/languages or the act of designing
algorithms or giving instructions to an executing agent in the definition of coding, the number
of good answers grows to a more comforting 6 out of 10. Answers highlighted also side
aspects of coding, often overlapping with elements more rightly belonging to CT.

For what concerns RQ5, when directly asked if there is a difference between coding and
write programs, 60.2% of them answered no. Another 5.4%, even if answered yes, gave a
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completely tolerable explanation in the light of the variety of ways the term coding is used in
different contexts, resulting in an overall 2 out of 3 teachers expressing an acceptably correct
relation between coding and programming. The others giving an explanation (half of those
answering yes) listed some characteristics of coding without really explaining the difference
or used wrong (and conflicting) motivations: coding is the conceptual part of programming,
or more general and abstract than programming, or just a toy while programming only for
professionals.

We also compared our findings with ideas our sample had about CT. We found that
teachers having acceptable ideas about it performed slightly better in: (i) describing coding
with programming-related terms, (ii) correctly identifying coding with writing programs.

Finally, when comparing coding definitions and explanations of differences between coding
and writing programs, we found that 68% of those who provided a programming-related
definition managed to provide also a completely tolerable explanation of the difference. Dually,
the vast majority of those who failed to relate coding to programming activities in its definition
also provided unacceptable motivations for the difference.

Despite being limited to Italy, our study - showing that teachers have not a clear picture
of CT and on the relations between coding and programming - can be representative of similar
situations in K-12 education of many developed countries. We plan to extend our analysis to
teachers of other school levels and to compare these results with those of teachers with more
experience in CS teaching. It would also be interesting to carry out surveys in other countries
to obtain a wider picture of the relations between misconceptions regarding CS related terms
and teacher training.

The most probable cause for the misconceptions revealed by this study is the fact that
teachers have not been appropriately trained in CS and its teaching methods. The importance
of teacher training has already been identified in other reports [e.g., The Royal Society,
2017; The Committee on European Computing Education (CECE), 2017] as a key factor
for a successful uptake of CS education in schools. These results support worries about
the fact that focusing only on a specific activity/ tool of CS (i.e., on programming) can be
harmful, especially if referring to it with a “buzzword” like coding, which takes on conflicting
meanings. In fact, our results show that such misconceptions have a high correlation with
the presence of reductive or wrong ideas about CS. On the other hand, having an appropriate
understanding of what coding and programming are is an important requirement for teachers
to be able to provide good CS education in schools. This research has shed some light on
the fact that lack of proper training joined with confusion in terminology spread by media
originated dangerous misconceptions, which may harm effectiveness of CS education actions.
We therefore recommend, when speaking about CS education, to stress the importance of CS
scientific principles and methods. As discussed in Chapter 6, it has to be clearly stated that
CS (and not CT or coding) is the scientific discipline to be taught at all school levels [Lodi
et al., 2017; Nardelli, 2019], both because it is the science underpinning the development
of the current digital society and because it provides conceptual methods contributing to a
better understanding of other disciplines. This has to be done at a communication level when
presenting and discussing CS school education initiatives, at the organizational level of CS
school curricula specification and in the context of teacher training in CS.
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Chapter 12

Studying Computer Science Does
Not Automatically Foster a Growth
Mindset1

As seen in Chapter 1, many arguments are used to advocate for the introduction of CS in
K-12 education. At the same time, as described in Chapter 5, mindset theory is also becoming
very popular among educators and researchers.

Some claims stating that studying CS can foster a growth mindset (GM) have emerged.
However, educational research shows that the transfer of competences is hard (see Chapter 4).
Moreover, very little research has been conducted on the relationship between GM and CS
learning, with conflicting results.

In this Chapter, we will report a research study in which we measured some indicators (e.g.,
mindset, computer science mindset) at the beginning and the end of a high school year in five
different classes: three CS oriented, one Chemistry oriented, and one Transportation&Logistics
oriented. In one of the CS oriented classes, we did a very brief mindset intervention.

At the end of the school year, none of the classes showed a statistically significant change
in their mindset. Interestingly, non-CS oriented classes showed a significant decrease in their
CS growth mindset.

In the intervention class, students suggested, to stimulate a growth mindset, the need for
activities that are more creative, engaging, and related to the real world and their interests.

We will report the context, methodology, and data analysis of the study. We will discuss
the results in light of previous research and point out the implications of these results and
future perspectives.

12.1 Introduction

Some claims stating that studying CS/CT/programming/“coding” can foster a growth
mindset have emerged: partially because of the popularity in educational contexts, partly

1This chapter is based on material published in [Lodi, 2019].
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because some characteristics of Computer Science - and in particular of programming (e.g.,
collaboration, iterative development, continually finding and correcting errors) - intuitively fit
well in the mindset theory. The thesis that learning computing can foster a growth mindset is
exemplified by some quotes from online educational blogs.

Not only can the process of learning to code be used to help develop a
growth mindset, there are aspects of coding that help reinforce this mindset.
[Venkataswamy, 2016]

[. . . ] its contribution to a growth mindset, is one of the reasons why debugging
is such an important part of computing education.

[Berry, 2015]

But did you know that by learning to code, you can simultaneously grow your
growth mindset in the process? [Villanueva, 2018b]2

Over three years of helping kids teach themselves computer programming, I
have decided that youth coding programs are the best way to instill a growth
mindset in another human being.

[Smith, 2016]

Posing challenging tasks such as basic coding even at the elementary level
pays great dividends and fosters a Growth Mindset among even the youngest
students. [Hallett, 2016]

Other CS Ed. researchers seem to acknowledge the problem. For example, Lewis states,
talking about growth mindset and grit, that “programming has been speculated to be uniquely
qualified to help normalize failure and thus encourage productive learning strategies” [Lewis,
2017, p. 18]. As seen in Chapter 4, and recognized by Lewis herself, research in education
tells us that transfer is difficult and unlikely to happen, especially between knowledge domains
far from one another, and especially when treating domain-general / higher-order thinking
skills.

To better understand the relationship between studying or not studying Computer Science
and mindset (and other related constructs, especially CS mindset - see Section 5.2), we decided
to conduct a study in a high school with different tracks. One track is Computer Science
oriented, while others are oriented to different technical skills (e.g., Chemistry, Logistics and
Transportation). With our experiment, we tried to address the following research questions:

RQ1 Does studying or not studying Computer Science in high school automatically influence
students’ mindset, Computer Science mindset, and other related constructs?

RQ2 Can a small explicit intervention alter students’ mindset?

RQ3 After being taught about mindset theory, what are students’ recommendations to foster
it?

2Another blog post on Mindsetworks also seems to acknowledge the opposite direction of the implication:
Having a Growth Mindset helps learning to code [Villanueva, 2018a]
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Table 12.1: Descriptive statistics of the sample

Class N Males Females Prev. exp

INF1 16 16 0 7
INF2 14 11 3 1
INF3 7 7 0 7
TRAN 6 6 0 3
CHEM 23 16 7 12
ALL 66 56 10 30

12.2 The Study

12.2.1 Participants

We conducted the experiment in four classes (third year, 16-year-old students) of a large
technological institute (in brackets we give a short code we will use to identify the classes): 2
classes of “IT and telecommunications” (INF1, INF2); 1 class mixed “IT and telecommunica-
tions” (INF3) and “transport and logistics” (TRAN) (students follow intersecting subjects
together and split when following specific subjects); and 1 class of “chemistry, materials and
biotechnology” (CHEM).

During the first two years (usually very similar, to allow pupils to change track), all
students of a technological institute should have followed some introductory computing
lessons (no more than 2-3 hours a week for one or two years), but the content varies a lot:
from the use of office suites to visual programming in Scratch to web development. We asked
students if they had already programmed, to check for potential effects.

During the third year, students in “IT and telecommunications” follow three courses
related to Computer Science and Programming (Network systems, IT project management,
Computer science) for a total of 13 hours a week. Students in “transport and logistics” and
“chemistry, materials, and biotechnology” do not follow any CS-related course.

We asked for informed consent from students’ parents, and only those who gave us
back the approved informed consent participated in the study. As the study involved a pre
and a post questionnaire, students were anonymously identified with a secret code (the
name of a color) they had to remember. We report, in Table 12.1, number, gender, and
previous programming experience of only students that completed both the pre and the
post-questionnaire. Most of the students are males, and the females are almost all from the
CHEM class. This is not surprising since technological tracks, especially those related to
mechanics, electronics, and computer science, are usually chosen mainly by males in Italy.

12.2.2 Methods

We decided to measure some constructs (some belonging to general mindset theory, e.g.,
performance vs. mastery orientation - see Subsection 5.1.1, and some specifically related
to CS mindset) at the beginning and at the end of the third year (school year 2017/2018).
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Moreover, we decided to implement a small mindset intervention in the INF1 class, halfway
through the year, to see if we could alter students’ mindset.

12.2.2.1 Questionnaire

Research on mindsets is usually conducted by asking students to rate how much they agree
(on a Likert scale, e.g., from 1 to 6) on some statements like “You have a certain amount
of intelligence, and you can’t really do much to change it” and then calculating a score
representing students’ mindset.

For traditional mindset constructs, robust and validated scales are available. We used the
wording in Dweck [2003], an Italian translation of Dweck [1999], to measure:

• Mindset, obtaining a value from 1 (fixed mindset) to 6 (growth mindset);

• Confidence in one’s intelligence, obtaining a value from 1 (low confidence) to 12
(high confidence);

• Goal choice, obtaining a value from 1 (performance orientation) to 6 (mastery orien-
tation).

To measure belief constructs related to CS, we translated in Italian scales from Sun [2015],
a Ph.D. thesis studying specifically Mathematical Mindsets, and adapted them by changing
the word “Math” to “Computer Science”3 in the original questionnaire. In particular, we
measured:

• Computer Science Mindset, obtaining a value from 1 (fixed CS mindset) to 6 (growth
CS mindset);

• Beliefs about the nature of CS, obtaining a value from 1 (CS as a fixed discipline,
where you have to learn facts, rules, give quickly the only right solution to problems)
to 6 (CS as a creative discipline, where you can learn from your errors and have many
solutions to problems);

• Identification with CS, obtaining a value from 1 (“not a CS person”, bad at CS) to
5 (“a CS person”, good at CS);

• Mastery orientation in CS, obtaining a value from 1 (performance orientation in CS)
to 5 (mastery orientation in CS).

In Appendix C.1, the full English translation of the questionnaire is reported, with details
on how the scores are calculated.

The school was unable to authorize access to students’ grades. However, we asked
CS-oriented students if their grades in CS-related disciplines decreased, increased, or remained
the same.

The questionnaire was administered to all classes in two days, one at the beginning and
one at the end of the school year, in school laboratories, through Google Forms, by this author

3Informatica, in Italian
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(who has no relationships with the school, and therefore presented himself as an entirely
external subject, to avoid the tendency to socially desirable answers given by students to
their teachers).

12.2.2.2 Intervention

In class INF1, halfway through the year, we performed a mindset intervention, attempting to
alter students’ beliefs by explicitly teaching them about growth mindset (analogously to what
Dweck and colleagues did in many experiments: see, for example, Blackwell et al. [2007]).
The intervention (a 2 hours lesson conducted by the author) was inspired by material prepared
by Khan Academy and PERTS [2014]. The lesson included4, in order:

• a discussion on what students think intelligence is, and if it could be changed;

• a discussion about a situation where they learned to do something they were not able
to do yet;

• a presentation of the Mindset theory through a table translating of the diagram
from Holmes [2016];

• a short video [Sentis, 2012] on neuroplasticity (with Italian subtitles);

• and a description by the researcher of “a situation where he overcame a struggle in
learning and learned to solve a problem” [Khan Academy and PERTS, 2014].

In the last part of the lesson, three open questions were administered through a Google
Form. Students were asked to think of a time when they overcame a struggle to learn
something and then to:

OQ1 Advise future students on how to overcome an obstacle when learning something new
[translation of question in Khan Academy and PERTS [2014]]

OQ2 Suggest what a teacher could do to stimulate a growth mindset in students [proposed
by us]

OQ3 Suggest some concrete strategies to a future CS student to succeed and not be
discouraged when facing difficulties in learning to program [inspired by Simon et al.
[2008]]

The full wording of the questions is available in Appendix C.2.

4Slides used during the lesson are available at https://goo.gl/ZcBzX1.

https://goo.gl/ZcBzX1
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Table 12.2: Internal consistency (Cronbach’s alphas)

Measure INF1 INF2 INF3 CHEM TRAN ALL

GM pre 0.86 0.90 0.66 0.70 0.89 0.83
post 0.94 0.97 0.93 0.82 0.26 0.89

CONF pre 0.62 0.87 -0.34 0.81 0.49 0.67
post 0.71 0.79 0.17 0.60 0.07 0.65

GOAL pre 0.62 0.50 -0.21 0.46 -0.19 0.46
post 0.35 0.29 -0.39 0.37 0.59 0.30

CSM pre 0.60 0.80 0.57 0.71 0.52 0.72
post 0.53 0.79 0.82 0.77 0.80 0.75

NAT pre -0.43 -0.21 0.13 -0.56 0.05 -0.08
post 0.30 0.27 0.73 -0.52 0.51 -0.01

IDCS pre 0.88 0.84 0.70 0.87 0.60 0.86
post 0.91 0.77 0.76 0.83 0.74 0.85

MAST pre -0.43 0.69 0.81 0.35 0.49 0.40
post 0.21 0.60 0.75 0.66 0.31 0.57

12.3 Results

12.3.1 Quantitative Analysis

Responses were analyzed through the statistical programming language R [R Core Team,
2013], with the packages Hmisc, pastecs, lsr, psych, dplyr.

Internal consistency was measured through Cronbach’s alpha [Nunnally, 1978] for questions
about mindset (GM), confidence in one’s own intelligence (CONF), goal choice (GOAL),
Computer Science mindset (CSM), beliefs about nature of CS (NAT), identification with CS
(IDCS), mastery orientation in CS (MAST) for pre- and post-questionnaire responses, for
each class and for the whole sample of students. Values are reported in Table 12.2.

For many measures the internal reliability is very low: it could be due to the relatively
small sample size, or to the translation/adaptation to CS of some questions, or other factors.
Note however that, in the inspiring study on mathematical mindset, even lower alpha values
were found [Sun, 2015, e.g., pp. 220-224].

We decided to explore further with the analysis of GM, CSM and IDCS, which, according
to Nunnally [1978], have acceptable (> 0.70) Cronbach’s alphas for both pre and post-test
for combined samples.

12.3.1.1 Difference Between Beginning and End of the Year

To check if studying or not studying CS had an impact, we performed statistical tests on
the difference between pre and post scores for each class and each of the three measures.
Moreover, we also performed the test for all the samples combined.

Paired samples t-test works if the differences between pre and post scores are normally
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distributed. We checked that with the Shapiro-Wilk normality test and, since often it gives
false-positive results for small samples, also checked normality graphically through QQ-plots.
Whenever we were unsure about the normality of data, we performed a non-parametric version
of the test, in particular, the Wilcoxon signed-rank test with continuity correction, that does
not require a normality assumption. When we found significant results, we also measured the
effect size through Cohen’s d for paired samples. Results are reported in Table 12.3.

Mindset decreased in INF1, INF3, CHEM, and increased in INF2 and TRAN, but in
no case was the change statistically significant. Regarding the combined samples, mindset
decreased for both CS and non-CS students, but not significantly.

Identification with CS decreased in INF classes, and increased in CHEM and TRAN, but
not significantly in any case. This reflects on the fact that it decreases for CS students
combined, and increases for non-CS students (not significantly, but with p = 0.10).

Computer Science mindset decreased, but not significantly, in INF1 and INF2, remained
stable in INF3, but decreased significantly (p = 0.02) in CHEM (with a medium effect size
d = 0.52) and decreased (p = 0.09, with a large effect size d = 0.87) in TRAN. In the
combined samples, CSM decreased, but not significantly, in CS students, and significantly in
non CS students (p < 0.01, with a medium/large effect size d = 0.59).

12.3.1.2 Difference Between Different Subgroups

To check if there were significant differences between some subgroups, we performed many
independent samples tests. In particular, we checked for differences in GM and CSM (at the
beginning, at the end, and their difference) between males and females, between students
with and without previous programming experience, and between students of CS and non-CS
classes.

To perform an independent samples t-test, both subgroups must be normally distributed
and have the same variance. All normal subgroups were checked with the F-test to compare
the two variances and were found to have the same variance. Groups that were not normally
distributed were analyzed with the Wilcoxon rank-sum test with continuity correction, which
does not require normality assumption. Results are shown in Table 12.4.

We found no statistically significant differences in mindset between any of the subgroups.
By contrast, we see significant differences in the difference between final and initial CS growth
mindset. In particular, it decreased in females more than in males (p = 0.16), decreased
much more in novices than in those with previous experience (p = 0.06) and, confirming
previous observations, decreased statistically significantly more in non-CS students than in
CS students (p = 0.03).

12.3.1.3 Correlation With Grades

To see if mindset influences CS grades, we calculated Pearson’s r between GM/CSM (pre,
post, diff) and the reported variation in grades, but did not find significant correlations, as
shown in Table 12.5.
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Table 12.4: Independent samples tests

M F
t/Wilcocxon

n 56 10
m sd m sd t W p d

GM pre 3.99 1.27 4.17 1.36 -0.39 0.70
GM pos 3.70 1.40 4.40 1.12 194 0.12
GM diff -0.30 1.40 0.23 1.37 -1.11 0.27
CSM pre 4.36 0.96 4.47 1.36 236 0.43
CSM pos 4.06 1.04 3.70 1.33 0.96 0.34
CSM diff -0.30 0.96 -0.78 0.88 359 0.16

EXP NO EXP
t/Wilcocxonn 30 36

m sd m sd t W p d
GM pre 4.07 1.21 3.98 1.35 512 0.72
GM pos 3.94 1.20 3.69 1.51 -0.76 0.45
GM diff -0.12 1.36 -0.30 1.44 -0.50 0.62
CSM pre 4.28 0.99 4.46 1.04 593 0.50
CSM pos 4.21 1.02 3.83 1.13 -1.41 0.16
CSM diff -0.08 0.91 -0.63 0.94 395 0.06 0.6

CS NO CS
t/Wilcocxonn 37 29

m sd m sd t W p d
GM pre 4.08 1.33 3.94 1.23 496 0.60
GM pos 3.78 1.53 3.83 1.17 544 0.93
GM diff -0.30 1.59 -0.12 1.12 0.52 0.60
CSM pre 4.38 0.98 4.38 1.07 0.00 1.00
CSM pos 4.14 1.08 3.84 1.10 -1.11 0.27
CSM diff -0.24 0.98 -0.54 0.92 371 0.03* 0.3

Table 12.5: Correlation between grades and mindsets

Grades

GM r sig. CSM r sig.

pre 0.04 0.80 pre 0.07 0.70
post 0.27 0.11 post 0.16 0.33
diff 0.22 0.19 diff 0.11 0.50
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12.3.2 Qualitative Analysis

We analyzed the responses to open questions from the students in INF1. Although the
questions asked them to write a letter or to give suggestions in at least five sentences, all
responses were brief and schematic. This, however, made the coding procedure straightforward:
we identified categories of advice and could easily fit answers in those categories.

We analyzed the responses (see § 12.2.2.2) of the 16 students of INF1 that also completed
both the pre and the post questionnaires.

Categories and the number of suggestions fitting in that category are reported here. Note
that many answers contained more than one piece of advice, so fit in more than one category.

OQ1 Categories - advice to future students on overcoming obstacles: put effort (4); do
not discourage (2); practice a lot (2); be convinced before choosing CS (1); take private /
extra lessons (2); ask teacher (1); decompose problems (1); ask online (1); (in the context of
video-game programming) find and remember errors early to avoid them later (1).

OQ2 Categories - suggestion for the teacher to stimulate a GM in students: make
students have fun (3); repeat things often (3); link to student interest/passion (3); limit
boring explanation/theory (2); encourage group work (2); involve students in logic reasoning
(2); deliver interactive lessons (1); avoid numeric grades (1); propose creative exercises (1);
link subject to real life (1); teach value of effort and training (1); personalize teaching (1).

OQ3 Categories - concrete strategies to overcome difficulties when learning to program:
program on your own at home constantly (9); watch online video tutorials/examples (6);
constantly study (5); have objectives/interest/ motivation regarding CS (4); believe in
yourself/ do not discourage (4); ask questions (4); pay attention during lessons (3); study the
programming language (syntax) (3); understand fundamentals (2); take notes (2); not remain
behind: concepts builds on previous ones (2); you can do everything with programming (1);
study theory (1); there are many ways to solve a problem (1); reflect on errors (1); understand
instead of learning by heart (1); break down the problem in sub-problems (1); read compiler
error messages (1); try to engage yourself by programming video games (1).

12.4 Discussion, Conclusions, and Further Work

We found (RQ1) no statistical evidence that studying (or not studying) CS for one year
automatically fosters a growth mindset in high school students. Moreover, we did not
find significant differences between males and females, students with or without previous
programming experiences, CS or non-CS students.

We see these results neither as surprising nor as negative, since they are in line with
educational research, stating that transfer is difficult between distant domains and does not
happen automatically (Chapter 4). Our results support warnings about enthusiastic claims
around CS fostering a growth mindset.

We still think some characteristics of CS can help to develop a growth mindset, but only
if teaching interventions are explicitly designed to do so (and if they leverage, for example,
on the creative and iterative nature of CS, as we have successfully shown in a preliminary
study, described in Chapter 13).
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CSEd research should also focus on the opposite implication: CS is a challenging subject,
therefore a growth mindset can be particularly important to succeed in it [Murphy and
Thomas, 2008; Lewis, 2017].

The intervention where we explicitly taught about growth mindset in one of the CS classes
(INF1) was not effective (RQ2): the average mindset of INF1 students decreased (although
not significantly) from 4.02 out of 6 to 3.33 out of 6. One of our possible explanations
is the fact that the initial discussion during the lesson really engaged students and took
much more time than scheduled, forcing the researcher to rush through the following points.
Furthermore, a shift towards a more fixed mindset was also found after a similar intervention
in CS1 courses by Simon et al. [2008]. Finally, the efficacy of this kind of intervention is
debated (see Subsect. 5.1.4).

However, INF1 students, after receiving the intervention, gave to hypothetical colleagues
coherent GM suggestions (RQ3) to overcome difficulties (put effort, ask questions, practice
regularly, and so on). Surprisingly, when asked what a teacher should do to stimulate a
growth mindset, almost no one answered with typical GM teaching suggestions (e.g., teach
explicitly about brain growth, praise effort): the vast majority advocated more creativity,
engagement, fun, connection with the real world or student passions. This is interesting
because, in other fields, the suggested approaches proved to be effective [Reid and Ferguson,
2014]. Our preliminary results on Primary Education students seem to agree with that (see
Chapter 13).

We found (RQ1) a statistically significant decrease in “Computer Science mindset” only in
students not studying CS. The decrease was higher for girls and students without any previous
programming experience. This is not desirable: if we think CS has a universal social value,
reinforcing stereotypes about a “geek gene” [Ahadi and Lister, 2013; Patitsas et al., 2016] will
be harmful and lead to a problem similar to those many students are experiencing in Math,
as international tests reveal. This adds to the evidence on the importance of introducing CS
principles for all K-12 students.

Identification with CS decreased (RQ1) in CS students, confirming what was already
observed for Math by Wigfield et al. [1991]. Its (small) increase in non-CS students is worth
further research.

This research was conducted in a high school in Italy, with 16-year-old students. To
generalize the results, it should be reproduced with different samples (different kinds of
schools, different geographic areas, different ages and previous experience, different teaching
methodologies, and so on). Items on CS beliefs were translated into Italian and adapted from
recent Math research: thus, we need validation studies and better calibration to assess CS
beliefs effectively.
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Chapter 13

Creative Computing Could Foster a
Growth Mindset1

As already discussed in previous parts of this dissertation, the introduction of CS in Pre-
University education, as early as in pre-school and primary school, raises the need for extensive
teacher training.

As discussed in Chapter 5, introductory programming courses are known to be difficult, and
some studies suggest they foster an entity theory of intelligence (fixed mindset), reinforcing
the idea that only some people have the “geek gene”. This is particularly dangerous if thought
by future primary school teachers, that can have a great impact on their students’ views on
CS.

In this Chapter, we report on an exploratory study in which we analyzed the effects of an
introductory course about Creative Computing with Scratch for Primary education students,
and observed a statistically significant increase of pre-service teachers’ growth mindset while
observing a statistically significant decrease in their computer anxiety.

The structure of the course is detailed, with particular emphasis on some characteristics
that may have determined a growth mindset increase.

Limitations of this exploratory study are discussed, and future work is depicted.

13.1 Introduction and Motivations

Since 2014, at the University of Bologna, a laboratory course on Creative Computing with
Scratch has been taught to pre-service primary teachers. During the first two years of teaching,
instructors collected oral reports from students. At the beginning of the course, many of them
reported anxiety and low self-efficacy about learning to program. Some of them described
themselves as not a computer science/technology person. On the contrary, at the end of
the course, instructors received very good feedback. Some students spontaneously thanked
them because they did not feel any more like they were not computer science people and felt
empowered to be creative with technology and to teach it to their future pupils.

1This Chapter is based on material published in Lodi [2018a]
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Based on these anecdotal pieces of evidence, we decided to explore changes in mindset
(Chapter 5) and computer anxiety (Section 13.2) before and after the fall term course of the
academic year 2016-2017. The test on mindset was replicated in the spring term course.

13.2 Computer Anxiety

Computer anxiety can be defined as “a fear of computers when using one, or fearing the
possibility of using a computer” [Sam et al., 2005], and differs from negative attitudes toward
computers. In fact, it involves a more affective response: resistance to and avoidance of
computer technology are a function of fear and apprehension, intimidation, hostility, and
worries that one will be embarrassed, look stupid, or even damage the equipment [Heinssen
et al., 1987].

Computer anxiety has been correlated with math anxiety and gender [Heinssen et al.,
1987; Maurer, 1994]. Females were found to have higher computer anxiety. By contrast,
previous exposure to computers is correlated with a low level of anxiety. As Maurer [1994]
suggests, females could have less exposure to computers than males due to stereotypes, so
previous exposure should be taken into account.

A study by Martocchio [1994] correlates computer anxiety and implicit theories. It showed
that computer anxiety decreased in participants of a basic computer training course who were
taught incremental conceptions of ability, while did not change in participants to whom fixed
entity conceptions of ability were taught.

To assess computer anxiety, the Computer Anxiety Rating Scale (CARS) was developed
and validated by Heinssen et al. [1987].

13.3 The Study

We decided to measure growth mindset and computer anxiety changes between the beginning
and the end of the laboratory course.

We decided to not teach explicitly about growth mindset or brain growth, performing
what Yeager and Walton [2011] call a “stealthy intervention”: the instructor (the author of
this dissertation) paid particular attention in avoiding explicit mentioning of Dweck’s research
and ideas in lessons/suggested reading material, to avoid influencing the subjects and to test
if creative computing and learning could influence growth mindset.

No active intervention was made to influence computer anxiety.

13.3.1 The Context

Currently, to become a pre-school and/or a primary school teacher in Italy, you have to get a
5-year (Single cycle/Combined Bachelor and Master) Degree in Primary teacher education.
When graduating, students also get a Pre-school and Primary school teaching license that
allows them to teach in Italian public schools.
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For historical and sociological reasons, in Italy, primary teachers are mainly females, and
this is reflected in the fact that Primary teacher education students are almost all females as
well (for instance, 91% in A.Y. 2016/17 in our University).

At the University of Bologna, Primary Teacher education students take a mandatory
General Education and Educational Technologies exam during the first year, and follow a
hands-on 24 hours (3 credits) Educational Technology Laboratory during the fourth year. For
that course, they can choose between several topics, from the use of interactive white-board,
to stop-motion storytelling techniques and many others, all with the aim to learn how to use
technology as a tool for effective teaching. To allow students to be supported by instructors
and to work with technologies actively, each thematic-laboratory has a maximum of 32
students. In the context of this multi-track course, since the academic year 2014-15, students
can choose the Laboratory of creative computing, to learn the basics of programming and
creative computing with Scratch. To give the opportunity to take the course to more students
(of the same academic year), the laboratory is replicated (same instructor, schedule, location,
contents) in the fall term and in the spring term.

13.3.2 The Course

The course was designed as an introduction to creative computing with Scratch (Sub-
sec. 8.3.6.1), following creative learning principles (Sec. 3.3). It was made up of 6 lessons,
4-hours each. The course plan is now described. Many activities are taken from MIT/Harvard
creative computing materials (see Subsec. 8.3.6.1).

Lesson 1

• Brief introduction to creative computing and computational thinking;

• experiments with Google Presentations: the teacher creates a shared presentation with
writing rights, then she asks students to add a new page and to write something about
themselves, putting on a photo, and so on. This activity is initially messy, but soon
students learn in a very bottom-up fashion to use the tool and to avoid modifying peers
content;

• free exploration of Scratch;

• mini challenge to make something happen with it (Scratch surprise [Brennan et al.,
2014]);

• guided tutorial to create a simple video game that contains a lot of computational
concepts2.

2A simplified version of Carmelo Presicce’s Under the sea: https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/
14759947/

https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/14759947/
https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/14759947/
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Lesson 2

• Ten blocks challenge3;

• free artistic project with just the simple hint to use the pen and looks categories blocks;

• debug exercises: students had to choose some debug exercises from Brennan et al.
[2014], remix them, find the bug and comment out how they found it and what they
did to correct it.

Lesson 3

• Witness from an invited primary school teacher using unplugged activities and Scratch
in her teaching;

• examples of Scratch projects to be used with pupils4;

• about me [Brennan et al., 2014] free project: create a project to introduce yourself and
the things you do and love.

Lesson 4

• Exploration of ProgrammaIlFuturo (Subsec. 1.4.5) / Code.org (Subsec. 1.3.1) and
comparison with Scratch: try some activities, find out pros and cons of the different
platforms and approaches;

• advanced features (cloning and webcam): try to reproduce a snowing-like behavior
with cloning and catching the clones with the hand through webcam-sensing5.

Lesson 5

• Scratch and the physical world (Makey Makey6 and Lego WeDo7) demos;

• time to work in small groups on the final project.

Lesson 6

• Public presentation of final projects: design of a teaching activity with Scratch for
Primary School in the light of creative learning’s 4 Ps (described in Section 3.3).
Students were advised to be particularly careful not to create a game or a project on
which their pupils would have been passive consumers, but rather design a creative

3https://creative-computing.appspot.com/unit?unit=4&lesson=13
4e.g. from https://scratch.mit.edu/studios/1918506/
5e.g. https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/129283065/
6e.g. the classical human chain and whack a mole: https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/43681296/
7e.g. simple sensor/motor use with Scratch described in: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qBhIcb-

Ipmw

https://creative-computing.appspot.com/unit?unit=4&lesson=13
https://scratch.mit.edu/studios/1918506/
https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/129283065/
https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/43681296/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qBhIcb-Ipmw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qBhIcb-Ipmw
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activity where their pupils should be free to create different projects but in the context
of some Primary school teaching objectives of one or more subjects.

Each student had her own PC, but they were allowed to work in pairs/small groups, to
get up and move around the laboratory and to communicate with each other. The teacher
was always available to offer help.

The laboratory was mainly hands-on: students were assigned projects with a broad theme
(e.g., a project about you) and given time to freely create with Scratch, experimenting,
getting help online or asking the instructor. Sometimes, more structured exercises were given,
but they were chosen not to be mechanical or repetitive. Instead, they were explicitly posed
as challenges to have fun with, while learning. No theoretical lectures about programming or
Scratch were given. However, some tips and quick demos, always after they worked a while
on projects or problems, were given.

Homeworks consisted of realizing other projects at home and writing a page in a shared
online notebook (Google Presentation), reflecting on difficulties, achievements, and learning
process. The instructor gave feedback as comments, and students were invited to comment
at least two of their mate’s pages each week.

An online virtual class was set up with a Google+ community, where students could
ask for help (to mates and to the teacher) and discuss. The instructor posted interesting
videos/articles and stimulated comments.

The exam was pass/fail, with no grades. At the beginning of the course, it was clearly
stated that students would have been evaluated for their effort (measured with the presence
in class, participation, shared projects) rather than on the quality of their works. The
final presentation of a group project was also mandatory to pass the exam. Students were
particularly encouraged to share their projects even if they were buggy or incomplete, and ask
for help.

All students passed the exam in both terms. Projects and journals were not graded but
were checked by the instructor, and written feedback was given.

No explicit reference to growth mindset and brain growth theories were made. However,
other growth mindset strategies (see Subsec. 5.1.2) were put in action: in particular it
was carefully paid attention to give growth mindset feedback (both oral and written in the
comments to projects or posts) and it was praised process and outcome (You worked a lot to
create that!, Very good project!) rather than the person (Bravo!, You are very good at it!).

The instructor established a good class climate, where errors were not stigmatized but
seen as a powerful tool for learning, helping students reflect on them with guided questions
rather than simply tell the solution. This was eased by the tool: as noted in Section 8.3.6.1,
Scratch helps you not be frustrated by errors and instead motivates you to figure out how to
fix your bugs. Scratch tinkerability also helped to encourage students not to give up, moving
forward by trial and error, and feeling empowered by their learning and successes.

13.3.3 Data Collection

An identical survey was administered at the beginning (pre-survey) and at the end of the
course (post-survey). It was divided into two sections (Growth Mindset and Anxiety) in the
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fall term course, while had only the Growth Mindset section in spring term one.

The first section was intended to assess students’ mindset through the Implicit Theories
of Intelligence Scale (see Appendix D.1.1 for the full scale). Similarly to the shorter version
used in the study reported in Chapter 12, it included eight Likert-type items [Dweck, 1999,
p. 285]. Students were asked to rate from 1 (completely disagree) to 6 (completely agree)
eight statements about intelligence (in Italian in the survey), four reflecting an incremental
theory, like No matter who you are, you can significantly change your intelligence level and
four reflecting an entity theory, like You have a certain amount of intelligence, and you can’t
really do much to change it. During the analysis, the latter were reverse-scored, so that high
points were associated with a growth mindset, while low points with a fixed mindset.

The second section was intended to assess student’s anxiety through the Computer Anxiety
Rating Scale (see Appendix D.1.2 for the full scale). It included nineteen Likert-type items,
proposed by Heinssen et al. [1987] (we translated in Italian the slight variation of the original
statements proposed by Sam et al. [2005]). Students were asked to rate from 1 (completely
disagree) to 5 (completely agree) proposed statements (in Italian in the survey), half of
them reflecting a high anxiety (like I have avoided computers because they are unfamiliar
and somewhat intimidating to me or I do not think I would be able to learn a computer
programming language) while half of them reflecting a low level of anxiety (like Learning to
operate computers is like learning any new skill, the more you practice, the better you become).
During the analysis, the latter were reverse-scored, so that high points were associated with
high anxiety, while low points with low anxiety.

The pre-survey was administered right at the beginning of the fall term course, when
students knew only the title and a very brief description of the course from the website. The
post-survey was administered at the end of the course. Five weeks passed between the two
administrations.

The questionnaires were anonymous, but answers of the same subject to pre and post-
questionnaire were linked with a randomly generated code unknown to the researcher. The
questionnaires were administered with a Google Form.

This process was repeated for the spring term course, but with mindset questions only.

A total of twenty-three students (N = 23), all females, aged from 21 to 29 (M = 23,
SD = 1.95, MODE = 22) completed both the pre-survey and the post-survey of the fall
term course.

Moreover, a total of twenty students (N = 20), all females, aged from 22 to 28
(M = 23.05, SD = 1.82, MODE = 22) completed both the pre-survey and the post-survey
of the spring term course.

13.4 Data Analysis and Results

The data were analyzed with the R programming language [R Core Team, 2013].
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Figure 13.1: Distribution of growth mindset levels before and after fall and spring term course

13.4.1 Growth Mindset

For each subject, the initial and final growth mindset level was calculated. The growth
mindset level is a value from 1 (fixed mindset) to 6 (growth mindset), calculated as the mean
of the eight answers (with entity items reverse-scored, as stated) of each subject.

A paired-samples t-test was conducted to compare growth mindset at the beginning and
at the end of the fall term course. There was a statistically significant difference in the
mindset scores between the pre-test (M = 4.62, SD = 0.78) and the post-test (M = 4.90,
SD = 0.76): t(22) = −2.35, p = 0.028 (< 0.05). In particular, growth mindset has increased
from the beginning to the end of the course. (see Fig. 13.1, where mean GM of all subjects
is represented as a black diamond).

Moreover, a paired-samples t-test was conducted to compare the growth mindset at the
beginning and at the end of the spring term course. Again, we found a statistically significant
increase in the mindset scores between the pre-test (M = 4.08, SD = 0.80) and the post-test
(M = 4.44, SD = 0.83): t(19) = −2.50, p = 0.022 (< 0.05) (see Fig. 13.1).
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Figure 13.2: Distribution of anxiety levels before and after fall term course

13.4.2 Computer Anxiety

For each subject, the initial and final computer anxiety level was calculated. Anxiety level
is a value from 1 (low anxiety) to 5 (high anxiety), calculated as the mean of the nineteen
answers (with some items reverse-scored, as stated) of each subject.

A paired-samples t-test was conducted to compare computer anxiety at the beginning
and at the end of the course. There was a statistically significant difference in the anxiety
levels at the beginning (M = 2.04, SD = 0.58) and at the end (M = 1.85, SD = 0.60):
t(22) = 2.98, p = 0.007 (< 0.01). In particular, computer anxiety has decreased from the
beginning to the end of the course (see Fig. 13.2).

13.4.3 Data Validity

All answers showed acceptable or high internal consistency [Nunnally, 1978], as reported in
Table 13.1.

To be valid for a paired t-test, the distribution of the differences between the two related
values of each subject should be approximately normally distributed. Differences from both
growth mindset and anxiety scores passed the Shapiro-Wilk normality test, or the Wilcoxon
signed rank test with continuity correction.
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Table 13.1: Internal consistency of answers

Dataset Cronbach’s alpha

Growth Mindset (pre-surv. fall) 0.86
Growth Mindset (post-surv. fall) 0.86
Growth Mindset (pre-surv. spring) 0.76
Growth Mindset (post-surv. spring) 0.90
Anxiety (pre-survey) 0.90
Anxiety (post-survey) 0.92

Finally, both measures are resistant to test-retest [Heinssen et al., 1987; Dweck et al.,
1995].

13.4.4 Limitations of the Study

Since it is a pre-experimental design, this study is afflicted by some limitations. In particular,
there is no control group, and so we don’t know if the course is the only or the main cause
of the difference between results, or if external factors may have intervened; as a positive
observation, anyway, both fall and spring groups registered a statistically significative increase
in mindset.

Moreover, the sample was relatively small and not randomized: it was made up of students
that decided to attend the class.

Finally, responses on the post-questionnaire may have been influenced by the experience
of taking the test itself.

13.5 Discussion, Conclusions, and Further Work

Despite the limitations of the study, we found a statistically significant increase in participants’
growth mindset (result replicated in the following identical course) and a statistically significant
decrease in participants’ computer anxiety.

The initial growth mindset was already high. From one side, this is not surprising, as, in
their education studies, students most probably (and hopefully) have been exposed to the
idea that intelligence is not a fixed trait. This is confirmed by the fact that Education is a
field whose only a small percentage of practitioners believe that innate talent is the main
requirement for success (while CS has a much higher percentage, for example) [Leslie et al.,
2015]. However, this clearly contrasts with oral reports about their low confidence collected
at the beginning of the course. As seen, researchers think one can have different mindsets
in different areas: probably, these students have a high growth mindset in general, but hold
fixed ideas about CS in particular. Very recent studies also questioned the adherence between
questionnaire scores and students talking or behaviour [Gorson and O’Rourke, 2019]. Another
problem is the high “social desirability” of the answers: even though questionnaires were
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anonymous, it is not easy to admit (especially in the context of a University course) that you
think you are not able to learn something.

More surprising is students’ medium/low initial anxiety. This may be due to their young
age: they grew up in a world where technologies are everywhere, so they rapidly get used
to them. It may be the case to construct an updated anxiety scale, which considers this
diffusion and tests anxiety about more profound skills related to CS/CT rather than computers
themselves. It would also be interesting to measure CS self-efficacy.

Many mindset interventions explicitly teach about brain growth to influence self-theories
about intelligence. Even though we recognize this can be important, we aimed to foster
a growth mindset mainly with teaching innovations and fundamental aspects of computer
science.

The aim of our exploratory study was mainly to test whether our insights about CS,
creative computing, and growth mindset were correct. Now we have to:

• design a proper experiment to confirm these preliminary data;

• investigate more deeply what factors of our approach (both the CS-specific ones and
those more connected to creative learning and computing) were the most significant
to foster a growth mindset: we believe that instructor’s feedback, focus on iterative
approach, debug, trial end error, open projects, and engaging exercises were crucial;

• investigate specific computer science mindset, both with ad-hoc scales and with other
inquiry methods like interviews and direct observations;

• reconcile the focus on creative learning with the importance of teaching domain-specific
CS core concepts, which is one of the important points this whole thesis makes.
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Chapter 14

Conclusions

14.1 Results

In this thesis, we considered historical, epistemological, pedagogical, cognitive, and affective
aspects that can have positive or negative effects on the introduction of CS in K-12 education.

As briefly anticipated in the Introduction, we found support for important claims regarding
these aspects, bringing contributions to CSEd research.

CS should be introduced in K-12 education as a tool to understand and act in
our digital world, and to use the power of computation as a tool for thinking and
meaningful learning. CT is the (important) conceptual sediment of that learning.
We designed a curriculum proposal in this direction. We analyzed some of the most
important definitions of “computational thinking” proposed in the literature, finding that
they share a lot of common elements of very different natures (Chapter 2). Some are mental
processes (e.g., problem solving, problem decomposition, abstraction, logical thinking) or
transversal competences (e.g., tolerance for ambiguity, perseverance) that resonate with
the current narrative on the importance of the 21st-century skills, and are probably even
one of the reasons of the widespread of CT in education. This is confirmed by large scale
qualitative study we conducted (Chapter 10), showing that teachers mainly find value in
introducing CS/CT in schools for reasons like promotion of awareness and comprehension of
problem solving, logical thinking, creativity, attention, planning ability, motivation for learning,
students interest, cooperation.

However, reviewed educational research warns about the transferability of this kind
of higher-order thinking skills between disciplines, and some even doubt their teachability
(Chapter 4).

Moreover, putting too much focus on this aspects risks to dilute the fundamental concepts
that distinguish CS from other disciplines (e.g., the presence of a precise external executor
that solves problems following provided algorithms, the possibility to describe and execute
abstractions through specific languages, the possibility to simulate worlds, and so on). The
definitions of CT contain many elements directly linked to CS methods (e.g., automation,
data analysis, evaluation) and programming practices (e.g., iterating, debugging). However,
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the vast majority of teachers we polled fail to include references to these CS specific aspects
in their definition of CT (Chapter 11).

At the same time, a historical analysis (Chapter 6) of the original context in which
the expression CT was firstly used (the constructionist approaches for teaching sciences
with LOGO programming language) shows a similar path. Simplistic claims (rebutted by
experimentations) on learning to program automatically improving (general) thinking skills
overshadowed the powerful ideas behind the approach: using programming as a meta-tool for
learning by constructing meaningful artifacts and directly experimenting in the conceptual but
interactive worlds we can create with computers. Based on this historical and philosophical
research, we argue that the introduction of CS in K-12 should be motivated more by the need
of understanding and being active participants in the digital world we live in, both through
the acquisition of a CS “disciplinary way of thinking” and through the use of the unique
interdisciplinary power of CS expressive tools, rather than advocating not proved claims about
transfer of these competencies to domains very far from CS.

Moreover, these argumentation forms the basis for an Italian curriculum proposal (Chap-
ter 7), encompassing CS core concepts like algorithms and programming, together with
objectives to teach CS as a powerful personal expressive medium.

The use of expressions like “computational thinking” (which is useful to make clear
that we are not talking about digital literacy) and “coding” can cause misconcep-
tions and partial understandings between non-specialist teachers, often focusing on
unverified claims about transfer to general thinking skills, hence in need of specific
training, both on pedagogical aspects and, first of all, on CS disciplinary content.
Teachers’ responses in our questionnaires (Chapter 11) seems to confirm that use of term
“computational thinking” is useful in clarifying that we are not advocating for teaching how
to use technology (while the term “Informatics,” at least in the Italian school system, was -
and still is - often associated with training in ICT literacy).

As already mentioned, however, non-specialist teachers tend to retain only the more
domain-general aspects and forget the fundamental CS-specific core concepts.

The same can be said for the buzzword “coding” to indicate CT activities, that creates
misconceptions (e.g., teachers considering it “more abstract and general than programming”
or, conversely, “toy programming”) and risk to turn CT away from its CS specific nature.

This is why it is fundamental (and advocated by teachers themselves) to provide specific
training initiatives that focus not only on pedagogical knowledge, but also on CS disciplinary
content knowledge, necessary to fully appreciate CS big ideas.

Programming practices, teaching tools like visual programming environments, and
unplugged activities have some intrinsic constructivist and constructionist character-
istics (e.g., visualization, sharing and remixing, creative construction of interactives,
concept reconstructions, personalization, use of the body) that can be used to facil-
itate CS learning, as shown with activities examples. Constructivist teaching, despite
some harsh criticisms, is one of the most advocated paradigms in today’s education (Chap-
ter 3). Educational research seems to point out that, if carefully designed and delivered (by
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providing optimal guidance and scaffolding, and finding the right time to “tell” students what
they need to know - e.g., when they feel the need after personal exploration and struggle),
constructivist approaches have positive effects on students retention, motivation, and transfer.

We argue (Chapter 8) that programming has an intrinsically constructionist nature (it
involves the creation of a sharable artifact). Moreover, modern visual environments like Scratch
provide cognitive-constructivist characteristics (e.g., personification, visualization of the
underline “notional machine”), social-constructivist characteristics (focus on sharing, remixing,
collaborating on projects) and constructionist characteristics (engagement and motivation
to creatively build meaningful artifacts). Analogously, unplugged activities (those not using
a computing device) provide constructivist aspects (e.g., re-discovery of algorithms and
solutions) and - despite clearly differing - also constructionist ones (e.g., kinesthetic approach
to teaching complex abstract ideas). We note, however, how transfer from unplugged activities
can happen only when concepts are explicitly linked with actual implementations through
“plugged” activities. Moreover, iterative methodologies like agile software development share
elements with the incremental approaches for creatively learning computing.

In light of these observations, we produced lesson plans using a “unplugged+plugged”
approach (Chapter 9). We designed unplugged activities that induce students to construct
fundamental CS and programming concepts personally, and then linked what they learned to
plugged activities with the visual programming language Scratch, providing both open-ended
creative experiences and more scaffolded activities to learn Math concepts. The activities are
examples of how to teach for the objectives we indicated in our curriculum proposal.

Like other general skills, growth mindset is not automatically fostered by learning
CS. Worse, not studying CS can foster fixed beliefs about CS ability. A growth
mindset could, however, be fostered by creative computing activities, leveraging on
the constructivist aspects of CS. We found (Chapter 12) that malleable beliefs about
one’s abilities (growth mindset) are not automatically fostered by studying CS in high school.
Moreover, not studying CS can foster fixed beliefs about CS ability, which is not desirable
since we value CS as a subject that everyone should learn.

However, a creative learning approach to teach computing can be effective in increasing
malleable views of intelligence in pre-service primary teachers (Chapter 13).

Finally, more active, creative, engaging, constructivist and constructionist approaches
(sharing elements with CS, as seen) are advocated by high-school students as methodologies
that teachers should follow in order to foster their growth mindset.

14.2 Limitations

As a general limitation, this work can be seen as a bit unbalanced on the “debunking” side,
showing that many common-sense ideas about computational thinking and transfer are not
backed by science. This is mainly an effect of the intense outreach and training activities
the author carried out before and during his Ph.D., that exposed him to a lot of that ’gray
literature’ like school blogs and educators online groups. That is how most of the teachers -
not used to read scientific articles - find their source of information, and this subsequently
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informs their teaching. Much worse: also politics (at least in Italy) often falls in these traps.
It is, therefore, the duty of academics, possibly holding experience both in the CS disciplinary
content and in pedagogical issues, to pave the way for a successful introduction of CS in
K-12.

Active, creative, and constructive approaches, sharing elements with CS and probably
having good effects on learning, transfer, and mindset, seem good candidates to explore
further. This should be tested with small, focused action research, and then on a larger scale,
also as a way to validate our proposed curriculum.

Studies on teachers’ sentiment and misconceptions have a large sample, which, however,
was not randomly selected: it is made up of people that, for any reason, are taking part in the
Programma il Futuro project. Despite the fact that these subjects should be more conscious
and aware of CT related topics, our results on their conceptions about CT and coding are
not so encouraging. We suspect that teachers not interested in the project (and, we could
infer, not interested in teaching CS in schools) could perform even worse.

The study on mindset between high school students did not consider teaching methodolo-
gies, that, research tells us, can have an impact on mindset.

Finally, the study on pre-service teachers is a pre-experimental design. Despite giving
(repeated!) positive results, it should be re-implemented with a focus on the specific CS
mindset. Moreover, since it was used a very open teaching methodology (creative learning),
we need to assess what CT / CS core concepts students learned. This is not easy, because
there is no agreement on what and how to assess with respect to CT learning objectives.

14.3 Future Work

There are a lot of possible paths to follow from these results.

It is fundamental to find proper ways to train teachers in both Content Knowledge
and Pedagogical Content Knowledge about CS, to address their misconceptions. Finding
and addressing misconceptions about terms like “computational thinking” and “coding” is
important, to be sure the effort of introducing CT in K-12 education is made in the direction
supported by the scientific community. However, it is also essential to focus on student
learning outcomes concretely.

This is why another crucial point is to design activities that can address CS learning
objectives, while maintaining an active, open, creative, constructivist, and constructionist
approach, keeping together Wing’s CT and Papert’s CT. These activities must be objectively
evaluated, and this poses many problems, for example, finding evaluation instruments and
research methodologies suitable for such open-ended activities.

Learning tools are another area of research: for example, visual versus textual languages,
and the transition between the two (possibly also mediated by new paradigms like “frame-
based” programming).

Moreover, it is crucial to conduct studies on the relationship between modern environments
and transfer of learning (from CS to near or far domains), both to verify (or falsify) the still
very open hypothesis, and to design and test explicit ways of fostering transfer.
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For what concerns mindset studies, it is necessary to find suitable instruments (validated,
soundly translated) and tools to measure “CS growth mindset” accurately. These instruments
should not be based only on self-reported levels of mindset (since these instruments have
been recently questioned) but also on observable behaviors during programming activities
(e.g., deleting all the code instead of trying to find the bug). This could then be useful to
give growth mindset oriented feedback to users during their programming activity, and also
to give them context-dependent hints about strategies they can adopt (the problematic part
in fostering a growth mindset).
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Appendix A

Other CT Definitions and
Classifications

Partially following the review from Juškevičienė and Dagienė [2018, pp. 269-271], we report
definitions or categorizations exisiting main components/skill/characteristics of CT found in
recent literature.

Grover and Pea [2013] reviewed CT literature, assumed the Aho-Cuny-Snyder-Wing
definition and agreed that the following elements are accepted in literature:

• Abstractions and pattern generalizations (including models and simulations)

• Systematic processing of information

• Symbol systems and representations

• Algorithmic notions of flow of control

• Structured problem decomposition (modularizing)

• Iterative, recursive, and parallel thinking

• Conditional logic

• Efficiency and performance constraints

• Debugging and systematic error detection

Selby and Woollard [2013], in a widely referenced Technical Report, examined a number
of CT definitions, and argued that the most relevant and useful elements are:

• thought process,

• abstraction,
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• decomposition,

• algorithmic thinking,

• evaluation,

• generalization.

Juškevičienė and Dagienė [2018], after reviewing many definitions, from Papert to those
proposed up to 2017, found eight CT component groups.

• Data analysis & representation

– Data collection

– Data analysis

– Data representation

– Generalisation

– Patterns finding

– Drawing conclusions

• Computing Artefacts

– Artefact development

– Artefact designing

• Decomposition

– Breaking into parts

• Abstraction

– Details suppression

– Modelling

– Information filtering

• Algorithms

– Sequence of steps

– Procedures

– Set of instructions

– Automation

• Communication & collaboration

– Communication
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– Collaboration

– Computational analysis

• Computing & Society

– Computing influence

– Computing implication

– Computing concepts

• Evaluation

– Evaluation

– Correction

Weintrop et al. [2016] proposes a “definition of computational thinking for mathematics
and science in the form of a taxonomy consisting of four main categories: data practices,
modeling and simulation practices, computational problem solving practices, and systems
thinking practices.”

From a literature they start with an initial set of activities:

1. Ability to deal with open-ended problems

2. Persistence in working through challenging problems

3. Confidence in dealing with complexity

4. Representing ideas in computationally meaningful ways

5. Breaking down large problems into smaller problems

6. Creating abstractions for aspects of problem at hand

7. Reframing problem into a recognizable problem

8. Assessing strengths/weaknesses of a representation of data/representational system

9. Generating algorithmic solutions

10. Recognizing and addressing ambiguity in algorithms

After that, by analyzing CT activities for math and science, propose the “Computational
thinking in mathematics and science taxonomy”.

• Data practices:

– Collecting Data

– Creating Data
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– Manipulating Data

– Analyzing Data

– Visualiging Data

• Modeling and simulation practices:

– Using Computational Models to Understand a Concept

– Using Computational Models to Find and Test solutions

– Assessing Computational Models

– Designing Computational Models

– Constructing Computational Models

• Computational problem solving practices:

– Preparing Problems for Computational Solutions

– Programming

– Choosing Effective Computational Tools

– Assessing Different Approaches/Solutions to a Problem

– Developing Modular Computational Solutions

– Creating Computational Abstractions

– Troubleshooting and Debugging

• Systems thinking practices:

– Investigating a Complex System as a Whole

– Understanding the Relationships within a System

– Thinking in levels

– Communicating Informations about a System

– Defining Systems and Managing Complexity

Shute et al. [2017] provide, after an extensive literature review, a very general definition
of CT: “the conceptual foundation required to solve problems effectively and efficiently (i.e.,
algorithmically, with or without the assistance of computers) with solutions that are reusable
in different contexts.”. They then recognize the following categories and subcategories, giving
explainations that are quite general far from CS.

• Decomposition

• Abstraction

– Data collection and analysis

– Pattern recognition
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– Modeling

• Algorithms

– Algorithm design

– Parallelism

– Efficiency

– Automation

• Debugging

• Iteration

• Generalization

Kalelioğlu et al. [2016] view CT as a “complex higher-order thinking, skills may require
to use the power of human cognitive ability and embrace the support of machines to think
and solve problems.” They propose a “Framework for Computational Thinking as a Problem-
Solving Process”.

1. Identify the problem

• Abstraction

• Decomposition

2. Gathering, representing and analysing data

• Data collection

• Data analysis

• Pattern recognition

• Conceptualising

• Data representation

3. Generate, select and plan solutions

• Mathematical reasoning

• Building algorithms and procedures

• Parallelisation

4. Implement solutions

• Automation

• Modelling and simulations

5. Assessing solutions and continue for improvement
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• Testing

• Debugging

• Generalisation

Krauss and Prottsman [2016] define1 CT as using thinking patterns and processes to
pose and solve problems or prepare programs for computation. Lessons plans are given for
the following categories:

• Decomposition (data analysis)

• Pattern matching (data visualization)

• Abstraction (data modelling, pattern generalization)

• Automation (algorithm design, parallelization, simu- lation)

College Board [2017] proposes a CT framework for AP CS Principles course, propsoing
six practices:

1. Connecting Computing

• Identify impacts of computing.

• Describe connections between people and computing.

• Explain connections between computing concepts.

2. Creating Computational Artifacts

• Create a computational artifact with a practical, personal, or societal intent.

• Select appropriate techniques to develop a computational artifact.

• Use appropriate algorithmic and information management principles.

3. Abstracting

• Explain how data, information, or knowledge is represented for computational use.

• Explain how abstractions are used in computation or modeling.

• Identify abstractions.

• Describe modeling in a computational context.

4. Analyzing Problems and Artifacts

• Evaluate a proposed solution to a problem.

• Locate and correct errors.

1As cited in Juškevičienė and Dagienė [2018, pp. 270]
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• Explain how an artifact functions.

• Justify appropriateness and correctness of a solution, model, or artifact.

5. Communicating

• Explain the meaning of a result in context.

• Describe computation with accurate and precise language, notations, or visualiza-
tions.

• Summarize the purpose of a computational artifact.

6. Collaborating

• Collaborate with another student in solving a computational problem.

• Collaborate with another student in producing an artifact.

• Share the workload by providing individual contributions to an overall collaborative
effort.

• Foster a constructive, collaborative climate by resolving conflicts and facilitating
the contributions of a partner or team member.

• Exchange knowledge and feedback with a partner or team member.

• Review and revise their work as needed to create a high-quality artifact.

Denning and Tedre [2019] proposed the following definition:

Computational thinking is the mental skills and practices for

• designing computations that get computers to do jobs for us, and

• explaining and interpreting the world as a complex of information processes.
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Appendix B

Proposal for a national Informatics
curriculum in the Italian school

This appendix is the full English version of the report by Nardelli, Forlizzi, Lodi, Lonati,
Mirolo, Monga, Montresor, and Morpurgo [2017].

It is reported here mainly as a way to quickly reference to objectives.

B.1 Foreword

This proposal of the Italian academic Informatics1community aims at contributing to the
development of Informatics education in the primary and secondary school in Italy.

The role of Informatics in school curricula is currently a topical issue of the education
policy all over the world. In the US, the 2015 the “Computer Science for All” initiative puts
Computer Science in schools on a par with other scientific and technological fields. In the
UK, starting from s.y. 2014-15 Computing is a mandatory subject for all instruction levels.
Similar démarches are under way in several other countries.

This document is the outcome of a long process, promoted by the Italian Informatics
community, but that has also benefited from important contributions of pedagogists and
experienced school teachers who took part in the discussion. For convenience, the proposal
was drafted according to the model of related Italian Ministry of Education, University and
Research (MIUR) documents reporting curricular indications. In addition, it attempts to
explain as clearly as possible our cultural and scientific standpoint.

On the one hand, according to our community’s view, Informatics is an independent
scientific discipline that provides the concepts and the languages necessary to understand
and to fully participate in the digital society. On the other one, it is a cross-disciplinary field
that offers an additional point of view to interpret phenomena and to approach problems.

We are nevertheless aware that the current outcome is just the first step of a long journey
and that our task cannot yet be considered as accomplished. Further opportunities for

1In the translation of the proposal, the term “Informatics” was preferred, since it is closer to the italian
“Informatica”. See the terminological note in the Introduction.
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discussion with teachers, experts in education and people in charge of school policies are still
necessary, hence we are ready to continue our dialogue and cooperation with all of them.

B.2 Preamble

Informatics, the science of computing, will have an ever growing impact on production,
economy, health, science, culture, entertainment, communication and society in general.
Several of the innovations we are currently witnessing can be ascribed to the remarkable
advances in this discipline, which has gained autonomy as a science with its peculiar ways of
thinking, of interpreting the world, as well as of approaching problems.

While we are experiencing a rapid evolution of digital devices and of their applications,
the scientific foundations of Informatics are nevertheless firmly rested on a homogeneous
range of concepts, methodologies and skills.

In order to cope with the ubiquity of information technology, all citizens must learn the
foundations of Informatics and acquire the conceptual tools necessary to understand the logic
and the processes underlying the digital world in which they are immersed and on which the
quality of their life will depend.

Abstraction, planning and accuracy are essential traits of the problem solving approach in
the Informatics field, that foster the development of critical thinking and provide helpful keys
to understand complex systems. Whatever their interests and future vocation, all students
need to practice these competencies in order to be able to create with, and not merely make
use of, the digital technologies.

The instructional program starts from primary school and is organized into three main
learning stages.

In the first stage (primary school) students are encouraged to “ask questions,” as well as
to “discover” in their everyday life and to “explore” some basic ideas of Informatics. They can
be engaged either in “plugged,” i.e. implying the use of computing devices, or “unplugged”
activities, i.e. without using digital technologies, possibly by drawing inspiration from the
history of such ideas.

In the second stage (lower secondary school) students are expected to grow in autonomy.
To achieve this educational goal, they have to learn more about the organization of data and
the concept of algorithm; moreover, they should be offered opportunities to develop abstract
thinking and to acquire new specific as well as cross-disciplinary competencies. In particular,
programming tasks can play a key role in this respect.

The first two stages lay the foundations for mastering the concepts and for enhancing the
competencies at the core of the third stage (upper secondary school), at the end of which
students should be able to model problems and to design algorithms.

Whatever the school level, the teaching of Informatics can, by its nature, be approached
through active learning methods, teamwork and laboratory activities (including “unplugged”
activities). Programming projects, possibly integrating or re-using third-party products, as
well as the reasoning to justify program correctness are crucial to the development of creativity,
critical thinking, and therefore personal autonomy.
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Informatics is often misrepresented as the mere use of digital technologies, but this is a
distorted view. By contrast, advances in this knowledge field foster new and meaningful ways
to observe, understand and act on the world around us. The general term “computational
thinking” is commonly used to refer to these new ways of characterizing natural systems
(e.g. living systems) as well as artificial systems (e.g. networks of social relations). To be
able to take a thorough “computational thinking” perspective, students need an adequate
Informatics education.

Data, information, computation, algorithm, computing machine and formal language are
key unifying concepts of the discipline. Although such concepts were already known, to some
extent, before the birth of Informatics as an independent field, they have been significantly
clarified and deepened precisely because of the major role they play in Informatics.

In addition to its conceptual tools, Informatics provides us with a wide range of method-
ological tools that enable us to model and to master the complexity of the faced problems
faced. This conceptual and methodological baggage is also fundamental for a purposeful and
creative use of information technology.

Thus, essential aims of an Informatics curriculum are to develop students’ ability: to
collect, represent and organize data; to conceive algorithms; to model problems; to reduce the
complexity of a problem by breaking it down into smaller parts that are easier to approach;
to think at multiple levels of abstraction; to identify recurring patterns; to reuse available
solutions for solving similar problems; to describe data, problems and solutions in abstract
(artificial) languages.

As Duchâteau [1992] pointed out, Informatics is a relentless endeavor to disclose meaning
from form and to confine meaning within form. Moreover, the conceptual understanding of
the scope of its tools revealed, according to Mazoyer [2005], the “miracles” that combining
a large number of times a small set of elementary operations can achieve a huge potential;
that this potential is not specific to some particular type of operations; that the related limits
can be expressed and understood formally.

The major goal of the curriculum is to give all students the opportunity to develop basic
competences in informatics. In particular, at the end of compulsory school each student
should be able:

• to understand and to apply basic concepts and principles of the field;

• to tackle problems by means of the tools and methods of Informatics;

• to analyze problems by devising formal representations, by designing algorithmic solutions
and by coding the algorithms in a programming language;

• to evaluate the potential benefits as well as the limits of applying a range of digital
technologies to achieve a given task;

• to use digital technologies in a conscious, responsible, confident, competent and creative
way.
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B.3 Primary School

B.3.1 Competence Goals at the End of Primary School

The student:

T-P-1 understands that an algorithm describes a procedure that can be automated in a precise
and unambiguous manner;

T-P-2 understands how an algorithm can be expresses by means of a program written using a
programming language;

T-P-3 read and write structurally simple programs;

T-P-4 explain, using logical reasoning, why a structurally simple program achieves its goals or
fails;

T-P-5 begins to recognize the difference between information and data

T-P-6 explores the possibility of representing data of various kinds (numbers, images, sounds,
...) using different formats, even arbitrarily chosen ones;

T-P-7 starts recognizing the presence of computers in technological devices of everyday life;

T-P-8 recognizes the Internet as a communication infrastructure, distinguishing it from its
services (e.g., search engines, e-mail, WWW) and the contents transmitted;

T-P-9 understands the basic rules for the safe and socially responsible use of information
technology;

T-P-10 uses information technology systems to choose and use digital content;

T-P-11 develops a positive attitude towards computer-based applications, recognizing their
potential as tools for personal expression in everyday life.

B.3.2 Knowledge and Skills at the End of the Third Grade of Primary School

B.3.2.1 Area of Algorithms

O-P3-A-1 to recognize algorithmic aspects in routine operations of everday life: e.g., brushing
one’s teeth, dressing, leaving the classroom

O-P3-A-2 to understand that difficult problems can be solved by breaking them down in smaller
parts
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B.3.2.2 Area of Programming

O-P3-P-1 to notice errors in simple programs and act to correct them;

O-P3-P-2 to order the sequence of instructions correctly;

O-P3-P-3 to use loops to concisely express that a certain action has to be repeatedly executed a
prefixed number of times;

O-P3-P-4 to use one-way selection to make decisions within simple programs.

B.3.2.3 Area of Data and Information

O-P3-D-1 to select and use objects to represent data one is familiar with (e.g. colors, words, ...)

O-P3-D-2 to define the interpretation of the objects employed to represent data (i.e., the legend)

B.3.2.4 Area of Digital Awareness

O-P3-N-1 to recognize the uses of informatics and digital technologies in everyday life;

O-P3-N-2 to understand the concept of private data and the need to keep them confidential;

O-P3-N-3 to understand the importance of respecting others when using digital technologies;

O-P3-N-4 to be able to ask for help in case of problems related to downloaded materials or
to contacts in which one is involved with on the Internet or through other online
technologies.

B.3.2.5 Area of Digital Creativity

O-P3-R-1 to create elementary digital content

O-P3-R-2 to select and to use digital content for expressive purposes, using computer-based
applications and digital devices in a simple way.

B.3.3 Knowledge and Skills at the End of the Fifth Grade of Primary School

B.3.3.1 Area of Algorithms

O-P5-A-1 to use logical reasonsing to explain how simple algorithms work

O-P5-A-2 to solve complex problems by breaking them into smaller parts.
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B.3.3.2 Area of Programming

O-P5-P-1 to examine the behavior of simple programs to understand and possibily correct them;

O-P5-P-2 to write loops to repeat a certain action while an easy-to-test condition stays true;

O-P5-P-3 to recognize that a sequence of instructions can be considered as a single action, which
can be repeated or selected;

O-P5-P-4 to write simple programs that react to events;

O-P5-P-5 to explore the use of two-way selection to implement mutually exclusive actions within
simple programs.

B.3.3.3 Area of Data and Information

O-P5-D-1 to use combinations of symbols to represent non-elementary data one is familiar with
(e.g. secondary colors, sentences, ...);

O-P5-D-2 to use symbols to represent simple structured data (e.g. bitmap images)

B.3.3.4 Area of Digital Awareness

O-P5-N-1 to know the main hardware and software components of the devices one uses;

O-P5-N-2 to understand the distinction between the communication network and the services
accessible through it;

O-P5-N-3 to understand how the privacy of digital data can be protected by “secret” codes;

O-P5-N-4 to recognize acceptable / unacceptable behavior in the use of information technology
and of content obtained through it;

O-P5-N-5 to know how to report problems or concerns regarding content obtained or contacts
established on the Internet.

B.3.3.5 Area of Digital Creativity

O-P5-R-1 to create simple multimedia content

O-P5-R-2 to create simple computer applications for expressive purposes (eg. stories, games,
music, ...) using suitable environments;

O-P5-R-3 to select, modify and combine digital content for expressive purposes, using computer
applications and IT in a simple way.
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B.4 Lower Secondary School

B.4.1 Competence Goals at the End of Lower Secondary School

The student:

T-M-1 understands the need for precision, so that instructions are always interpreted in the
same way by an automatic executor;

T-M-2 algorithmically describes simple processes, such as those encountered in nature and
everyday life, or those studied in other disciplines;

T-M-3 understands the importance and the need to reflect on the correctness of the algorithmic
descriptions;understands the use of variables to represent data within the program;

T-M-4 designs, writes and debugs, using easy-to-use programming languages, programs that
apply selection, loops, variables and elementary forms of input and output;

T-M-5 rearrange programs in order to improve them, by structuring them in modular compo-
nents as functions and procedures;

T-M-6 recognizes input and output to computer-based applications

T-M-7 understands the different roles of data in a program: input, program state representation,
output;

T-M-8 classifies data according to their nature and purpose;

T-M-9 knows the main (physical and functional) architectural principles of a computer-based
system;

T-M-10 recognizes the hardware and software components of computer-based systems;

T-M-11 recognizes the fundamental mechanisms by which computer-based systems communicate
and provide services on the Internet;

T-M-12 knows the appropriate / inappropriate safe / dangerous ways responsible / irresponsible
to use computer-based technologyselects and uses, even in a combined way, computer
programs and services to achieve a specific goal

T-M-13 experiments the potential of computer-based applications and digital devices as a tool
for personal expression.

B.4.2 Knowledge and Skills at the End of Lower Secondary School

B.4.2.1 Area of Algorithms

O-M-A-1 to detect the potential ambiguities hidden in the description of an algorithm when
natural language is used;
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O-M-A-2 to describe the algorithms according to the capabilities of the automatic executor and
reflects on their correctness;

O-M-A-3 to write algorithms, even based on conventional notations, to describe simple processes
inspired from the natural world, from the everyday life, or studied in other disciplines;

O-M-A-4 to detect and describe the conditions under which the above mentioned processes may
terminate.

B.4.2.2 Area of Programming

O-M-P-1 to try small/simple changes in a program to understand and modify its behavior, identify
and fix its flaws;

O-M-P-2 to write programs that use nested loops and selections;

O-M-P-3 to use in a simple way modular mechanisms, such as functions and procedures

O-M-P-4 to write programs using also typed variables of a simple kind;

O-M-P-5 to use variables that represent the state of the program and allow tracing the progress
of computation;

O-M-P-6 to use variables in the conditions of loops and selections;

O-M-P-7 to re-organize programs to improve their comprehensibility.

B.4.2.3 Area of Data and Information

O-M-D-1 to recognize whether two representation of the same simple data are interchangeable
for the intended purpose;

O-M-D-2 to perform simple manipulations of symbols that represent structured data (e.g. binary
numbers, bitmap images);

O-M-D-3 to use variables to represent the state of a computation;

O-M-D-4 to use structured variables to represent collections of homogeneous data (e.g. vectors,
lists, ...).

B.4.2.4 Area of Digital Awareness

O-M-N-1 to understand the main architectural and functional concepts of the Internet and the
Web;

O-M-N-2 to understand the main architectural and functional concepts of computer-based systems
and devices, distinguishing between hardware and software;
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O-M-N-3 to use the most common computer-based systems and devices to organize and manage
the data of interest;

O-M-N-4 to connect computer-based devices with each other and with peripheral devices, also
with the purpose to realize simple experiences of data collection and analysis and of
control of external devices;

O-M-N-5 to recognize the value of any personal data, not only of sensitive data, and be aware of
issues related to identity on the network;

O-M-N-6 to understand the social risks connected to the systematic collection of data and the
inherently public dimension of social networks;

O-M-N-7 to critically evaluate the content found on the web.

B.4.2.5 Area of Digital Creativity

O-M-R-1 to experiment during the creation of digital content various digital tools and multiple
processing methods, so as to express themselves at their best;

O-M-R-2 to choose the most appropriate digital tools for their expressive goals;

O-M-R-3 to create software applications for expressive purposes (eg. stories, games, music, ...)
using suitable environments;

O-M-R-4 to select and organize digital content for an effective presentation.

B.5 First Biennium of Higher Secondary School

B.5.1 Competence Goals at the End of the First Biennium of Higher Sec-
ondary School

The student:

T-S-1 understands the need to refer to the capabilities of an automatic executor in order to
express algorithms in an unambigous way;

T-S-2 recognizes that algorithms are able to solve problems in their generality, and not for
single instances;

T-S-3 is able to discuss the correctness of an algorithm with respect to the above mentioned
generality;

T-S-4 understands the nature of the problems that are worth an algorithmic solution;

T-S-5 is able to evaluate the efficiency of simple algorithms;
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T-S-6 defines, implements and validates programs and systems that model or simulate simple
physical systems or familiar processes that occur in the real world or are studied in
other disciplines;

T-S-7 understands when programming can provide a convenient way of tackling a problem;

T-S-8 understands the conventional nature of the representation chosen for the data, according
to the described information,

T-S-9 recognizes that the way data are represented and organized affects the effectiveness
and the efficiency of computation

T-S-10 selects and recognizes in computer programs the representations of problem data,
obtained results and elements tracing the intermediate state of a computation;

T-S-11 recognizes the universal and multi-purpose nature of computer-based systems and
understands the role of programs in transforming them into machines for specific
purposes;

T-S-12 understands the importance of user needs for the implementation of computer-based
applications;

T-S-13 is aware that the Internet and computer-based systems and devices influence the
economy and the organization of society;

T-S-14 is aware that the diffusion and use of information technology has ethical and social
consequences and learns to evaluate them critically;

T-S-15 selects, uses and combines computer programs and software services to develop well-
structured informatics projects;

T-S-16 selects, combines and extends computational artifacts to express its own creativity

B.5.2 Knowledge and Skills at the End of the First Biennium Of Higher
Secondary School

B.5.2.1 Area of Algorithms

O-S-A-1 to know a selection of simple algorithms that solve fundamental problems (for example,
search, sorting, maximum common divisor, etc.);

O-S-A-2 to use logical reasoning to evaluate different algorithms that solve the same problem;

O-S-A-3 to understand that not all problems can be solved algorithmically;

O-S-A-4 to take into account, when designing an algorithm, the characteristics of the automatic
executor and the limits of its resources;
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B.5.2.2 Area of Programming

O-S-P-1 to recognize how the various parts of a program contribute to its functioning;

O-S-P-2 to predict the result of a program without running it;

O-S-P-3 to use conditions that use a logical operator;

O-S-P-4 to use loops with conditions to describe parametric actions;

O-S-P-5 to write programs using structured variables;

O-S-P-6 to design and develop modular programs using procedures and functions;

O-S-P-7 to write simple programs in a textual programming language, respecting their syntax;

B.5.2.3 Area of Data and Information

O-S-D-1 to evaluate the advantages and disadvantages of alternative representations of the same
data

O-S-D-2 to know the characteristics of the fundamental data structures (eg: lists, vectors,
matrices, dictionaries, ...) and to know how to select the most suitable one to
accomplish the task at hand;

O-S-D-3 to recognize the difference between data and metadata in some simple context (e.g.,
HTML, simple data description languages, ...).

B.5.2.4 Area of Digital Awareness

O-S-N-1 to realize experiences of data collection and analysis through sensors and of control of
external devices;

O-S-N-2 to take into account the requirements of end-users in the implementation of computer-
based applications;

O-S-N-3 to identify if and how digital programs and contents can be reused, modified, dissemi-
nated;

O-S-N-4 to be aware of the multifaceted relations between the protection of the privacy of
individual data and the protection of company security (e.g., anonymity in the network,
...);

O-S-N-5 to evaluate the reliability of content found on the web, examining and double checking
sources
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B.5.2.5 Area of Digital Creativity

O-S-R-1 to use programming environments for expressive purposes (eg animations, sound tracks,
games, ...);

O-S-R-2 to combine programming and online services to achieve its own goals
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Questionnaires for mindset related
measures in High School

In this appendix the questionnaires used for the study about mindset in high school (described
in Chapter 12 and published in Lodi [2019]) are reported.

Here is reported the English translation of the questionnaires used (that are in Italian).
Meta-comments are in italics/square brackets, not part of the text of the questionnaire.

C.1 Pre-Post Questionnaires

The pre and post questionnaires for CS and non-CS classes have a very similar structure.
Differences are highlighted.
Question marked with * are reverse scored so that a low score always indicates a less desirable
belief (e.g. fixed mindset), and a high score a more desirable belief (e.g. growth mindset).
Questions were presented in random order within each section.

General Questions

• Gender

• Before this school year, you had already programmed?

• [Shown only if answered ‘yes’ to the previous question] In which programming languages
you had already programmed?

• [Only in post-test for CS-oriented] With respect to the first term, your grades in CS
related disciplines. . . (improved [+1] / remained the same [0] / worsened [-1]).

General Beliefs

[These questions are based on Dweck [2003], an italian translation of the original Dweck
[1999].]
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Growth mindset

Rate from 1 (totally disagree) to 6 (totally agree).

• * You have a certain amount of intelligence, and you can’t really do much to change it.

• * Your intelligence is something about you that you can’t change very much.

• * You can learn new things, but you can’t really change your basic intelligence.

Confidence in one’s intelligence

Choose the most true between two sentences, then show how true is it for you, from 1 (sort
of true for me) to 6 (very true for me).
[Scores were re-scaled from 12 (very true, high confidence) to 1 (sort of true, low confidence)]

• I usually think I’m intelligent / I wonder if I’m intelligent

• When I get new work in school, I’m usually sure I will be able to learn it. / When I get
new work in school, I often think I may not be able to learn it

• I’m not very confident about my intellectual ability / I feel pretty confident about my
intellectual ability

Task choice goal measure

Rate from 1 (totally disagree) to 6 (totally agree).

• * If I knew I wasn’t going to do well at a task, I probably wouldn’t do it even if I might
learn a lot from it

• * Although I hate to admit it, I sometimes would rather do well in a class of than learn
a lot

• It’s much more important for me to learn things in my classes than it is to get the best
grades

Choose one of the two options.

• If I had to choose between getting good grades and being challenged in class, I would
choose. . . (Good grades [1] / Being challenged [6])

CS Beliefs

[These scales were adapted from Sun [2015], a thesis about Mathematical Mindsets, changing
the word “Math” with “Computer Science”.]
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CS Mindset

Rate from 1 (totally disagree) to 6 (totally agree).

• Anyone can be good at computer science if the word hard at it

• * You have a certain amount of “computer science intelligence”, and you can’t really
do much to change it.

• * There are limits to how much people can improve their basic CS ability.

• * Some students can never do well in computer science, even if they try hard.

Nature of CS

Rate from 1 (totally disagree) to 6 (totally agree).

• * There is usually only one way to solve a CS problem

• * CS involves mostly facts and procedures that have to be learned.

• * People who really understand CS will have a solution quickly.

• Mistakes are important when learning CS

Identification with CS

[For non-CS oriented classes, “is” and “will be” were changed in “would be”.]

• I see myself as a “CS person”. (from 1 – totally disagree to 5 – totally agree)

• I think CS is (easy [5] / hard [1]) for me.

• I will be (bad [1] / good [5]) at CS.

CS Mastery orientation

Rate from 1 (not at all important) to 5 (extremely important).
[For non-CS oriented classes, second and fourth question was rephrased starting with “If you
studied CS, . . . ”.]

• * In CS, how important is it to avoid making mistakes?

• * How important is it that you to do better than other students in your CS class?

• * In CS class, how important is it to get the right answer?

• * How important is it that you do well in CS?
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C.2 Open Questions for the Intervention Class

In class INF1, halfway through the year, we performed a mindset intervention. At the end of
the lesson, students were asked to reflect on struggle and answer the following open-ended
questions.

Reflections after the Lesson

Reflect on a situation when you struggled to learn something. It could be anything – learning
a new math concept, or a new technique in soccer, or staring at the blank page during the
writing of an essay. A situation where you failed at first but
through persevering, hard work, others help and using different strategies, you succeeded
or you became better at the task at hand. How do you felt? How did you overcome that
situation and what did you learn from it? [Adapted from Khan Academy and PERTS [2014]]

1. Letter to mates

Write a letter to a future student of your class about this struggle. In at least five sentences,
tell this student your story and give him advice on what he should do next time he encounters
an obstacle when learning something new. Feel free to be as creative as you would like, but
try to write a useful letter. [Adapted from Khan Academy and PERTS [2014]]

2. What should a teacher do to stimulate a “growth mindset” in students?

Feel completely free to express what you think would be the best for yourself, and explain
why.

3. Suggestions to mates about programming

From September 2017, or perhaps from before, you started to program. Maybe it was very
easy for you, or on the contrary, you encountered many difficulties. Computer errors happen
all the time, and even the most experienced programmers spend a lot of time debugging,
that is, hunting for errors. Write in at least five sentences some tips that you would give to a
classmate who has to start learning to program, recommending him concrete strategies to
succeed and not to be discouraged in the face of difficulties related to learning programming.
[Inspired by the intervention from Simon et al. [2008]]



Appendix D

Questionannaries for GM and
Computer Anxiety in Pre-service
teachers

In this appendix the questionnaires used for the study about mindset and computer anxiety
(described in Chapter 13 and published in Lodi [2018a]) are reported.

D.1 Questionnaires

D.1.1 Implicit Theories of Intelligence Scale

It included eight Likert-type (1 to 6) items, described in Dweck [1999, p. 285]. We used an
Italian translation. Questions with * indicate a fixed mindset, so they were reverse scored (so
that high agreement corresponds with a growth mindset for all questions)

Q1* You have a certain amount of intelligence, and you can’t really do much to change it.

Q2* Your intelligence is something about you that you can’t change very much.

Q3 No matter who you are, you can significantly change your intelligence level.

Q4* To be honest, you can’t really change how intelligent you are.

Q5 You can always substantially change how intelligent you are.

Q6* You can learn new things, but you can’t really change your basic intelligence.

Q7 No matter how much intelligence you have, you can always change it quite a bit.

Q8 You can change even your basic intelligence level considerably.
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D.1.2 Computer Anxiety Rating Scale

It included nineteen Likert-type (1 to 5) items, described in Heinssen et al. [1987] (we used
an Italian translation of the slight variation proposed by Sam et al. [2005]). Questions with *
indicate a low level of anxiety, so they were reverse scored (so that high agreement corresponds
with high anxiety for all questions)

Q1 I feel insecure about my ability to interpret a computer printout

Q2* I look forward to using a computer on my job

Q3 I do not think I would be able to learn a computer programming language

Q4* The challenge of learning about computers is exciting

Q5* I am confident that I can learn computer skills

Q6* Anyone can learn to use a computer is they are patient and motivated

Q7* Learning to operate computers is like learning any new skill, the more you practice, the
better you become

Q8 I am afraid that if I begin to use computer more, I will become more dependent upon
them and lose some of my reasoning skills

Q9* I am sure that with time and practice I will be as comfortable working with computers
as I am in working by hand

Q10* I feel that I will be able to keep up with the advances happening in the computer field

Q11 I would dislike working with machines that are smarter than I am

Q12 I feel apprehensive about using computers

Q13 I have difficulty in understanding the technical aspects of computers

Q14 It scares me to think that I could cause the computer to destroy a large amount of
information by hitting the wrong key

Q15 I hesitate to use a computer for fear of making mistakes that I cannot correct

Q16 You have to be a genius to understand all the special keys contained on most computer
terminals

Q17* If given the opportunity, I would like to learn more about and use computers more

Q18 I have avoided computers because they are unfamiliar and somewhat intimidating to me

Q19* I feel computers are necessary tools in both educational and work settings
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